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Editorial

Dear readers:

rent countries, which provides a fundamental added
value, since it demonstrates the capability of constituting international networks that enable generating
synergic contributions from different realities, which
are of great value for the development of science
and technology.
In the area of materials, Del Pozo and MasTorrent conducted their research work about manufacturing of organic field effect transistors; Guilcaso,
Ramirez and others establish the influence of zinc
chromate on the corrosion of steels exposed to saline
atmospheres; Aparicio Sortino and Jerez establish
the influence of homogenization prior to cold-rolling
on the microstructure of a steel; these works contribute to identify variables for the production and
manufacturing process which could be very useful.
In the automotive area, Taipe, Llanes and others
conduct and experimental analysis to evaluate an
engine with provoked ignition for different types of
gasoline, a contribution of great interest to establish
transportation efficiency parameters.
Matute and Bojorque, Aguilar, Risco and Casaverde together with Triviño, Franco and Ochoa show
how computer science and the internet are tools of
great importance in many areas, such as selection
of human talent within an administrative process,
classification of thermal images in industries and
convergence in telecommunications.
Other authors such as Tapia and Torres conduct
an experimental evaluation of a two-dimensional
frame; Dany Ochoa presents a tool for studies of
electric grids in dynamic regime and Quitiaquez,
Cortez and others show a refrigeration application
with solar energy which is validated experimentally;
three industrial fields that will serve for future works
in industrial development. Progress continues, the
planet does not stop, and research and innovation,
fundamental pillars for the development, will remain
booming to support the new challenges that arise.

The planet has undergone a great devastation
due to the COVID-19 pandemics. Many people have
died and those who were able to overcome the disease have physical and psychological effects that will
mark the rest of their existence. The view becomes
more complicated if we analyze the economic, social
and work-related impact generated by the presence
of the virus. The innovation and development processes have been also affected due to the reduced
social interaction which enables a direct understanding of the problems to search for solutions where
science and technology have a substantial value.
However, the pandemics has also generated great
challenges, and these have been assumed with a
lot of commitment and decision by the scientific
community; tools have been searched for improving
communication and interrelation between people,
new educational technologies have been generated,
and all the technological background has been put
at the service of the society to support education,
work, communication and, therefore, research and
development.
Research has not stopped, some conditions have
changed, but the scientific production alternatives
remain current. Ingenius, as other scientific publications, continues to lead the processes in this space
that we consider of great value to generate contributions that will serve to support the development
of the society.
Seventy-five contributions have been received
for this issue, which were reviewed through the
corresponding editorial process and ten scientific
papers were accepted for publication. The contributions published correspond to thirty-three researchers from Spain, Ecuador, Colombia, Peru and
Venezuela. It is important to emphasize that the
works are jointly structured by authors from diffe-

John Calle-Siguencia, PhD
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Abstract

Resumen

Organic field-effect transistors based on composite Transistores orgánicos de efecto de campo basados en
materials has been manufactured using the rapid un material compuesto han sido fabricados por medio
convective deposition technique. The manufacturing de la técnica de deposición convectiva rápida. La fabriwas carried out under environmental conditions (air, cación fue llevada a cabo bajo condiciones ambientales
light and humidity). All manufactured transistors (aire, luz y humedad). En todos los casos, los transisshow a typical field-effect behavior with features of tores fabricados muestran un claro comportamiento
a p-type semiconductor, and exhibit field-effect mo- de efecto de campo con características de semiconbilities around 10-2 cm2/V.s, fully comparable with ductor tipo-p, y exhiben movilidades en el orden de
transistors manufactured using thermal evaporation 10−2 cm2 /V.s, totalmente comparables con transisof the same active material. The deposition tech- tores obtenidos por evaporación térmica del mismo
nique demonstrates that devices may be manufac- material activo. La técnica de deposición demuestra
tured with high reproducibility and in all cases with que se pueden obtener dispositivos con alta reproa low threshold voltage of approximately 1V. There- ducibilidad y que en todos los casos muestran una
fore, it is demonstrated here that rapid convective baja tensión umbral de alrededor 1 V. Por lo tanto,
deposition can be used to manufacture organic field- se demuestra que la deposición convectiva rápida
effect transistors on large surface areas, showing high puede ser usada para la fabricación de transistores
reproducibility among devices and high stability at orgánicos de efecto de campo sobre áreas amplias,
environmental conditions.
con indicadores de reproducibilidad entre dispositivos
y alta estabilidad en condiciones ambiente.
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channel in the interface of the dielectric and the organic semiconductor. The typical and most commonly
The development of organic electronics, particularly in used configurations are the ones shown in Figure 1,
the past two decades, has been of vital importance and which are known as top contacts and bottom contacts.
has produced great impacts in the research community
and in the electronic industry. Some of the devices
with organic architecture, such as the organic light
emitting diodes (OLED), currently shine with great
success and at the moment are being manufactured
in series. Thus, it is now easy to find in our daily life
devices such as TVs or cell phones with OLED-based
screens [1, 2].
At present, semiconductors have been adopted in
a very broad range of applications such as screens,
(a)
(b)
computers, phones, among others, becoming essential
in our daily life, and almost without realizing it.
Figure 1. Typical configurations used in practice for
The core of all organic devices are the organic OFET: (a) top contacts, (b) bottom contacts
semiconductors (OS) and these may be used as active
material of various devices, from single devices (tranIn both cases, the organic semiconductor that is
sistors, diodes, sensors) developed in research labs, up deposited on a dielectric layer is in contact with two
to complex circuits. The discovery of organic semicon- metallic electrodes, named source and drain; and the
ductors dates back to the 1940s [3]. With the purpose gate electrode is typically placed in the bottom part.
of comparing with silicon-based traditional electronics, Then, the current that flows between the source and
organic electronics shows unique features, such as pro- the drain (ISD ) may be modulated by the voltage apcessing from solutions, mechanical flexibility and even plied to the gate electrode (VG ) between the source
a mixture of ionic and electrical conduction, which and the gate, this voltage produces an electric field
makes that organic electronics has captured the inter- responsible for the formation of a layer of accumulated
est of many research laboratories around the world.
charges in the semiconductor/dielectric interface. In
The OS are characterized by being conjugated addition, depending on the polarity of the voltage apmolecules or even conjugated polymers. Their struc- plied to the gate (VG ), it is possible to control the
ture differs significantly from that of the traditional nature of the charge carriers that accumulate in the
inorganic semiconductors, since the OS are character- interface, thereby holes for p-type semiconductors and
ized by weak Van der Waals bonds, while covalent electrons for n-type semiconductors [6].
bonds prevail in the inorganic semiconductors, and
The OS may be deposited on the surfaces in vapor
besides, the π electrons of the OS form the valence phase or in solution, the processes depend on the vapor
and conduction bands. It is very important to highlight pressure and on the solubility of the semiconductor
that OS, as opposed to inorganic semiconductors, do material. The different deposition methods typically
not form a native oxide layer, thus promoting a clean result in different morphologies of the resulting films,
interface between the materials, because the materials as well as they increase the variability in the perforthat can interact with the OS vary from metals to mance of the manufactured devices. However, during
biological organisms [4].
past years, new functionalized OS have emerged in
The research efforts have focused in the manipula- which functional groups have been added that have
tion of the chemical structures of different OS, their improved the solubility of the rigid conjugated cores.
degree of ordering in nanometric layers, as well as in This has enabled to drastically improve the solubilunderstanding and controlling the transport processes ity without losing the inherent electrical properties,
that occur in the interfaces [5]. However, with the pur- neither sacrificing its molecular packing [2, 5].
pose of being able to develop low-cost devices, it is
In this way, a very important factor to consider
necessary to process the OS with techniques based on is manufacturing layers at the nanoscale that enables
their dissolution, to arrive to what is known as printed the deposition of OS, functionalized or not, on subelectronics.
strates that further enable the construction of archiThe polymer semiconductors have good solubil- tectures of transistors. One of the most promising OS
ity in a wide range of organic solvents, however, the that has been found is the dibenzo tetrathiafulvalene
semiconductors with small molecules show problems (DB-TTF), which for this reason is selected for this
in their solubility [2].
study [7–10]. From the point of view of manufacturing
The operating principle of an organic field-effect processes, the organic thin films have been manufactransistor (OFET) is based on the application of an tured with processes at low temperatures, among which
electric field that causes the formation of a conductive stands out the centrifugal coating that is widely used in

1. Introduction
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various research labs. The centrifugal coating enables
to have control of the thickness of the manufactured
films, most of which are homogeneous and without
ruptures; however, such processing method cannot be
scaled.
The reason why centrifugal coating cannot be used
on large processing surfaces, is the need to use great
amounts of solution, which makes centrifugal coating
not feasible for application in manufacturing field-effect
organic transistors on large areas. For this reason, the
development of new manufacturing techniques that
reduce the waste of OS solution, which is typically
expensive, and likewise enable the deposition of thin
layers of organic materials on substrates, is a research
topic of continuing interest. Among the unconventional
methods, convective self-assembly is widely used for
the deposition of coatings on large areas in a small
time-scale.
One way to use convective self-assembly, also known
as rapid convective deposition, is to use a bar coater
such as the one shown in Figure 2, to disperse the
OS solution on the desired substrate and cause the
self-assembly of the selected molecules on the substrate
surface [11, 12].

Figure 2. Typical graphical scheme of the rapid convective
deposition of insulating polymers, semiconductors and/or
their mixtures

Despite the promising features of small-molecule
semiconductors, manufacturing homogeneous films is
complicated, however, in order to overcome such difficulty, the most promising path to this day is creating
composite materials, in typical mixtures of a polymeric
material as matrix and the organic semiconductor as
active material. The application of composite materials has significantly facilitated the processability of

organic semiconductors and, besides, has improved
the crystallinity of the films obtained, as well as the
stability of the films when facing environmental conditions [2], [13].

2. Materials and methods
The silicon substrates were acquired from Fraunhofer
IPMS and have an n-type doping, and besides a silicon
dioxide layer with a thickness of 230 nm. The gold
electrodes have a height of 30 nm, and were deposited
on a layer of indium thin oxide (ITO) with a thickness
of 10 nm; the ITO layer acts as a bonding layer. The
dibenzo tetrathiafulvalene (DB-TTF) thermally evaporated films were prepared at a low evaporation velocity
of about 0.5 Å/s on Si/SiO2 substrates with ITO/Au
contacts, the thickness of the films was determined
as 110 nm by means of an AFM analysis. The thin
films of the active composite material were produced
by adapting a commercial coater to the requirements
of the experiment. DB-TTF and polystyrene for GPC
Mw 10000 (PS10k) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without any subsequent purification.
In this study, polystyrene for GPC Mw 10000
(PS10k) is used together with the DB-TTF organic
semiconductor. Two-percent solutions in chlorobenzene anhydrous of both the insulating polymer and
the semiconductor were prepared. Likewise, using a 1:3
proportion, semiconductor solution versus insulating
polymer solution were prepared in separate vials such
that, in all cases, the mixtures do not exceed a volume
of 500 µl. Heavily doped n-type silicon, and with a
thickness of 200 nm of native silicon oxide (dielectric)
were used as substrate and gate electrode, respectively.
The substrates employed for coatings were acquired
from Si-mat, in which the electrodes were designed using photolithography; such electrodes consist of a layer
of 4 nm of Cr (bonding layer) and 40 nm of Au, both
metals deposited by thermal evaporation. Prior to the
coating process, the substrates are cleaned with acetone and isopropanol, both HPLC grade solvents. At
last, the substrates are dried under a nitrogen stream.
Prior to the experiments, the coating equipment
was preheated to 105 ºC. The substrates with prefabricated electrodes were previously cleaned. The substrates have to be arranged carefully in the coating
machine; a small amount of solution, around 30 µl, is
used to make the coating. The solution is deposited,
and the meniscus dragged at a constant speed of 10
mm/s; during the process of rapid convective deposition, the substrate is always maintained static and
at 105 ºC. Immediately after the coating process, the
coated substrates are carefully removed from the equipment and placed in Petri boxes, and then subjected
to a stage of vacuum curing (Pabs = 7 kPa) and at
60 ºC for a period of at least 2 h, with the purpose of
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removing any remain of solvent. After the curing, the
transistor characteristics are measured at environmental temperature and in darkness.
The optical microscopy photographs were obtained
using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped with
polarizer and analyzer. The study of the cross section
of the films was performed using a FIB-SEM Neon40
Crossbeam™ workstation from Carl Zeiss. The topography of the surface of the films deposited was studied
thanks to the use of an SPM 5500LS from Agilent
Technologies; the processing of the topography data
was carried out using the software Gwyddion. The
measurements of x-rays diffraction were taken with a
diffractometer from Rigaku, equipped with a rotating
anode.
The electrical measurements were carried out with
a Keithley 2612AB with an interface programmed
in MATLAB®, typically in a Süss test station with
pointed probes and in darkness.

the polymer and the active material, in combination
with the mechanical parameters of the deposition process, turn the systems complex. In the field of organic
semiconductors, all the phases of the OS are obtained
even though they do not reach thermodynamic equilibrium, thus the phases obtained must modify the extrinsic parameters. These crystalline phases observed will
be named according to the kinetic polymorphs. Even
though the DB-TTF shows complex polymorphism it
is obtained a crystallin kinetic phase, and as shown
in Figure 4 it is observed the gamma kinetic phase
that has plate-like shape, which are easily observable
along the electrodes of the device analyzed. Since the
deposition technique promotes a rapid crystallization,
it tends to form the most favorable kinetic crystalline
phase [14–16].
Figures 5 and 6 show the frames obtained by FIBSEM, technique widely used for the study of cross
sections of devices and which, similarly, enables the
study of the interfaces between materials, thanks to a
focused beam of Ga+ ions that is used for obtaining
3. Results and discussion
the image and even used for nanostructuring. With the
purpose of calibrating and obtaining a clean cut, 100
Figure 3 shows an image of a DB-TTF:PS10k film
nm of Pt are evaporated on the sample, as observed
obtained by optical microscopy in a mixture ratio 1:3
in Figure 5, together with the hole made.
deposited in an architecture of bottom contacts; it may
be observed a film well-formed and free of ruptures on
all the area photographed. It is important to note that
even though it is an architecture of bottom contacts,
the deposited film is homogeneous.

Figure 4. Photograph obtained by optical microscopy of a
typical film of the DB-TTF and PS10k composite material
in a 1:3 ratio; the angle between the polarizer and the
analyzer is 90°
Figure 3. Photograph obtained by optical microscopy of a
typical film of the DB-TTF and PS10k composite material
in a 1:3 ratio; the angle between the polarizer and the
analyzer is 0°

Since crystallinity is one of the main characteristics of the small and semiconductor DB-TTF molecule,
Figure 4 shows the image obtained by polarized optical
microscopy in which it is shown, and it may be clearly
inferred the formed crystalline structures (spherulites);
these are embedded in the film deposited by rapid
convective deposition, and crystalline networks form
together with paths, also crystalline, for transportation
of holes between the electrodes.
When composite materials are used, parameters
such as the polymer nature, the relationship between

Figure 5. Image obtained by FIB-SEM of a typical device manufactured from a film of the DB-TTF and PS10k
composite material in a 1:3 ratio. Mag = 6.89 kX, EHT =
5.00 kV, FIB Probe = 30 kV:10 pA, FIB Imaging = SEM,
vacuum = 1.72e-6 mbar
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On the other hand, Figure 6 shows the cross section of the sample, after the internal rotation of the
FIB-SEM; in addition, note the Pt, SiOx , Si, and that
thanks to this technique it is possible to measure a
thickness of 52.33 nm of the film deposited on the
substrate with bottom contacts.

Figure 8. Roughness (nm) as a function of the position in
the x-axis [µm] extracted from the diagonal profile shown
in Figure 7, for a typical device manufactured from a film
of the DB-TTF and PS10k composite material in a 1:3
ratio.

Due to the crystallin nature of the DB-TTF active
material, the study by x-rays diffraction is essential,
since knowledge of the crystallin structure is key to be
able to determine and understand the electrical characteristics of a material. Figure 9 shows the diffractogram
of the film, obtained both by rapid convective deposition and by thermal evaporation of the pure DB-TTF
Figure 7 was obtained by AFM, in which it is shown material, with the purpose of verifying the formation of
structures that are non-periodical and non-structured crystallin networks, and ruling out that an amorphous
in a particular region of the deposited film. In addi- film is obtained.
tion, it is observed a variability in is topography with
a maximum of 41.6 nm.
Figure 6. Image obtained by FIB-SEM of the cross section of a typical device manufactured from a film of the
DB-TTF and PS10k composite material in a 1:3 ratio. Mag
= 6.89 kX, EHT = 5.00 kV, FIB Probe = 30 kV:10 pA,
FIB Imaging = SEM, vacuum = 1.72e-6 mbar.

Figure 7. Image obtained by AFM of a typical device
manufactured from a film of the DB-TTF and PS10k composite material in a 1:3 ratio

Figure 8 shows the roughness as a function of the
position, obtained along the diagonal profile shown in
Figure 7. Thus, the deposited film shows a relatively
low roughness with a maximum of 2.0 nm at the approximate position of positive 1 µm in the x-axis. The
smooth surface indicates that it is possible to have
a clean interface with the potential of being used in
the future for other applications, such as organic fieldeffect transistors with electrolytic gate electrodes and
even in the development of sensors [17].

Figure 9. X-rays diffractogram for a thermally evaporated
film of DB-TTF, and for a typical film of the DB-TTF and
PS10k composite material in a 1:3 ratio

Then Figure 9 shows the coincidences at the peaks,
which are observed at 6.72°, 13.48°, 20.22°, 27.08° and
41.22°. Thus, the formation of the gamma crystallin
phase can be appointed as reported by Brillante et
al. [18], however the crystallin structure of the gamma
phase has not been resolved yet. Notably, the unit cell
of the gamma phase contains two DB-TTF molecules,
although the increment of volume per molecule in this
phase versus the alpha-polymorph indicates that the
gamma-polymorph is a less stable phase [14].
Figures 10 and 11 show the output and transfer
characteristics for a typical device based on the DBTTF:PS10k (1:3) active composite material. The figure
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of merit in the output characteristic shown in Figure
10 exhibits characteristics that are reproducible between devices and which show a quasi-ideal behavior
in its linear and saturation response.

homogeneity between different devices selected. The
threshold voltage indicates that transistors need very
low voltage to turn on, and the transfer characteristic
shown in Figure 11 suggests that there are at least
four orders of magnitude between the off and on states
in the manufactured organic field effect transistors.
Since the OFETs are considered and viewed as
elements in technological applications, the low-cost
manufacturing and the stability at environmental conditions are crucial factors to be considered [19]. In
this way, and with the purpose of testing the stability
along time under controlled conditions, a transistor
was subjected to various measurements inside an incubator (T = 25 °C). Thereby, Figure 12 shows the
logarithmic transfer characteristic measured at discrete
Figure 10. Output characteristic of the OFET of a typical times; such plot suggests that the stability has been
film of the DB-TTF and PS10k composite material in a significantly improved, since thermally evaporated DBTTF films are extremely sensitive to environmental
1:3 ratio. Device L = 75 um, W = 75000 um
conditions [12], [20], [7].
Table 1. Summary of mobility and threshold voltage data
as a function of the length of the transistor channel

Length of
channel [µm]

Figure 11. Transfer characteristic of a typical film of the
DB-TTF and PS10k composite material in a 1:3 ratio. Device L = 75 um, W = 75000 um

Then, the device analyzed electrically shows typical
characteristics of field effect, observed in the output
characteristics of Figure 10, in which it is clear that
the voltage applied at the gate modulates the current
measured between the source and drain electrodes; similarly, it is observed how the source-drain current tends
to saturate as it gets closer to the voltage applied to
the gate electrode. It is also important to mention the
minimum hysteresis formed during the current-voltage
mapping in the positive direction (obverse sweeping)
and in the opposite direction (reverse sweeping). A
distinctive characteristic of the existence of traps if
the hysteresis of the device, where there is a significant
difference between the obverse and reverse sweepings,
this may occur when charges are trapped and then
released, respectively, which may happen altogether
due very polar dielectrics [5].
Table 1 summarizes values of mobility and threshold voltage extracted at the saturation regime for various lengths of the channel; despite the significant difference in the length of the channel, the mobility remains
between the same values, suggesting the manufacturing

Movility
[cm2 /V.s]

Threshold
voltage [V]

25
9,75e–3
-1,81
50
1,42e–2
0,38
75
1,02e–2
1,18
10
1,27e–2
-1,11
All devices are manufactured from a typical
film of the DB-TTF and PS10k composite
material in a 1:3 ratio.

Figure 12. Logarithmic transfer characteristic for a device manufactured from a typical film of the DB-TTF and
PS10k composite material in a 1:3 ratio

4. Conclusions
Organic field effect transistors have been successfully
manufactured from a composite material based on a
TTF as active material, using a methodology based
in the rapid convective deposition from a dissolution
of the composite material. Polystyrene was chosen

del Pozo, Mas-Torrent / Rapid Convective Deposition at Nanoscale of Active Composite Materials for the
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as bonding matrix to achieve environmental stability.
All the devices were manufactured and measured at
environmental conditions of light and humidity, thus
exhibiting a drastic improvement in their stability compared with the manufactured by thermal evaporation.
The mobilities of the devices manufactured oscillate
in 10−2 cm2 /V.s con un ± 10−3 cm2 /V.s.s, and such
mobility is perfectly comparable with the devices manufactured by thermal evaporation from pure DB-TTF.
Therefore, it is demonstrated that the manufacturing
technique applied to a composite material provides a
promising path for manufacturing devices of low cost
and high stability.
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Abstract

Resumen

The internal combustion engine with provoked ig- El motor de combustión interna de encendido provonition is a thermal machine that enables obtaining cado es una máquina térmica que permite obtener una
mechanical power from the chemical energy of a fuel. potencia mecánica a partir de la energía química de un
The objective of this work was to evaluate the perfor- combustible. El presente trabajo tuvo como objetivo
mance of an internal combustion engine through the evaluar el desempeño de un motor de combustión inbalance of energy and exergy, under the individual use terna mediante el balance de energía y exergía, bajo el
of the three types of gasoline sold in Ecuador (Super, uso individual de las tres gasolinas comercializadas en
Extra and Ecopais). The experimental methodology el Ecuador (Súper, Extra y Ecopaís). La metodología
consisted of starting the engine with the individual experimental consistió en la puesta en marcha bajo
use of gasoline until reaching its maximum power el uso individual de las gasolinas hasta alcanzar su
at engine speed, and taking measurements of tem- máxima potencia a una velocidad de giro del moperature, specific fuel consumption and air-fuel ratio tor, donde se tomaron mediciones de temperatura,
during 3 minutes. Results show an energy efficiency of consumo específico del combustible y la relación aire
11.31% for the Super gasoline, 10.75% for the Extra combustible para un tiempo de tres minutos. Los regasoline and 10.39% for the Ecopais gasoline. Regard- sultados muestran una eficiencia energética de 11,31
ing exergy efficiency, 58.81% was established for the % para gasolina Súper, 10,75 % para gasolina Extra
Super gasoline, 58.89% for the Extra gasoline and y 10,39 % para gasolina Ecopaís. En lo relacionado a
59.19% for the Ecopais gasoline. Results enable us la eficiencia exergética se estableció un 58,81 % para
to conclude that there is an exergy potential for im- la gasolina Súper, 58,89 % para la gasolina Extra y
provement that may be an opportunity to increase un 59,19 % para la gasolina Ecopaís. Los resultados
energy efficiency.
permiten concluir que existe un potencial exergético
de mejoramiento que puede ser una oportunidad para
aumentar la eficiencia energética.
Keywords: energy balance, exergy, energy consumption, ignition motor induced.

Palabras clave: balance de energía, exergía, consumo energético, motor de encendido provocado.
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1. Introduction
Internal combustion engines (ICE) have great applications in energy generation and cogeneration systems,
and in the automotive industry. Therefore, testing and
studying the performance of these engines is very important to contribute to a larger growth of its scope
of application and operation quality [1, 2].
In general, ICEs have a larger delivery and activity
in the transportation sector, in which the use of fuels
and the increase of emissions are related with industrial processes that drive a strong economic activity of
marketing and insurance of goods and supplies [3, 4].
In Ecuador, the transport sector represents 49 % of the
total energy consumption, where 98.3 % comes from
diesel and gasolines, representing 25 % of the emission
of greenhouse gases due to the combustion of gasolines
[5].
The ICE is the most efficient and reliable energy
plant in the transport (gasoline and diesel engines) and
heavy machinery (diesel engine) sector. It is expected
that ICEs are present until: (i) fuel shortage becomes
a serious problem; (ii) less polluting and more efficient
new technologies are developed as replacement; or (iii)
emissions regulations, established by environmental
agencies to improve quality of air, become unreachable
for engine and vehicle manufacturers [6].
Since the last century, the automotive industry has
been analyzing the design of engines with the purpose
of reducing emissions of greenhouse gases –carbon dioxide (CO2 ), nitrogen oxides (NOx ), carbon monoxide
(CO)– and particulate matter (PM), main responsible
for the degradation of the environment [7, 8]. In addition, ICEs are designed to guarantee a specific output
power combined with the greatest possible efficiency
[9]. The improvements have also increased through the
use of fuels with better properties; one of the important factors that determine the quality of gasolines
is the so-called octane rating [10]. It is defined as a
quantification of the quality and antiknocking capability of gasolines; its main feature is identifying the
combustion process within the engine: a high-octane
rating represents a better antiknocking capability.
For example, in South America the gasolines with
higher octane rating are Argentina and Peru with 98,
followed by Brazil with 95 and Colombia with 92 [11].
Three types of gasolines are sold in Ecuador, which
come from domestic refineries. According to the INEN
935 REGULATION, these are classified based on their
octane-rating in two types:
• Super Gasoline, with a minimum octane rating
of 92.
• Extra Gasoline and Ecopais, with a minimum
octane rating of 87.
The Ecopais gasoline is defined as a biofuel which

contains a mixture of 95 % of premixed naphtha and
5 % of ethanol [12].
The development of the automotive industry has
an impact on the energy shortage [13], however, the
increasing demand of biofuels as an alternative to mitigate the emission of gases and reduce the consumption
of oil-based fuels is only a part of the solution [14],
therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the performance
of the engine through energy and exergy analyses.
The energy analysis is based on the first law of thermodynamics, as an efficient way to know the energy
distribution characteristics reflected in the conversion,
transfer, usage and energy loss of the fuel in terms of
quantity. With this characteristic as a guide, specific
measures may be used to reduce energy loss. However,
the energy analysis does not reflect the difference in
energy quality, term which is indeed considered for the
exergy analysis; the latter is based on the second law
of thermodynamics, the exergy study may evaluate
the energy quality to achieve a total reusability of the
energy lost [15].
With respect to the energy analysis of the ICEs, up
to 55 % of the input energy is yielded to the environment through exhaust gases and various heat exchange
processes between the engine configuration of the engine, the refrigerant and the lube oil [16]. Figure 1
indicates the performance percentages of an ICE.

Figura 1. Sankey Diagram in ICE [17]

El MCI es un motor térmico que transforma la
energía química en energía mecánica, generalmente,
disponible en un eje de salida giratorio. La energía
química del combustible se transforma primero en
energía térmica mediante la combustión u oxidación
con el aire en el interior del motor, luego de la combustión, los reactantes se transforman en productos
como dióxido de carbono (CO2 ), agua (H2 O) y monóxido de carbono (CO). La energía térmica incrementa
la presión y la temperatura de los gases en el interior
del motor, el gas a alta presión se expande contra los
mecanismos mecánicos del motor [18].
La Universidad Internacional SEK, con el objetivo
de reforzar los conocimientos y habilidades de los estudiantes en Ingeniería Automotriz, adquirió un banco
experimental para MCI, específicamente de encendido
provocado (MEP). Del mismo se desconoce su comportamiento energético a partir del uso de las gasolinas
comercializadas en el Ecuador.
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Por lo mencionado el actual estudio de investigación tiene como objetivo general: evaluar el desemdU
+
Qcomb + madm hadm = W + Qref r
peño de un motor de encendido provocado experimendt
(2)
tal mediante el balance de energía y exergía, bajo el
+mesc hesc + mf ug hf ug
uso individual de las tres gasolinas comercializadas
en el Ecuador, para la valoración y evaluación de su
Regarding the scope, the present study is experrendimiento.
imental, because it is based on the management of
parameters that measure the performance of the engine, such as torque, rotational speed, engine power,
2. Materiales y métodos
volumetric flow and specific consumption of fuel under
La Figura 2 indica que las paredes de la cámara de strictly controlled circumstances, with the objective
combustión conforman los límites del sistema. Al uti- of explaining how or why a particular situation or
lizar la primera ley de la termodinámica se obtiene la circumstance arises [22].
The engine under study is a 1 cylinder four-stroke
descomposición de la energía del sistema, la Ecuación
(1) que acompaña a la Figura 2 corresponde a decir que CT 150 air-cooled EPI, with carburetor. With an ap«el cambio de la energía del sistema (Esis), asumiendo proximate weight of 15 kg, dimensions L × W × H (420
que no hay pérdidas de energía en deformaciones del × 300 × 320 mm), approximate power of 2.2 kW, oil
volumen de control, se reduce al cambio de la energía volume 0.6 L, magnetic ignition voltage, compression
ratio 7:1, thermal probe for measuring the temperature
interna del sistema (U)» [19].
of exhaust gases from 0 to 1000 °C, driven by a pulley
of diameter 125 mm, and SPA 1250 v-belt (see Figure
3).

Figura 3. CT 150 engine

1. Energy of the system (Esis)
The following instruments and materials (inte2. Energy supplied to the system by the fuel (Qcomb)
grated
in the experimental bench as illustrated in
3. Inlet load (madm*hadm)
Figure
4)
were used for conducting the research:
4. Mechanical work (W )
5. Heat dissipated through the refrigerant (Qref )
6. Heat of the exhaust gases (mesc*hesc)
7. Equivalent heat of the chamber gases that escape through the interstices between the segments
(mfug*hfug)
Figura 2. Thermodynamic model of an ICE [20, 21]

dEsis
dU
dQcomb
dQref r
dW
=
=
+
+
+
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
dmadm
dmesc
dmf ug
+
hadm +
hesc +
hf ug
dt
dt
dt

(1)

For the practical purposes of calculating the energy Figura 4. Experimental bench. Air-cooled gasoline engine
balance of the engine, Equation (1) may be rewritten with 1 cylinder, and HM 365 universal drive and brake unit
as shown in equation (2) [21]:
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• Air-cooled gasoline engine with one cylinder.
• HM 365 universal drive and brake unit
• Asynchronous motor with frequency converter
– power: 2200 W
– maximum speed: 3000 min

approx.

– maxumum torque: 12 Nm approx.
• Operation with v-belt
– v-belt length: 1157 mm, 1180 mm, 1250 mm
– type of v-belt: SPA
– diameter of the v-belt pulley: 125 mm
• Resistive load: 72 Ω, 2400 W
• Measurement ranges
– torque: ± 15 Nm
– speed: 0. . . 5000 min−1

2πnM
(W )
60
• Plot power (y axis) vs. rpm (x axis).
P =

(3)

The following steps were implemented to obtain
the consumption curve:
• The engine is adjusted to operate at constant
revolutions (2500 rpm), and it is measured the
time at which 5.1 cm3 are consumed (which corresponds to a descent of 1 cm in the scale of the
measuring tube, thus determining the volumetric
flow Q) for a fixed torque in the equipment.
• Values are recorded for different engine torques
(always maintaining the engine at 2500 rpm), the
results are recorded in a table.

• 400 V, 50 Hz, 3 phases
• 400 V, 60 Hz, 3 phases
• 230 V, 60 Hz, 3 phases
• Super, Extra and Ecopais Gasolines (see Table
1, fundamental features)

• Make a table that records the power, the mass
flow ṁ = Qρf luid (where Q is the volumetric
flow and ρf luid is the density of the fuel) and the
specific consumption (be ) obtained by means of
Equation (4):
ṁ
P
• Plot be (y axis) and P (x axis).
be =

Tabla 1. Properties of the fuels

Octane
Rating (OR)
Sulphur
content (%)
Gum content
(mg/100 ml)
Aromatic
content (% vol.)
Olefin
content (% vol.)
Final point of
evaporation (°C)
Density (kg/m3 )
LCV (kJ/kg)

• Repeat the procedure for a second reading to be
able to calculate the average.
• Apply Equation (3) for obtaining the power:

−1

Parameters

• Record the torque (M) and the number of revolutions (n) in a table (9 readings).

Super

Extra

Ecopais

92

87

87

(4)

2.1. Calculation of the thermal balance

The energy balance of the ICEs is basically a study of
the first law of thermodynamics, which is also called
energy balance, heat balance or thermal balance [20].
4
3
3
The analysis of the thermal balance is an efficient way
to know the energy flow, enables the designer to evalu35
30
30
ate the variation of internal energy as a function of the
energy transfers as heat or work through the bound18
18
18
aries, and the enthalpies associated with the mass flow
that crosses these boundaries, and then presenting a
220
220
220
highly potential method which reduces fuel consump722
723
749
tion in the engines [24]. The thermal balance enables
48345
45124
44739
carrying out the following equality: Energy that enters
Note: Taken from the study conducted by Rochathe system = Energy that exits the system.
Hoyos, et al. [23]
From another point of view, Equation (5) is fulfilled
for a process with flow and steady state.
The following steps were implemented to obtain
X
X
X
the power curve:
Q=
Hinput −
Houtput
(5)
0,065

0,065

0,065

• Start the engine at full load.
• Adjust the torque potentiometer (M) to progressively brake the engine (n) (reducing the rpm).

Where:
P

Q: sum of heat evacuated to the environment
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P

Houtput : sum of enthalpies that exit the system Where:

P

Hinput : sum of enthalpies that enter the system

In the light of the above, the sum of heats that
cross the system is equal to the difference between the
sum of enthalpies that enter the system and the sum of
enthalpies that exit the system [19]. On the other hand,
the change of enthalpy is a measure of the amount of
energy absorbed or delivered in a thermodynamic system, i.e., is the change produced by a transformation in
which it is possible to receive or provide energy (such
as in the present case study, mechanical energy), and
thus the enthalpy may be considered as numerically
equal to the heat exchanged with the environment.
In order to solve the thermal balance, the following
general calculations are taken into account.

21

Pmax = Maximum power of the engine
Q̇c = heat released by the fuel

2.2. Exergy balance

The exergy is established as the analysis of the performance of the system based on the second law of
thermodynamics. The exergy is the amount of «energy
available» in the system. The exergy analysis is used
to define the type, location and extent of the energy
losses in different parts of an ICE [25]. The exergy
is defined as the maximum amount of useful theoretical work, which may be obtained when a system
reaches thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment. The destruction of exergy or the irreversibilities
2.1.1. Mass flow of fuel (Equation 6)
are accompanied by the generation of entropy. The
v
ṁc = ρ
(6) main objective of an exergy analysis is to conceptualize
∆t
the optimal design for a system, the design parameters
Donde:
and operation have considerable effects in the exergy
balance during the operation of engine [26].
ṁc = mass flow of fuel (kg/s)
Three main sources of destruction of exergy may
be identified: irreversibilities in the cylinder, mechanρ = fuel specific density (kg/m3 )
ical irreversibilities and other forms of irreversibility.
The effects of the heat transfer of the gases to the
V = fuel volume (m3 )
cylinder wall, the combustion and the viscosity are
explained in the cylinder. Mechanical irreversibilities
∆t = flow time (180 s)
are caused by friction, which may be calculated by the
difference between the indicated braking power. Other
irreversibilities explain the sum of various irreversible
2.1.2. Heat released by the fuel (Equation (7)) processes, such as the pumping losses, the mixing process of air and fuel, the choking and the heat transfer
Q̇c = ṁc · P CI
(7) from the wall to the cooling system [27].
The exergy balance is determined according to the
Where:
following methodology:
Exergy associated to the fuel heat (Equation (10)):
Q̇c = Heat released by the fuel (kW)
Eχc = ṁc LCV

P CI = lower calorific value of the fuel (kJ/kg)

(10)

Where:
2.1.3. Flow of exhaust gases (Equation (8))
ṁg = ṁair + ṁf uel

Eχc = Exergy of the fuel (kW)
(8)

LCV = lower calorific value of the fuel (kJ/kg)

Donde:
Another very fundamental section of the exergy
balance is the flow of exhaust gases from the engine.
The specific heat used is determined based on a mean
ṁf uel = mass flow of fuel (kg/s)
of the specific heat values, at the corresponding input and output operating temperatures of the engine
The energy efficiency of the system is determined (Equation 11):
according to Equation (9).



 
Pmax
T
T
ηenergy =
(9)
Ėχg = ṁg CP T0
− 1 − ln
(11)
T0
T0
Q̇c
ṁair = flow of air (kg/s)
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2.3. Experimental design

Where:

The software Statgraphics Centurion XVI is used for
the analysis and comparison of results, performing a
simple ANOVA for the different treatments (combiṁg = Flow of gas (kg/s)
nations) shown in Table 2. Three repetitions of each
CP = Specific heat at constant pressure (kJ/kg K) treatment were carried out, as established by the NTE
INEN 2205 [28] regulation in its section 6 about testing methods, where item 6.1.5.4 states «Record and
T0 = Reference temperature (K)
average a minimum of three readings in each test».
The
fuel with three levels (Extra, Super and Ecopais)
T = Temperature of the exhaust gases (K)
is the independent variable, while energy and exergy
The exergy efficiency is determined from Equation efficiency are the dependent variables.
An ANOVA analysis was used to determine if
(12):
there is a significant difference among the experimenP
P
tal groups, applying tests of multiple comparison of
Einputf lows − Eoutputf lows
P
ηexergy =
(12) means, for this case the Least Significant Difference
Einputf lows
(LSD) in a 95 % of confidence [29, 30].
The specific heat of air at a temperature T (K), is
given by Equation (13):
Ėχg = Exergy associated to the flow of gas (kW)

Tabla 2. Treatments for the analysis of significant

cpar,T = C0 + C1 T + C2 T 2 + C3 T 3 + C4 T 4 (J/kgK)
(13)
For a temperature between 200 and 800 K.
Where:

Number of
treatments

Engine

Fuels

T1
T2
T3

Motor CT 150
Motor CT 150
Motor CT 150

Super
Extra
Ecopais

c0 = 1, 0189 × 103
c1 = −1, 3784 × 10−1
c2 = 1, 9843 × 10−4

3. Results and discussion

c3 = 4, 2399 × 10−7
c4 = −3, 7632 × 10−10
The specific heat of the combustion gases at constant pressure is given by Equation (14):
cp

g,T

= cpar,T +

f
θCp,T (J/kgK)
1+f

(14)

Where:
f=

ṁcomb
ṁar

(15)

θCp,T = CP0 T + CP1 T 2 + CP3 T 3 + CP4 T 4 + CP5 T 5
(16)
For a temperature between 200 and 800 K.
cpo = −3, 5949 × 102
cp1 = 4, 5164 × 100
cp2 = 2, 8116 × 10−3
cp3 = −2, 1709 × 10−5
cp4 = 2, 8689 × 10−8
cp5 = −1, 2226 × 10−11

Table 3 shows the results of the nine measurements of
revolutions and torque, variables required for calculating power and for plotting P vs. n.
Figure 5 indicates the power as a function of the
turning speed of the engine, it is observed that as the
turning speed increases, the power generated also increases, but only up to reaching its maximum power.
The maximum power generated with the use of the
Super gasoline is 1174.17 W, which corresponds to
an engine turning speed of 3199 rpm. The maximum
power generated with the use of the Extra gasoline is
1142.46 W, which corresponds to an engine turning
speed of 3121.5 rpm.
At last, the maximum power generated with the
use of the Ecopais gasoline is 1183.35 W, which corresponds to an engine turning speed of 3224 rpm. In
summary, it is obtained that for speeds under 3000
rpm there are no differences in the behavior of the
power, as opposed to speeds between 3000 and 3600
rpm where the Super and Ecopais gasolines show the
best results. These results are compatible with the
works [31] and [32], where power tests with the Extra
and Super gasolines were carried out, obtaining the
same behavior trend as in the present study.
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Figura 5. Curves of power vs. rpm
Figura 6. Curves of specific consumption vs. power

Tabla 3. Values of revolutions, torque and power

n (rpm)

Super
M (Nm)

P(W)

n (rpm)

Extra
M (Nm)

P(W)

n (rpm)

Ecopais
M (Nm)

P(W)

3753
3671
3624
3579,5
3528
3501,5
3199
2474,5
2333

0,5
1,03
1,5
1,995
2,505
3
3,505
4,005
4,5

196,51
395,96
569,26
747,81
925,48
1100,03
1174,17
1037,81
1099,4

3808,5
3724
3650,5
3609
3559,5
3342
3121,5
2412,5
2169

0,495
1,005
1,505
2,005
2,5
3
3,495
4,005
4,5

197,42
391,93
575,33
757,76
931,87
1049,92
1142,46
1011,81
1022,12

3815
3743
3671,5
3623
3621
3554
3224
2340
2067,5

0,5
1,005
1,5
2,01
2,5
3,005
3,505
4,01
4,505

199,75
393,93
576,72
762,59
947,98
1118,38
1183,35
982,63
975,37

Table 4 shows the results of the six power and mass
flow measurements, parameters required for calculating specific consumption (be ).
Figure 6 indicates the fuel specific consumption as
a function of the power generated; as power increases
the fuel specific consumption reduces to approximately
600 W, and then a slight increase starts to occur from
this value with the greatest consumptions occurring at
low revolutions. This result is compatible with the one
obtained by Alzate and Agudelo [3], where tests were
carried out in the operating regime from 1100 rpm to
3600 rpm; from 1100 rpm to 2000 rpm the fuel specific consumption diminished progressively down to its
minimum value, a from then on it successively grew as
a function of the increase in the engine turning speed.
In summary, it may be concluded that the behavior of
the specific consumption for the three gasolines is not
significant, similar to the results obtained in the study

by Quimbita and Guallichico [32], where it is observed
a fuel specific consumption of 47.44 g/kWh for the
Super gasoline, 43.17 g/kWh for the Extra gasoline
and 49.96 g/kWh for the Ecopais gasoline.
Table 5 shows the results of the measurements required for calculating the thermal balance of the ICE
at maximum power, carried for the Super, Extra and
Ecopais gasolines; and Table 6 indicates the variables
obtained when applying the methodology described
in the section of the method.As indicated in Table 4,
the energy efficiency for the Super gasoline is 11.31
%, and the exergy efficiency is 58.81 %, for the Extra
gasoline 10.75 % and 58.89 %, and for the Ecopais
gasoline 10.39 % and 59.19 %, respectively; this is due
to the fact that there is an amount of exergy being
destroyed in the exhaust gases that can be used to
generate work.
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Tabla 4. Tabulated values of power, mass flow and specific consumption for the different gasolines tested

P(W)
18,33
130,9
261,8
562,87
748,75
1047,2

Super
m(kg/h) be (g/kwh)
0,096
0,22
0,254
0,277
0,373
0,89

0,0053
0,0017
0,001
0,0005
0,0005
0,0008

P(W)
36,652
130,9
264,417
534,071
785,398
1047,198

Extra
m(kg/h) be (g/kwh)
0,1777
0,1891
0,2824
0,3222
0,3836
0,7808

0,0048
0,0014
0,0011
0,0006
0,0005
0,0007

Ecopais
m(kg/h) be (g/kwh)

P(W)
15,708
130,8997
264,4174
526,2168
785,3982
1047,1976

0,1132
0,1817
0,2938
0,3003
0,4045
0,5567

0,0072
0,0014
0,0011
0,0006
0,0005
0,0005

Tabla 5. Tabulated average values for calculating energy and exergy efficiency at maximum power
Mmax
(Nm)

Pmax
(W)

Consumption
(m3 )

Q
(m3 /s)

Pc
(kg/m3 )

ṁc
(kg/s)

ṁaire
(kg/s)

ṁgas
(kg/s)

T̄e
(°C)

T̄s
(°C)

PCI
(kJ/kg)

0,002071

0,002286

22,77

543

48345,66

0,002046

0,002282

23,72

543,5

45124,76

0,00206

0,002315

23,77

541,5

44739,17

Gasolina Super
3,505

1174,17

53,55

2,97 E-07

722

0,0002148

Gasolina Extra
3,495

1142,46

58,65

3,26 E-07

723

0,0002356

Gasolina Ecopais
3,505

1183,35

61,2

3,40 E-07

749

0,0002547

Note: The values of LCV were taken from the study by Rocha-Hoyos et al. [23]

Tabla 6. Average results of energy and exergy efficiency calculated at maximum power
Pmax
(W)

Q̇c
(kW)

ηener
%

Eχg
(kW)

Eχc
(kW)

Eχk
(kW)

ηener
%

3,63

58,81

3,72

58,89

Gasolina Super
1174,17

10,38

11,31

0,64

10,38

Gasolina Extra
1142,46

10,63

10,75

0,65

10,63

Gasolina Ecopais
1183,35 11,39 10,39
0,66
11,39
3,99
59,19
Note: The exergy due to the conduction and convection
heat transfers has been denoted as Eχk , estimated as 35
% of Eχc according to Li et al. [7].

Having an exergy efficiency greater than an energy
efficiency, implies that there is an exergy potential
for improvement through which it is possible to take
advantage of part of that exergy being destroyed and
transform it into work, thus achieving an increase in
the thermal efficiency [33].

79 % were obtained at the beginning of the study, and
later a reduced exergy efficiency of 56 % was achieved
due to the use of the exhaust gases that escape from
the turbine to generate vapor (cogeneration), thus
enabling an increase of 67 % in the energy efficiency.

The results obtained are compatible with the work
by Gonzalez et al., [33], where it was obtained an exergy efficiency of 14.77 % which is greater than the
energy efficiency of 12.79 %, concluding that this difTable 7 and Figure 7 represent the multiple range
ference is due to the increase of 43.19 % in the engine test and the box and whisker plot for the energy efturning speeds.
ficiency as dependent variable. It is concluded that
On the other hand, according to Llerena [34], an there is a significant difference between the gasolines,
energy efficiency of 39 % and an exergy efficiency of and the Super gives the best result.
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Tabla 7. Analysis of significant differences for the energy
efficiency
Fuel

Cases

Mean

T3 (Ecopais)
T2 (Extra)
T1 (Super)

3
3
3

10,39
10,75
11,31

Homogeneous
Groups
X
X
X

Note: Method: 95.0 percentage of LSD

For a better visualization of the results of the energy part, values of energy flow are presented in Table
9, as well as Figures 9, 10 and 11, which represent the
Sankey diagrams for the three types of gasoline used.
These diagrams represent the quantitative distribution
of the energy flows that enter and exit the system, as
well as the losses due to heat transfer and emission of
exhaust gases.
Tabla 9. Values of energy flow
Energy flow (kW)

Figura 7. Comparative graph of the energy efficiency for
the different types of gasoline

On the other hand, Table 8 and Figure 8 show the
multiple range test and the box and whisker plot for
the exergy efficiency as dependent variable, where it is
concluded that there is a significant difference between
the gasolines, with the Ecopais gasoline giving the
best result; however, there is no significant difference
between the Extra and the Super gasolines.

Gasoline

Super

Extra

Ecopais

Fuel
Exhaust Gases
Losses due to convection
Shaft power

10,38
5,58
3,63
1,17

10,63
5,77
3,72
1,14

11,39
6,22
3,99
1,18

With the results obtained it may be concluded that
the amount of energy loss in the engine under study
when using the Super gasoline is 9.21 kW (88.73 %) as
indicated in Figure 9, whereby it was determined that
the engine has an energy efficiency of 11.31 % and an
exergy efficiency of 58.81 %.
On the other hand, the amount of energy loss in the
engine under study when using the Extra gasoline is
9.49 kW (89.28 %) as indicated in Figure 10, whereby
it was determined that the engine has an energy efficiency of 10.75 % and an exergy efficiency of 58.89
%.

Tabla 8. Analysis of significant differences for the exergy
efficiency
Fuel

Cases

Mean

T1 (Super)
T2 (Extra)
T3 (Ecopais)

3
3
3

58,8
58,89
59,19

Homogeneous
Groups
X
X

Figura 9. Sankey Diagram-Super Gasoline
X

Note: Method: 95.0 percentage of LSD

Figura 10. Sankey Diagram-Extra Gasoline

At last, the amount of energy loss in the engine
under study when using the Ecopais gasoline is 10.21
kW (89.64 %) as indicated in Figure 11, whereby it was
Figura 8. Comparative graph of the exergy efficiency for determined that the engine has an energy efficiency of
10.39 % and an exergy efficiency of 59.19 %.
the different types of gasoline
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Figura 11. Sankey Diagram-Ecopais Gasoline

With the results presented it may be concluded
that there are variations in the energy and exergy efficiency in the motor under study when using the three
gasolines, the best efficiency of 11.31 % is obtained for
the Super gasoline. It is also observed that the largest
energy loss of 10.21 kW (89.64 %) exists in the engine
for the Ecopais gasoline, this energy loss occurs in the
emission of exhaust gases and in the conduction and
convection heat transfers, consistent with the results of
Llanes-Cedeño, Carguachi-Caizatoa, and Rocha-Hoyos
[19], and at the same time this represents a high exergy potential for improvement which may be used to
generate work and simultaneously achieve an increase
in the energy efficiency of the engine when using the
Ecopais gasoline, these results are compatible with the
ones obtained by Valle et al. [35], where energy losses
of 8.57 kW (66.35 %) of a total of 12.92 kW (100 %)
were obtained.

4. Conclusions
The static engine which was studied when using different gasolines, shows an energy efficiency of 11.31 % for
the Super gasoline, 10.75 % for the Extra gasoline and
10.39 % for the Ecopais gasoline. Regarding exergy
efficiency, it was determined as 58.81 % for the Super
gasoline, 58.89 % for the Extra gasoline and 59.19 %
for the Ecopais gasoline. The exergy efficiency is much
greater than the energy efficiency in each of the cases,
thus existing an exergy potential for improvement that
may take advantage of the exergy being destroyed to
transform it into work, and thus achieve an increase
in the energy efficiency.
The maximum power of the engine is directly proportional to the energy efficiency, therefore, it may be
concluded that the best energy efficiency of the engine
was obtained when consuming the Super gasoline, with
a maximum power generated of 1183.35 W at 3224
rpm and an energy efficiency of 11.31 %.
Based on the methodology applied, energy efficiencies in the range from 10.39 % to 11.31 % were
determined, which are very low compared to the real
thermal efficiencies of an internal combustion engine
which oscillate between 25 % and 30 %.
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Abstract

Resumen

The Internet has become the ultimate platform for El Internet se ha convertido en la plataforma definiconvergence, closely associated with network, technol- tiva para la convergencia, estrechamente asociada
ogy, and media, due to its open and nondiscriminatory con las redes, la tecnología y los medios, debido a
architecture. Convergence in telecommunications is su arquitectura abierta y no discriminatoria. La conpropelled by ideas, ideologies, and policies progres- vergencia en las telecomunicaciones es impulsada por
sively and cyclically, bringing further technological ideas, ideologías y políticas de manera progresiva y
advancement, market, business, and policy changes. cíclica, lo que genera más avances tecnológicos, camAs a response to convergence, net neutrality seeks bios en el mercado, los negocios y las políticas. Como
to regulate the relationship between Internet service respuesta a la convergencia, la neutralidad en la red
providers and users to avoid discriminatory practices busca regular la relación entre los proveedores de serand ensure the openness of the Internet as a platform vicios de Internet y los usuarios para evitar prácticas
for innovation, economic development, and access discriminatorias y asegurar un Internet abierto como
to information for all. The objective of this work is plataforma de innovación, desarrollo económico y acto analyze the development of convergence in the ceso a la información para todos. El objetivo de este
telecommunications sector and the progress of net trabajo es analizar el desarrollo de la convergencia
neutrality policies in South America, with five specific en el sector de las telecomunicaciones y el avance de
cases using a qualitative empirical approach. Within las políticas de neutralidad en la red en América del
the findings, we identify different approaches for leg- Sur, con cinco casos específicos utilizando un enfoque
islating net neutrality, controversies concerning the empírico cualitativo. Dentro de los hallazgos, se idenlevels of commitment to the principles, ambiguity for tifican diferentes enfoques para legislar la neutralidad
effective enforcement of the rules, and commercial en la red, controversias sobre los niveles de comproarrangements that in practice violate net neutrality. miso con los principios, ambigüedad para la aplicación
efectiva de las reglas y acuerdos comerciales que en
la práctica violan la neutralidad de la red.
Keywords: internet, net neutrality, convergence,
telecommunications, South America

Palabras clave: Internet, neutralidad en la red, convergencia, telecomunicaciones, América del Sur
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1. Introducción
Convergence, in general, refers to the trend or phenomenon where two or more independent technologies,
services, or networks integrate and form a new outcome [1]. The term is often thought of as something
new, but regulatory and technological convergence has
been ongoing in the history of telecommunications.
A discussion of convergence in telecommunications
in isolation is difficult because is closely associated,
with technological, media and network convergence
as is shown in Figure 1. Thus, convergence in network, technologies, and media is at the basis of change
in innovative offers and new business models in the
telecommunications sector; but also, has been facilitated by the opening up of markets to competition,
the digitalization of content, the emergence of Internet
Protocol, and the adoption of high-speed broadband.
This evolution leads to move the classic telecommunication and broadcast environments towards an open
and integrated programmable broadband network environment.

Figure 1. Relationships between technological, media, and
network convergences [1]

On the other hand, the growing role of the Internet
in the economy and society has enhanced the process
of convergence and its rate of change. Although large
telecom operators have played a role in the process,
new market players have moved rapidly, and often
in an unpredictable way, adopting different market
models from traditional telecommunication firms. Traditional services (voice and video) are delivered over
IP networks and the development of new platforms is
facilitating the provision of converged services. In the
last years new digital content distributors, such as Over
the Top - OTT providers (e.g., Video: Netflix, Amazon
video and HBOGo; Audio: Spootify, Deezer; Message:
WhatsApp, and Line), now coexist and compete with
traditional providers and network access operators,
to deliver content and services on Internet [2]. Moreover, a growing number of operators are also focusing
on mobile content to offer music, video, or access to
applications and online services from mobile devices.
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These changes are often taking place as a result of an
increasing number of users creating and exchanging
their own content on a multiplicity of devices.
Convergence is happening today in South America and tests traditional business models, generates
competition between platforms, pressures traditional
operators, changes consumer behavior and demand
for services, leading to dynamic technology management processes. In turn, these technological and market
changes put pressure on regulatory agencies as a challenge to adapt them to the new converging service
environment, due to the one-to-one relationship with a
regulatory entity is no longer clear, and it may create
a new sector where a regulatory entity has not been
identified.
In the era of convergence and expansion of network
services, it is important to study the impact of policies
related to the Internet. Issues such as universal access
to network services, freedom to communicate, diversity of the content market, competitiveness, innovation,
and the promotion of economic benefits are mayor concerns underlying the debate in the new environment
in South America.
Thus, the growing convergence between the
telecommunications, communication and media sectors, together with the possibility to (1) transmit different services, content, and applications over the same
networks, without major costs for infrastructure owners, operators, or users, and (2) the transmission to
different types of terminals without privileging or discriminating content or formats, is precisely the essence
of the origin of the debate on Net Neutrality – NN. The
term was introduced by Wu [3], and refers to the principle that all Internet data should be treated equally
without any discrimination or restriction, independent
of the origin and destination, type, content, device,
service, or application [3, 4].
The purpose of the NN rules is to ensure that the
network infrastructure is neutral by prohibiting internet service providers – ISP block, slow-down, or prioritize traffic [3]. Moreover, traffic management measures
should be reasonable, transparent, non-discriminatory,
and proportionate, based on objective technical differences, according to legal provisions in place in some
countries [5].
The NN has emerged as an important convergence
policy tied to technological innovation, economic development, and information access. In the last years,
many governments have analyzed the role of those who
control the access infrastructure and Internet traffic
for their benefits and defined the NN differently in
their policies, laws, and regulations [6]. The debate
centers on the potential consequences of network owners exercising additional control over traffic in their
networks [7].
The analysis of the NN debate and the role of
regulators has reached national levels. Country regula-
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tors have taken varied positions about NN generating
controversies and pressures about what should be considered reasonable Internet traffic management - ITM
in a converging world, the type of regulation that
should be applied, and control mechanisms to enforce
the regulation. All this, have forced government authorities to analyze the conditions offered by ISPs, the
responsibilities with their customers, but also its rights
to remain free of responsibility for the content, and services that may be considered illegal by third parties [8].
On the other hand, the controversies are concentrated
on the degree of freedom that a provider must have
to implement ITM techniques, which can discriminate
specific data over their networks. Although it may
seem a purely technical problem, the ITM is more
complex, it might lead to discriminatory practices, in
case providers block or degrade online services that
compete with their services, also has enormous social,
legal and economic implications, which may limit the
freedom of expression, access to information, competitiveness, and innovation [9].
The changes caused by the convergence are not
unknown to the countries of South America, several
countries in the region have already adopted laws that
ensure the principle of NN. Thus, the objective of this
work is to discuss the progress on NN as a convergence
policy and its developments in five South American
countries to see where they stand on the NN debate.
Even though there are a few studies about NN implementation for countries in South America [9, 10]
they are neither comprehensive nor up-to-date. As the
States must guarantee the validity of this principle
through appropriate legislation, we compare the differences between the regulations/laws in each of the
researched countries.

2. Materials and methods
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nologies provided voice, data, radio, and television
services. The initial concept of telecommunications,
which was based on telephony and diffusion of video
and audio, is being replaced by a completely new approach where different types of separate networks for
different services have converged to a single network.
Today, communication networks are shifting towards IP based solutions that, together with broadband and developments in terminal devices, allow access to IP based applications on a multitude of devices,
in a multilayered process that can be termed convergence.
Telecommunication networks have grown over the
last century to become the global infrastructure that
it is today. In 2019, there were over 5.19 billion unique
mobile phone users worldwide, and Internet has grown
to also become a global communications infrastructure
that reaches 59% of the world population (4.54 billion people). That same year, South America was the
subregion that had the largest Internet penetration
rate, with 73% of the population having access to this
service [11].
Convergence between traditional telecommunication operators and content providers (e.g. audio and
video streaming), has introduced an increasing number
of new products and services available on the Internet,
and users access them according to their own needs at
any time and anywhere. Convergence is encouraging
competition, mobility, collaboration, interoperability,
content creation, and product and service innovation.
At the same time, however, it poses new challenges for
businesses, consumers, and governments in the South
American region, which fall into three major categories:
(1) disruptions of the traditional communications industry, (2) increased choice and new vulnerabilities for
consumers, and (3) regulatory boundaries have become
less clear.

This study relies on an approach that is largely empirical, based on qualitative tools to support the tracing of
the NN initiatives in five countries from South America.
These countries have been selected in order to generate a rich array of findings from a limited number of
cases. The methodology employed for data gathering
includes document analysis and archival research comprising: reports and other documents that depict the
historical evolution of the NN; content of websites and
other relevant documents produced within the context
of each initiative studied here. We use a qualitative
approach, because there is a need to explore and describe the phenomenon of the convergence, NN and the
Figure 2. . Convergence of telecommunication to IP base
development of the principle in South America.
networks and services

2.1. The Telecom Convergence

Digitalization, technological innovation, and inHistorically, in the traditional telecom world, distinct creased connectivity have fused previously separated
communication networks and their underlying tech- value chains (e.g., telecommunications/broadcasting)
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into mixed-value chains of access, which include content distribution service and device providers [12]. Convergence has encouraged the upgrading and remixing
of new configurations of products and services and
the nature of media consumption. Even, the emerge
of the OTT players has profound implications for the
telecoms and broadcasting industries, these new business models have removed the old boundary between
fixed/wireless and cellular connectivity, and between
broadcasting and Internet services.
On the other hand, the users now have greater control over what they want to access, where, and when
on the Internet. They are taking a more active role,
creating their content and services (e.g. using YouTube,
Instagram, Twitter, or developing apps). The increased
availability of broadband and convergence has resulted
in the “on-demand” market, which is connecting consumers and producers directly and customizing goods
and services.
Before convergence, regulators use to deal only
with a few traditional players in specific sectors, but
now has eliminated the traditional segmentation of
telecom services, with a more integrated value chain,
new participants and competition on a global scale;
also has given rise to new models for content and services, where users have gained the ability to access
them over different networks and devices, and interact
with multiple providers using the Internet, as a result,
there are new players from different sectors to deal
with, reducing regulators’ ability to impose and enforce regulations (see Figure 2). This requires a review
of the regulatory approach and levels of intervention,
together with greater institutional coordination and
flexibility.
Consequently, changes in the telecommunications
sector, particularly the exponential growth of Internet
traffic, create tensions between regulation and the competitive supply of services in certain segments of the
network. In other words, as broadband speeds increase
and the networks become more capable of delivering
added-value services, policymakers will have to rethink
their traditional approaches to deal with issues related
to, for example, adapting their management models
to convergence trends, treatment of bundles and convergent offers, and Internet openness [12], a function
that involves ensuring effective competition, managing
scarce resources and protecting consumers’ rights.
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ponents, which enable collaboration and innovation
while continuing to act independently of one another.
At the international level, the roles, openness, and competencies of the global multi-stakeholder institutions
that govern standards for different layers of Internet
components have served to expand the decentralized
networks that the Internet is made up of today. At
the national level, multi-stakeholder arrangements for
governing the Internet are also advisable. Moreover,
is important to maintain technology neutrality and
appropriate quality for all broadband networks and
services to ensure an open and dynamic Internet environment [12].
Broadband networks are a key platform for innovation, economic opportunities, and civic engagement.
The extent to which these networks are open to facilitating these objectives has thus become the main
concern for all stakeholders and requires a review of
the regulatory approach and levels of intervention,
together with greater institutional coordination and
flexibility. In the actual increasingly converged environment, ISPs have become gateways for content and
applications, as they control content providers’ final
access to consumers. In this scenario, the role played
by those who manage the access infrastructure generates a great debate on the application of the principles
of openness and non-discrimination at the transport
level, and if it should be regulated or not [7], [13] as a
means to protect access, innovation and competition
on the internet [14].
Around the world, government authorities have
been forced to analyze the conditions offered by ISPs
and the responsibilities they have with their customers
and the free competition. Thus, NN has advanced from
thwarted regulatory proposal to actual regulatory action in several advanced and developing nations [15],
where have incorporated issues relating not only to traffic management but also to topics such as transparency
in the provision of services, the blocking of harmful
content, data protection, privacy and service quality.
About it, until 2015 both the regulatory frameworks
of the European Union and the Open Internet rules
proposed by the Federal Communications Commission
- FCC of the United States - USA, had also protected
this principle, and indicated that NN is a subject of
great importance and have a broad regulation scope to
guarantee the Internet´s open state [8], [16]. However,
in December 2017, the FCC voted to repeal the 2015
NN rules. This decision came into effect in June 2018,
2.2. Net neutrality
rolling back the 2015 rules: blocking, throttling, and
The Internet’s decentralized nature and openness to paid prioritization.
new devices, applications, and services have played an
important role in advancing convergence and in its 2.3. Net neutrality in South America
success in fostering the free flow of information, innovation, creativity, and economic growth. This openness NN is becoming increasingly important as the global deresponds to the continuously evolving interaction and bate intensifies and governments worldwide implement
independence from the Internet’s various technical com- and withdraw regulations. Many countries in South
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America already have implemented similar rules. These
countries have a middle or middle-high percentage of
Internet penetration, variable uses focused in big cities,
predominant mobile Internet (two or more mobile operators offering content), and content and application
providers - CAPs charged by ISPs in violation of NN
that could result in lower prices to users and higher
adoption of Internet applications and services [17].
Given the multilayered convergence of networks
and services, policymakers in South America could
have incentives to apply diverse rules when increasing
access is a priority. Thus, they are reassessing their
policy and regulatory frameworks to adjust them to
current and future developments, and appear to be
inclined to layout principles to ensure NN. Based on
the rationales given by the initial countries to do so,
they see NN as essential to stimulate competition,
promote innovation and ensure that consumers can
access any lawful content or service provided over the
Internet [18]. On NN issues in South America, we concentrate in five countries. Notably, Argentina, Chile,
Brazil, Colombia, and Ecuador, have taken decisions
to prohibit blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization
by ISPs; while others are carrying out consultations
or still debating on the topic [12].
2.3.1. Chile
In 2010, Chile was among the first countries to enact
a specific law to protect NN. The Network Neutrality
Act, Law No. 20.453/2010, specifies the NN principle
and its exceptions in Article 24H, paragraph A, that
(1) promotes transparency by asking for the publication of the characteristic of Internet access, speed,
and quality; (2) guarantees of the service; and (3)
prohibits blocking, interfering, discriminating or disrupting any content, application or legal service [15].
In this sense, ISPs must offer to each user connectivity
and Internet access without distinguishing arbitrarily
content or applications based on source or ownership,
considering the different configurations in the access
contracts [9], [19].
The Act adopts a flexible view of traffic discrimination, letting providers take actions for network and
traffic management, but without affect free competition. In 2013, the Secretariat of the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunication - SUBTEL, promulgated
Decree No. 368 [20] which forbids the arbitrary blocking of the Internet´s content, but according to article 7,
traffic shaping is regulated, but not forbidden [9]. ISPs
only can affect the quality or execute actions for the
traffic shaping and net management, as long as those
actions do not affect the free competition, privacy and
it is informed through a clear publication.
It is important to mention that, despite the existence of the Law and decree, since 2013 several telecom
companies were accused by civil organizations of slow-
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ing down applications, and specific contents without
justify these practices [9]. There is evidence of the absence of control of the obligations from the law, either
due to a lack of technical capacity or political will [21].
In a 2015 report in counterpart, statistics about the
level of compliance of the law were presented [22]; it
showed around 40 charges between 2011 and 2015 but
did not indicate to what type of noncompliance it
refers [19].
In recent years non-observance issues are maintained [23], especially with mobile operators that offer
access to specific applications and contents with zero
rating - ZR, as a sales strategy. For content providers,
these strategies undermine free competition and the
NN, however, regulatory agents mention that commercial aspects such as ZR offers do not arbitrarily
distinguish contents, based on source or owner, and
therefore does not apply discrimination since users can
still access content and Internet. This interpretation
seems to favor the idea that technical aspects must
meet the Law, and on the contrary, commercial aspects
would be outside the scope of the obligations [19]. So,
the SUBTEL only requires to telecom companies and
ISPs to eliminate from their plans the so-called free
access to applications and content [23, 24].
Since 2018, based on the rollback of the NN rules
in the USA, the debate continues and the SUBTEL
has set up working groups with the multi-stakeholders
to analyze the ZR, OTT services and implications of
the USA decision considering that is a power in terms
of content generation, as well as hosting 80% of the
world’s information and data [24, 25].
2.3.2. Colombia
The legislation that addresses the NN is contained in
the Article 56 of the Law No. 1450, Chapter II and
established the ISPs may not block, interfere with, discriminate against, or restrict the right of any Internet
user to use, send, receive or offer any licit content, application or service on the Internet [9], [15] regardless
on the origin or ownership. The law also sets the way
to make offers according to the needs of the market
segments, based on the use and consumption profiles of
users, and this shall not be understood as discrimination. Other aspects specify the right of users to (1) use
any class of legal devices in the network; (2) be offered
parental control services for content that violates the
law; (3) the transparency of the information about
characteristics and guarantees of the service; (4) have
mechanisms to preserve the privacy of users against
viruses and network security; and only block access to
specific content upon express request of the user [26].
In addition to the Law, Resolution 3502 of Colombia’s regulator, passed in 2011 generating criticisms
from users, experts, and civic organizations who found
in the text of the rule, inaccuracies, gaps, and ambi-
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guities that could give operators a way of avoiding
certain aspects of the NN. For some critics [27] the
controversies in that process were due to the absence
of the participation from civil society and academia,
and therefore the vision of the operators influenced
its development. The resolution itself allows providers
to offer Internet access services for a price according
to the needs of the market, that is, to offer plans
based on contents and applications the ISPs want to
offer, through third parties, ZR, or vertical integration. Also allows the implementation of reasonable
and non-discriminatory traffic management by establishing quality of services - QoS levels and prioritize
traffic types according to latency and delay for access
to the Internet, and clarify the conditions for content
blocking due to security reasons which meet technical requirements or standards adopted [28]. Aspects
banned or controlled in other NN laws [29].
The exception on Internet plans limited by content
makes the resolution itself not faithful, ambiguous,
and directly contradicts the Law since to limit content,
applications, or services according to market deals or
consumption profiles is to discriminate or prioritize the
data, and make available a "reduced Internet" [19], [27].
Finally, Resolution 3502 regulates the relationship of
consumers with ISPs, but not with content or application providers [15].
The Colombian Ministry of ICT started in 2016
multi-stakeholder consultations to develop a new policy
and regulatory framework for telecommunications and
broadcasting to deal with convergence in communications markets [9]. Nowadays, Colombia has formulated
the project "The role of OTT services" within the initiatives of the Regulatory Agenda 2018-2019 to review
regulatory trends for the digital economy, where shall
analyze and complement the regulatory framework
on NN that allow offers and market prices oriented
to costs, protection of consumers interests, as well as
updating the operating license conditions of existing
operators and service providers [30].

protection, mitigation, and network management; (2)
non-blocking, by affirming that the providers must
treat, on an isonomic basis any data packages, regardless of content, origin and destination, service, terminal
or application; and (3) for anticompetitive practices,
by offering services in non-discriminatory commercial
conditions [15].
The law goes on to prohibit traffic discrimination or
degradation, which can only be implemented as a result
of essential technical requirements, and prioritization
of emergency services. The Decree No. 8.771/2016 defines the "essential technical requirements" as network
security issues, and exceptional situations of congestion
or interruption; while "emergency services" as communications destined to the emergency services providers,
or communications to inform the population in situations of disaster, emergency risk or state of public
calamity [31]. The Decree also sought to regulate that
commercial relations between the infrastructure operator - IO and the actors of the logical layer cannot
"compromise the public and unrestricted character of
Internet access”, "prioritize data packages due to commercial arrangements" or privilege applications offered
by the IO [19].
The MCI is considered one of the most advanced
laws in the world and shows a major effort to adapt
fundamental rights and freedoms to the digital world,
incorporating aspects to eliminate ambiguities and violations towards the NN that have the potential to stop
innovation and competition. As a novelty, the decree
prohibits ZR strategies, includes a tripartite system
to supervise, and determines that content companies
must have legal headquarters in Brazil [32]. However,
when in 2018 consumer associations and other civil
society organizations evaluate ZR practice as negative and claim that violate NN, private operators and
regulatory agents have claimed that NN was specifically limited to the logical level and infrastructure of
the Internet, so the market practices do not violate
NN [33, 34].

2.3.3. Brazil

2.3.4. Ecuador

In 2014, after almost five years of debate, the Brazilian Congress passed the Marco Civil da Internet MCI, Law No. 12.965/2014 which, among consolidating
rights, duties, and principles for the use and development of the Internet in Brazil, enshrined the principle
of NN and privacy of Internet users [8]. Its importance
lies not only in its principles but also in the way in
which it was drafted, based on an open, public, and
collaborative consultation process, implemented across
the country that helped to construct the text of the
Law.
The law sets (1) the of transparency of information,
by asking providers for clear and complete information on service contracts, including details of the data

The new Telecommunications Act in Ecuador - LOT,
enacted in 2015, embraces the opportunities of convergence and stipulates in its Article 12 that the state will
“propel the establishment and exploitation of telecommunication networks and services that promote the
convergence of services, in conformity with public
interests and with the dispositions of the Act and its
normative” [12], [15]; also included clauses specifically
addressing the NN and its promotion (Article 3 and
4); and the rights that subscribers, customers, and
users of telecommunications services have, indicating
that they can access to any application or permitted
service available on the Internet (Article 22).
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The Act prohibits blocking, throttling, prioritizing
or restricting the user´s right to use, send, receive or
offer any legal content, applications, or service through
the Internet, their networks, or other ICT technologies. Also forbids to limit the right to incorporate or
use any class of equipment or device on the network,
whenever legal, except for cases established under the
legal framework and those in which the competent authority decides, or when the client, subscriber or user
expressly demands the limitation or blocking of content. Providers are allowed to carry technical actions to
manage their networks when considered necessary, and
within the exclusive scope of its activities to guarantee
the provision of service [35].
According to the new Act, the regulator body ARCOTEL will be responsible for regulations and norms
that allow the provision of multiple services on the
same network to drive, in an effective manner, the convergence of services and assist with the technological
development in the country, following the principle of
NN [12]. However, the LOT has omissions such as: not
defining what NN is, using the concept issued by the
ITU, which is ambiguous and not very applicable. It
also ignores the meaning of the principle and allows the
Art. 66 of the Law, in which service providers establish
"tariff plans constituted by one or several services, or
products of service." Besides, unlike the policy that
previously defined the NN (TEL-477-16) [36], which included the concepts of non-discrimination, these have
not been included in the Law; all those aspects violate the NN and leaves users defenseless against the
potential abuses from providers [37]. As an example,
there was a lawsuit against mobile operators for offering unlimited and free WhatsApp service, but these
offers did not include the voice call functionality that
normally is integrated. Regarding the situation, the
Minister of Telecommunications stated that this practice of not including that function in WhatsApp’s ZR
packages went against the principle of NN and will
investigate the facts and take actions [38]. However,
even today mobile operators still offer unlimited use
of some services and certain applications along with
their limited data plans.
2.3.5. Argentine
In 2014, the Law 27.078 “Argentine Digital Law”
passed, this new law governs telecommunication in the
country and replaces the National Law of Telecommunications 19.798 / 72 and Decree 764/00 [36], [39]. The
law was an important update and established the state
must ensure quality, accessibility, and affordability to
the Internet. It also must guarantee the ICT services
and ensure their conditions of quality, affordability,
and at fair and reasonable prices, encouraging competition between service providers so that consumers
can choose the best for them. Article 1 established
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and guarantee NN as an objective, while Article 56
states the rights of users to access, use, send, receive,
or offer any content, application, service, or protocol without any restriction, discrimination, distinction,
blocking, interference, obstruction, or degradation, [40]
and Article 57 prohibits ICT operators (1) to block or
discriminate access or use of any content, application,
or service except by court order; (2) set the price of
Internet access by virtue of its content, services, or
applications; and (3) arbitrarily limit the user’s right
to use any hardware or software to access the Internet,
as long as those actions do not affect or harm the
network.
Although the law was modified in 2015 by the Decree of Necessity and Urgency 267/2015, the changes
did not modify the provisions of articles 56 and 57
about NN. However, it generated controversies and
criticisms, due to the Law itself ensures ICT services
that in practice should be Internet, content, or application providers, but in its disaggregation, it seems
to only refer to ISPs. Also, neither the zero-rating aspects are specified nor do procedures to ensure NN [11],
issues that undermining free competition.
Since 2017 mobile operators have been offering free
traffic for some applications and services, within this
strategy providers paid third-party services to position
their offer, and even one of them, integrated vertically,
favored its content. This practice is an obstacle for
other existing applications it creates an entry barrier
for new ones, affecting competition and innovation [40].
Finally, it is important to note that in 2018 there was
a lawsuit between operators claiming that a video ZR
application of one of them, during the Soccer World
Cup, violated the NN. The regulatory agent concluded
that the promotion of that application was tolerable
as long as it is applied to other similar applications as
well [40]. This implies that the argentine regulator is
not independent or impartial, being more permeable
to the interests and competition of companies.

3. Results and Discussion
The NN is an example of a response to convergence
since it is a principle to regulate the relationship between ISPs and users to avoid discriminatory practices over services or applications. Although regulations/laws related to NN have been introduced in South
America, their implementation may vary for fixed or
mobile networks. Table 1 shows the list of differences
among the regulations/laws in the five countries.
The review shows that the different rules in South
America focus on access, transparency of information,
the arbitrary non-discrimination of the content or services, and the exceptions to the principle. However,
most of the time, the ITM practices or terms of services
are not clear, as is mentioned in [23], [36].
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Table 1. Policies Comparison among countries
Article

CH

Countries
BR CO EC

AR

NN definition
and concepts

•

•

–

–

–

Guarantees to
access/use of
services/ content

•

•

•

•

•

Prohibits to block
or discriminate
access/use

•

•

•

•

•

Transparency of
the Information

•

•

•

•

•

Use of HW to access

•

•

•

•

•

Set price by
content, service
or market

–

N

•

•

N

Implement ITM
techniques

•

N

•

•

•

Exceptions
(technical
requirements,
emergency)

–

•

–

–

–

Zero Rating

N

N

–

–

–

Control of the
obligations

•

•

–

–

•

• Specified, – Not Specified, N Prohibits

The integration of multiple legal devices in the
network is allowed as long as they do not affect its
quality. However, the laws seek to establish exceptions
to allow ITM and QoS to users, pending between reasonableness criteria and exceptions explicitly placed
in policies. Thus, allow ISPs to interfere with Internet traffic arbitrarily and discriminate or even block
new services or platforms (Industry 4.0, OTT, or IoT
devices) for commercial or technical reasons. Thus,
ITM practices should be transparent since they can
significantly affect end-users [41].
The level of compliance with the laws has problems
with repeated transgressions [22]. ZR is an example
of how NN may be affected, especially in the mobile
Internet service, through which companies offer access to specific applications without constituting an
expense in the user’s data plan [42]. Since it is not
possible to do so without the necessary discrimination
of data by origin, destination, or content, this practice
acts against the basic NN principles [33], [38]. These
plans are offered in the five analyzed countries, creating captive consumers, even when in some of them,
this practice is banned [34], [42].

4. Conclusions
Nowadays, convergence plays an important role in
society. It can influence how governments develop ap-
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propriate policy while looking for social welfare and
enterprises competition with new value-added products
and services. However, convergence has raised several
issues like interoperability, interconnection, neutrality, policy and regulatory framework, consumer rights
protection, and nondiscrimination universal access.
Although in South America each nation has a specific market need to deal with, they must adapt. We
identified that the five countries demonstrate different
approaches to legislating NN and offer the opportunity
to examine the relationship between forms of NN legislation and the extent to which it is compromised by
traffic management measures or commercial aspects
(e.g., ZR).
In theory, ZR constitutes a violation of NN. By extension, ZR may also impede innovation, competition
and free speech. Even when it could help to overcome
cost barriers to realize the valued goal of increasing
Internet penetration in the region, also could locking
users into ‘walled gardens’ of content. Thus, regulatory agencies should be cautions that any commercial
arrangements should be designed in a manner that
ensures the least possible intrusion into the principle
of non-discriminatory pricing. On the other hand, this
particular topic within NN represent a thorny public policy challenge and needs further research in the
region.
Finally, the development of the approaches to implement the NN principle and the number of nations
adopting this principle confirms its importance. Regarding the limitations of this research, the data on
the NN policies in the five countries examined here represents a snapshot in time, and the available insights
are accordingly restricted. Longitudinal studies are
needed to assess the impacts of the NN rules on access,
innovation, and competition over time. What is also
required are studies on ITM practices that should be
transparent, regardless of regulations, and large-scale
studies that probe the habits of mobile internet users.
These would help us better understand the effect of
the NN rules, ZR practices, Internet patterns of use,
and propose a new regulatory approach in the region.
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Abstract

Resumen

Human talent management is a key factor in the success of organizations. The inclusion of people with
disabilities in the work environment has helped to
enhance their qualities and harness their talent. Many
of the human talent management systems lack guidelines for the recruitment and selection of a person
with a disability, this is why this work shows the
study carried out on these two processes indicating
the factors that influence the allocation or not of a
position, where for each candidate it is considered
the level and type of disability, level of education,
experience, training among other aspects, focusing on
the task of applying supervised learning techniques
that enable us to classify a candidate with a disability as suitable or not for a job, and unsupervised
learning techniques such as clustering that helps us
define hidden patterns in the data, if any. The result
obtained from the study presents some classifications
techniques and the selection of the most appropriate
one for the available dataset. It is not sought to integrate people through their disabilities, but quite the
opposite, to integrate people based on the potential
of all their abilities.

La gestión de talento humano es un factor fundamental en el éxito de las organizaciones. La inclusión en el
entorno laboral de las personas con discapacidad ha
ayudado a potenciar sus cualidades y a aprovechar su
talento. Muchos de los sistemas de gestión de talento
humano carecen de directrices para el reclutamiento
y selección de una persona con discapacidad, es por
eso por lo que el presente trabajo muestra el estudio
realizado a estos dos procesos indicando los factores
que influyen en la asignación o no de un cargo, donde
de cada candidato es considerando el nivel y tipo de
discapacidad, nivel de estudios, experiencia, capacitación entre otros aspectos, enfocándose en la tarea
de aplicar técnicas de aprendizaje supervisado que
permitan clasificar a un candidato con discapacidad
para un puesto de trabajo como apto o no y técnicas
de aprendizaje no supervisado como el clustering que
ayuda a definir patrones ocultos en los datos si los
hubiera. El resultado obtenido del estudio presenta
varias técnicas de clasificación y la selección de la
más adecuada para el conjunto de datos en cuestión,
igualmente mediante técnicas de aprendizaje no supervisado se determina cuántos clústeres representativos
se identifican en los datos. No se busca que se integren
las personas a través de las discapacidades, sino todo
lo contrario, que se integren las personas por medio
de la potencialidad de todas sus capacidades.

Palabras clave: aprendizaje automático, inteligencia
artificial, minería de datos, sistemas expertos
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1. Introduction
In recent years different organisms and Governments
have considered as an important point in their administration, improving the quality of life of the people
with disabilities, such as the case of the Government
of Ecuador whose Development Plan points out as one
of its goals «To increase the number of people with
disabilities and/or substitutes inserted in the labor
system for 2021» [1] and thus based on the current
Constitution, the Labor Code and the Organic Law
of Dissabilities an integration has been achieved that
contributes to the inclusion of people with disabilities
in the society. In the working environment, selection
mechanisms have been gradually created in which processes have been adjusted to enable the participation
of people with disabilities seeking gender equity and
diversity of disability [2].
The human resources data provide a valuable
source of information for discovering knowledge and
for developing systems to assist in the decision making
when recruiting personnel. Nowadays, organizations
have to struggle effectively in terms of cost, quality,
service and innovation.
The success of these tasks depends upon having
available enough adequate people with the adequate
skills, deployed in the appropriate places at the adequate moment, which is known as human talent management. Managing the talent of an organization has
become a challenge for human resources professionals,
this task implies many managerial decisions to select
the right person for the right job at the right moment.
At times, these decisions are very uncertain and difficult; and depend on various factors, such as human
experience, knowledge, preference and judgement [3].
The talent is considered as the capability of any individual to make a significant difference in the current
and future performance of the organization [4].
The recruitment becomes difficult when analyzing
the labor inclusion process of people with disabilities.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
in developing countries between 80 % and 90 % of
the people with disabilities at working age are currently unemployed, and in industrialized countries the
estimation is between 50 % and 70 %.
The barriers for entering the labor market for people with disabilities vary according to the type of
disability, and thus, in the process of labor insertion of
a person with disability, it is required to take measures
that guarantee the access and permanence of this person at the workplace, respecting individuality and type
of disability [5]. When a candidate fulfills the adequate
profile for a position, the company should manage and
perform the necessary changes to the workplace, thus
helping to develop the abilities of this person.
In the National Council for the Equality of Disabilities (CONADIS, Consejo Nacional para la Igualdad de
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Discapacidades) of Ecuador, by June 2020 there were
registered [6] 481 392 people with disabilities of which
13 % are occupationally active without considering
substitutes, 56.20 % of which have physical disability,
followed by 17.12 % with hearing disability, 14.31 %
with visual disability, 8.88 % with intellectual disability and, finally, 3.50 % with psychosocial disability.
The private sector has 46 496 people with disability
on its payroll and the public sector 18 333 people. See
Figure 1.

Figure 1. People with disabilities registered in the
CONADIS

According to [7], the recruiting process has improved through the implementation of information
technologies, which enable simplifying the process of
posting vacancies and resumes, listing jobs and seeing
possible candidates. However, the recruiting process
remains being imperfect and the study mentions three
reasons:
1. Some steps of the recruiting process are not automated. As a result, recruiters have to manually
process a large number (sometimes hundreds, or
even thousands) of resumes to select the best
potential employee.
2. In general, recruiters do not take into consideration all possible alternatives for the employee.
3. Recruiters are only guided by their subjective
opinion, and thus there is no guarantee that the
selected candidate is really the best possible option for the employer.
The contracting and selection of personnel directly
affects the quality of the employees. Various studies
have been carried out about resumes, interviews, evaluation centers, tests about knowledge of the job, job
sample, tests, cognitive tests and personality tests in
human resources management, to help organizations
to make better decisions in the selection of personnel.
In fact, the existing selection approaches are focused
on the job duties and the analysis of such duties which
are defined thorugh activities and specific tasks based
on their static properties [8]. The abovementioned
processes generate an important amount of data regarding recruitment, the present study attempts to
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take advantage of automatic learning techniques on
these databases.
Automatic learning consists in the application of
statistical techniques to databases for learning hidden
patterns, projections or predictions of observations,
by means of the application of algorithms valuable
information may be automatically extracted from data
of a specific domain [9].
The present work is organized as follows, section
two presents different works related with the area of
artificial intelligence and its application in human resources management, different concepts are introduced
when it is considered opportune. Section three presents
the working methodology, detailing the applied techniques. Section four shows the relevant results that
were obtained and, finally, section five exposes the
conclusions of the present work.
1.1. Related works
Organizations are starting to adopt and capitalize the
functionality of artificial intelligence in their recruiting
processes [10]. The applications of expert systems or
systems to assist decision making for selecting and
recruiting personnel are increasing [8, 9, 11–14].
For job application and selection, artificial intelligence may use behavioral and physiological (for example, biometrics) features as part of the general
decision-making process [10]. Some implementation
examples are the use of multimedia tools [15], on-line
candidate monitoring systems [16], automatic learning
systems [17], systems for supporting decision making
which help in the entire process of categorizing and
identifying disabilities [9], however, at present the richness of data mining is not being exploited.
Nowadays, there are countless artificial intelligence
techniques such as data mining, data analytics and the
discovery of information in databases that, by means of
automatic learning techniques, provide organizations
the tasks of prediction and classification, to support
decision making, including human talent management.
Data mining refers to the extraction of patterns
or useful rules from an extensive data source, through
automatic or semiautomatic exploration and from data
analysis [18]. For this work, the application of automatic learning techniques constitutes the data mining
process, according to the literature there is the consensus of classifying automatic learning techniques in
supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning [19].
The present work focuses on the task of applying supervised learning techniques such as classification and
unsupervised learning techniques such as clustering to
the database collected in the project of educational
and labor inclusion of people with disabilities of the
Universidad Politécnica Salesiana.

The supervised techniques enable classifying a candidate with disability as suitable or not for a job post.
From the computational point of view, it is a classification task, however, the disability condition biases
the data to a very reduced population, first, there is
no enough data about them and the sample is limited
to the domain of the city of Cuenca-Ecuador.
Classifying is a supervised learning task, where the
class or classification objective is known. In data mining, there are various techniques used for classification
such as decision trees, Bayesian techniques, fuzzy logic,
support vector machines, neural networks, genetic algorithms and the nearest-neighbors algorithm. In the
present study various techniques are applied to determine the one that best fits the collected information
about the candidates with disabilities.
Clustering consists in finding hidden patterns in
the data, natural groupings that are not perceptible
in the high dimensionality environment exhibited by
modern datasets [19], seventy features in our case. Due
to the high dimensionality, the work seeks to determine
correlations between the different features in order to
eliminate those that show a high correlation index.
Similarly, dimensionality reduction techniques were
tested.
It is important to mention a research area with
strong growth perspective in the field of automatic
learning for supporting human resources management,
it is natural language processing, and as a current
disruptive technology the chatbots handle tasks such
as interviews to candidates, personnel training, customer service and any task that requires communication between people and an intelligent agent [20].
In the personnel recruitment area, it is important to
mention that the chatbots are capable of handling a
significant amount of information that interviewers
often overlook [21].

2. Materials and methods
The work [22] was used as base line; such work consists
of 120 data samples, with 70 features regarding age,
sex, level of education, work experience, foreign language proficiency, type of disability and the transversal
skills of each candidate. The original study utilizes a
rule-based system validated by experts. Our proposal
incorporates as a novelty the learning from the original dataset to predict if a candidate is suitable or not
for a position, and thus, through supervised learning
techniques the system does not require the validation
of experts.
Data dispersion is the most relevant feature of the
dataset, i.e., the available matrix is missing information, and such information cannot be considered as
0 in the analysis process because this could bias the
results of the analysis. Table 1 shows a summary of
the different features of the dataset.
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Table 1. Features of the dataset
Type of information

Description

Descriptive
information

Descriptive details of each candidate,
the most relevant feature in this case is
the age and the type of disability

Information about
adaptations

Makes reference to the use of auxiliary
devices by the candidate, as well as the
need to be supported by an interpreter
or have developed skills such as the
sign language

Education

Level of education of the candidate

Information about
the position

Various features that provide information
about the details of the position

Information about
the experience

Features that collect the past working
experience of the candidate

Optimal parameters to
apply for a position

Desirable parameters for applying to a
position

Parameters obtained
by the candidate

Assessment of each candidate in the
different parameters

Domain of other
languages

Details about the domain of other languages

Training

Features that collect information about
trainings received

disability is around 0.1, for both Pearson and Jaccard
similarities, although it is slightly lower for the latter.
With the modified dataset it does not make sense
to apply Jaccard similarity because it will always be
equal to one, since it is a complete matrix, however,
with Pearson similarity it is obtained an improvement
of 0.25 in the similarity average between users within
a group of candidates with the same disability, which
evidences that eliminating some features simplified the
system and improved the results.
Using the new dataset, it was proceeded to generate a color map to determine correlations between
the features of the candidates. Figure 2 presents the
color map between the most relevant features, where
the intersection of each row and column represents
the correlation coefficient in the interval [–1 1] where
values close to –1 mean a strong inversely proportional
correlation and values close to 1 mean a strong directly
proportional correlation, values close to 0 mean that
there is no correlation.

For this work it was proceeded to impute the
data and eliminate those features that do not provide enough information to the system, either because
the data collected represented an insignificant amount
of the population under study or because the feature
presented text type descriptions that do not provide information to the system. After this process, a complete
matrix was available.
In order to validate the elimination of features, it
was carried out an analysis of the similarities between
the original dataset, the one that contains the sparse
data; and the dataset after the imputation. Different
similarity metrics were used according to study [23],
being relevant for our study the Pearson and Jaccard
similarities for the complete dataset (with sparsity features), and only the Pearson similarity for the modified
dataset.
It may be seen in Equation (1) how the similarity
between candidate u and candidate v is calculated in Figure 2. Color map of the correlations between the most
a sparse matrix, where i represents the ith feature and relevant features of the dataset
r the value of the feature. In addition, let I 0 be the set
of all common features between u and v.
In this initial analysis it is noteworthy the direct
relationship existing between experience and level of
P
disability of the candidate (moderate, mild). On one
i∈I 0 (rui − r u )(rvi − r v )
pP
SP C (u, v) = pP
hand, private companies have a direct relationship
2
2
i∈I 0 (rui − r u )
i∈I 0 (rvi − r v )
with the mild level of disability, and public companies
(1) have a direct relationship with the moderate level of
Equation (2) is used to calculate the Jaccard simi- disability.
larity, in this case it is important to determine if there
In addition it was proceeded to visualize if there are
is intersection between the features of u and v without relationships between the different features through a
regard of the difference in magnitude between their scatter plot. Figure 3 enables appreciating the dispervalues.
sion of points between the different pairs of features of
the dataset, the diagonal shows the histogram of each
Iu ∩ Iv
SJac (u, v) =
(2) feature.
Iu ∪ Iv
After the statistical analysis it was proceeded to
Results show that the average of similarity between apply data analytics, where this work has two objecusers within one group of candidates with the same tives, the first is generating a classification model for
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the correct allocation of a person to a position. Sec- with SVM, the difference in precision with logistic reond, through clustering techniques it is attempted to gression is not significant, and thus logistic regression
discover the cohesion of the groups of candidates. In may be used for simplifying the model.
the first case, classification techniques such as logistic
regression, support vector machines and the nearest
Table 2. Results of classification techniques
neighbors algorithm, will be compared. In the second
case, the k-means clustering algorithm will be used.
Technique
Parameters
Precision
Logistic
regression
Logistic
regression
Logistic
regression
SVM
KNN
KNN

Función lineal

0,805

Función cuadrática

0,815

Función cúbica

0,818

Gaussian Kernel
3 neighbors
5 neighbors

0,821
0,791
0,798

3.2. Clustering
The most famous and well-known hard clustering technique is the k-means algorithm [24,25] or hard c-means,
which has the following advantages:
a. It is conceptually simple, versatile and easy to
implement.
Figure 3. Scatter plots between pairs of features

3. Results and Discussion

b. It exhibits linear complexity with respect to the
number of elements and clusters.
c. It is guaranteed that the algorithm ends with a
quadratic convergence rate [26].

3.1. Classification
When designing the model, different classifications
techniques were used, including, a binary logistic regression scheme, since the objective is to attempt predicting if a person is suitable or not for the position.
The logistic regression was tested with linear, quadratic
and cubic hypotheses; techniques such as Support Vector Machines with Gaussian kernel and the k-nearest
neighbors algorithm (KNN) for results with 3 and 5
neighbors, were also implemented.
In order to validate the results, the dataset was
divided in five random sets for training and testing, in
a proportion of 80 % and 20 %, respectively. Results
show the average of the five random testing sets. The
metric used to compare the quality of the prediction
is the precision according to Equation (3), where TP
represents the number of classifications made correctly
(true positives) and FP the number of incorrect classifications (false positives).

To measure the clustering quality, it was used the
cohesion measure Jc given by Equation (4), where
X represents the sample of the candidate under consideration and C represents the centroid to which it
belongs.
Jc =

c X
n
X

kXi − Cj k

2

(4)

j=1 t=1

The k-means algorithm uses parameter K as the
indicator of the groups to be classified, however, the
challenge is determining what number of groups should
there exist to express the best representation of them.
For the dataset of the candidates, it was determined
the clustering quality from K = 2 to K = 10. In Figure
4 it can be seen, through the Elbow method [26], that
there is no clear determination of the groups of candidates; it might be considered the value K = 3 as well
as the value K = 6 as inflection points where the clusTP
P recisión =
(3) tering quality stabilizes according to the curve. This
TP + FP
indicates that the information that is being collected
The results of the different models are shown in in the system requires more work, both in quantity
Table 2. Even though the best results are obtained and in the quality of the features.
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Figure 4. Elbow method for k = 2 hasta k = 10

4. Conclusions
This study enables visualizing the correlations existing
between different variables of the dataset, with the
novel contribution of incorporating automatic learning
techniques, supervised learning to support selection
processes of human talent with disability as well as
unsupervised learning to determine in the high dimensional space the number of groups existing in the data.
Based on the study conducted it could be observed
that the most determinant factor for a person with
disability to get a job is the experience, i.e, having
previously worked in some place; in the dataset there is
a direct correlation between the candidates that were
considered suitable and the previous experience, however, the candidates that although being suitable have
not been located, have as a common factor not having
such experience; this evidences that for the case study,
the main feature which determines that a person with
disability gets a position is this experience, factor that
may be considered discriminatory because it is attentive against equality of opportunities. The dataset used
for this work is considered the most comprehensive of
its type for selection of personnel with disability, however, the present study has demonstrated that more
relevant features are required. It should be mentioned
that the study also find limitations in the number of
samples, at present the dataset comprises 120 samples
which restricts us to the application of automatic learning techniques, for the future it would be interesting
to have available a much larger dataset to apply deep
learning techniques.
Various studies demonstrate that the level of education improves the opportunity of finding a job [27],
situation which is not fulfilled in the dataset used here.
Such studies also demonstrate that people with disabilites have a lower level of education, compared to the
general population, and this element is easily verifiable
in our case study. Academic preparation determines
that people with disabilities are disadvantaged for the
tasks demanded by the market due to reasons that
go beyond the disability itself. Both the training and
level of education have significant influence on the

job opportunities, because the skills and knowledge
within a specific area are acquired in this training
process [28]. Current systems continue being discriminatory for these people, because most organizations
privilege experience and this induces a poor assessment of the attitudes of these people. This situation is
reflected in the quality of the prediction systems and
in the inability to discover clear clustering patterms
in the data provided.
It is considered that a novel field of study in recruiting processes is the application of chatbots in the
personnel selection interviews, because they enable
eliminating subjective elements that experts consider
as confusion variables that guide the interview in one
direction or another, subjective factors such as the personal image perceived by the interviewer and the mood,
are elements that are difficult to measure and therefore might be eliminated with an adequate selection
of experimental and control groups [29].
While it is true that public policies have contributed to the labor inclusion of people with disabilities, it is necessary that companies supported by
technology narrow the currently existing gap, and likewise eliminate the stereotypes that hinder recognizing
and enhancing the qualities of people with disabilities
thus hindering exploiting their talent.
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Abstract

Resumen

At present, the study of structural dynamics is mainly Hoy en día, el estudio de la dinámica estructural
theoretical with access to certain simulations through es fundamentalmente teórico con acceso a ciertas sisoftware, however, this project attempts that the mulaciones vía software, sin embargo, este proyecto
student may understand and physically observe the intenta que el estudiante pueda entender y observar
dynamic responses of experimental models. These de manera física las respuestas dinámicas de modelos
models correspond to 2D - frames with multiple de- experimentales. Estos modelos corresponden a pórtigrees of freedom that are subjected to acceleration cos planos de múltiples grados de libertad, que están
in the base; this acceleration is generated by a Shake sometidos a aceleración en la base, la cual es generada
Table II, and the results obtained will be compared por una mesa vibratoria. Los resultados obtenidos
with theoretical results. These theoretical results were se compararán con teóricos. Estos fueron obtenidos
obtained based on modal decomposition and New- basándose en la descomposición modal y en el método
mark’s method for calculating the dynamic response, de Newmark para el cálculo de la respuesta dinámica,
considering the linear variation in the acceleration considerando variación lineal en la aceleración de
of each floor. The application developed, ATH Dy- cada piso. La aplicación generada, ATH Dynamic
namic Responses, provided the theoretical responses Responses, proporcionó las respuestas teóricas, methrough a graphical interface friendly for the user. diante una interfaz gráfica amigable para el usuario.
The experimental models are constituted by two ma- Los modelos experimentales están constituidos por
terials: stainless steel for frame legs and acrylic sheets dos materiales: acero inoxidable (parantes) y láminas
for floors; these were tested on a Shake Table II”. The de acrílico (pisos), y fueron ensayados sobre una mesa
data was acquired using accelerometers that were vibratoria. La adquisición de datos se realizó mediante
placed in each floor and in the shake table, and they acelerómetros que se colocaron en cada piso y sobre
were corrected both by baseline and with the low la mesa vibratoria, fueron corregidos, tanto por línea
pass filter. The results obtained show that the in- base como con el filtro pasa bajo. Los resultados obtestrumentation with the Shake Table II and the data nidos muestran que la instrumentación con una mesa
acquisition with accelerometers provide results similar vibratoria y adquisición de datos con acelerómetros
to the theoretical ones regarding dynamic responses proporcionan valores muy similares a los teóricos en
and modal properties.
cuanto a respuestas dinámicas y propiedades modales.
Keywords: modal decomposition, structural dynamics, experimental model, Shake Table, Newmark, filter
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and, besides, models according to their construction
mode, have the possibility of stacking until becoming
Ecuador has a significant seismic activity, the last a model of six floors, and the unique limitation is the
earthquake that affected the country with great inten- maximum weight withstood by the shake table.
sity occurred on April 16th, 2016 with a magnitude
of momentum Mw of 7.8, it happened in the coastal
provinces of Manabí and Esmeraldas [1], causing mate- 2. Materials and methods
rial damages, collapsing of buildings and nearly seven
The project consists of the theoretical foundation,
hundred people dead.
The earthquake was caused by the subduction of which includes the concepts about structural dynamics
the Nazca oceanic plate below the South American used to develop the Matlab script; and the experimenplate; the friction between both plates produces an tal part, where it is established the type of material to
accumulation of elastic energy, which is relaxed when be used, the geometrical features, the acceleration of
there is a sudden rupture and the seismic event oc- the base, the acceleration of each floor, the operation
of the shake table, and the way to acquire and process
curs [2].
This has motivated engineers to develop a philos- the responses.
ophy which is centered in preventing life losses, controlling the collapse of all structures [3]. As a result,
2.1. System with multiple degrees of freedom
every building should be designed considering seismic
solicitation; the analysis of the structure when facing From the point of view of structural dynamics, a systhis type of load is the main problem that structural tem with multiple degrees of freedom (MDOF) is one
dynamics seeks to solve.
that requires more than one coordinate to describe
In most cases, the study of structural dynamics is its movement. The degrees of freedom may also detercarried out theoretically, without being able to physi- mine the directions of acceleration of the concentrated
cally observe the behavior of structures in the event of masses. In the project, the direction of the earthquake
an earthquake or acceleration in the base. Therefore, will be uniaxial, and hence, the number of degrees of
this project is focused on constructing experimental freedom will be one per floor [10].
models with multiple degrees of freedom and made of
Experimental models are modular and may become
appropriate materials, which means slabs very rigid systems from one to six degrees of freedom, the tests
compared with the bending columns, where the model were carried out with systems of one, two, and three
will concentrate the deformation of the structure. In degrees of freedom. Figure 1 shows the model with
addition, both columns and floors are considered axi- three degrees of freedom.
ally rigid, in the analytical model, it will be considered
that floors concentrate the mass, and that frame legs
are the ones that collaborate with the rigidity, i.e.,
that it behaves as a shear building [4].
Experimental techniques, such as placing triaxial
accelerometers or the use of dynamic excitation equipment that reproduce earthquakes to scale [5], have been
implemented to obtain dynamical responses and modal
properties in experimental models and real structures.
A shake table, known as Shake Table II [6], was used
in the project. This device is an earthquake simulator
for small physical-academic models (maximum mass =
7.5 kg), that will enable generating floor accelerations
in the form of pulsations, sinusoidal sweeps and seismic records (scaled) [6]. The Shake Table II enables
reproducing floor accelerations in two directions (x,y),
however, for the project it was used 2-D models and
unidirectional acceleration, each floor will move in only
one direction [7].
Dynamic properties of experimental structures have
been determined in [7,8] and [9] using the same method,
however, these are centered only in maximum displacements and others only in obtaining frequencies; besides,
Figure 1. Model with three degrees of freedom
they are limited to two floors. In the project it will be
analyzed how frequencies and dampings are obtained

1. Introduction
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table
2.2. Shear building

Where: mFiij and mFdij is the mass of the frame
leg from degree of freedom i to degree of freedom j.
A shear building is characterized as an array that conCutting axis: helps to quantify how the mass of
centrates the mass in each floor, and besides they
each floor was concentrated.
should act as diaphragms infinitely rigid to bending and axial load. Therefore, in the model, only the
2.3. Inertia force
columns should collaborate with the rigidity [4].
The preceding considerations enable simplifying It relates the external forces that act on the mass of
the structure and solving the problem as an MDOF, the structure with the accelerations of the dynamic
where the slabs are infinitely rigid, and enable assur- degrees of freedom, as shown in Equation (1) [11].
ing that there will be no rotations between frame legs
and floors. In the experimental model, the rotation
{F i} = [M ] × {ẍ}
(1)
was controlled according to the connection between
Where {F i} is the vector of inertial force, [M ] is
the frame leg and the acrylic, because the connection the mass matrix and {ẍ} is the vector of acceleration
is not fixed at a point but in an area, as observed of the degrees of freedom.
in Figure 2. Regarding axial deformation, it will be
The mass matrix (2) is an estimation of the mass
negligible due to the physical features of the floors.
of the whole structure, this matrix is also known as
«matrix of concentrated mass» [12].

m1 0
0
 0 m2 0
[M ] = 
 0
0 m3
0
0
0


0
0 

0 
m4

(2)

2.4. Elastic force
It relates the external forces on the rigidity of the structure with the displacements of the dynamic degrees of
freedom, as shown in Equation 3 [11].
Figure 2. Detail of the connection

In the experimental model it should be taken into
account that columns add mass, and therefore it was
considered that the slab concentrates half of the mass
of each column that is above and below it, as shown
in Figure 3.

{F s} = [K] × {x}

(3)

Where {F s} is the vector of elastic force, [K] is the
rigidity matrix and {x} is the vector of displacement
of the degrees of freedom.
The rigidity matrix ((4) includes properties of the
columns, such as length, area and modulus of elasticity [12].


k11 k12 · · · k1N
 k21 k22 · · · k2N 


[K] =  .
(4)
..
..
.. 
 ..
.
.
. 
kN 1 kN 2 · · · kN N
2.5. Damping force
It is a mechanism with which energy may be dissipated from the structure; according to this, the external forces that act on the damping are related with
the velocities of the dynamic degrees of freedom as
shown in Equation ??5 [11].
{F d} = [C] × {ẋ}

Figure 3. Distribution of mass of the structure

(5)

Where {F d} is the vector of damping force, [C] is
the damping matrix and {ẋ} is the vector of velocity
of the degrees of freedom.
Classical damping will be supposed for obtaining
the damping matrix. The classical damping matrix
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may be used in this type of models, if the damping
mechanisms are similar in all the structure, i.e., a
MDOF structure which in turn is constituted by the
same structural system and similar materials, along
the entire height [11].
One of the procedures within classical damping is
modal damping. The analysis provides the damping of
a specific number of modes, as indicated in expression
(6) [13] y [14].
T

{φn } × [C] × {φn } = 2 × ξn × ωn

(6)

Where C is the damping matrix, φn is the vector
of each modal form, ξn is the damping factor, ωn the
natural frequency, and n is the number of modes.
2.5.1. Damping factor

Figure 4. Bandwidth

f2 − f1
(8)
2×f
Where f is the frequency with maximum amplitude (Hz), f1 and f2 are the medium power frequencies
(Hz).
ξ=

2.6. Equation of motion
An important feature is the damping of the structure,
which is defined based on the damping factor; for this Based on the forces detailed in the previous sections,
reason, it should be obtained applying the bandwidth the equation of the MDOF system will be established,
method described in the following [15].
taking into account Newton´s second law of motion,
it is obtained Equation (9).
a) Bandwidth

[M ]×{ü}+[C]×{u̇}+[K]×{u} = − [M ]×{ι}×{ẍo}
(9)
It is a method to obtain the damping factor in the
Where {ι} is the positioning vector, {ẍo} the floor
frequency domain; this technique is widely used in
professional practice, in which a structure should be acceleration for each time instant and u is the relative
excited by simultaneous or individual pulsations at coordinate of each degree of freedom with respect to
the base.
different frequencies [16].
Figure 5 presents the forces acting on the system.
With the purpose of applying the method it should
be considered the effect of the movement of the base,
whereby it is proceeded to find the ratio between the
amplitudes of the Fourier transform of the acceleration
records of each slab with respect to the records of the
base. This is known as transmissibility [11], which is
indicated in expression (7).
Tr =

αo (ω)
αb (ω)

(7)

Where T r is transmissibility, αo (ω) amplitude of
the acceleration of each floor in the frequency domain
and αb (ω) is amplitude of the acceleration of the base
in the frequency domain.
From the calculation of the transmissibility, plots
with respect to the frequency are obtained and the
damping factor is determined by means of the difference between two frequencies called medium power
points at the frequency corresponding to each mode.
The medium power points are the frequencies located
at √12 of the maximum amplitude of the transmissibility, as indicated in Figure 4, and this will enable
applying Equation (8) [17].

Figure 5. Acting forces

2.7. Newmark´s method
It is a method very versatile for calculating the response of a dynamic system. In 1959, N. M. Newmark
developed a family of methods depending on the law
of variation between consecutive time instants [11]; the
linear acceleration method was the one used here, as
shown in Figure 6.
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table
2.8.1. Vibration frequencies and modes

In the damped system with multiple degrees of freedom, it should be established natural frequencies and
modal shapes, considering it as a system subject to
free vibration and without damping, such that in expression (9) the terms floor acceleration and damping
become zero, thus resulting in expression (12).
[M ] × ü + [K] × {u} = 0

Figure 6. Linear acceleration

(12)

Solving this differential equation yields expression
(13), which is the base for solving the eigenvalues and
The matrix representation of the method applied
eigenvectors problem [11].
for obtaining the responses of acceleration, velocity



and position in time for a system with one degree of
[K] − [M ] × ω 2 × {φ} = 0
(13)
freedom, is shown in expression (10), where the reEquation (13) corresponds to a system of simulsponse at instant k + 1 only depends on the response
taneous
homogeneous equations, which by definition
at instant k [11].
only has a non-trivial solution, therefore, the determinant of the coefficient matrix is zero, as indicated in


 
Equation (14) [20].
uk+1
uk
u̇k+1  = [A] × u̇k  + [B] × ẍok+1
(10)

[K] − [M ] × ω 2 = 0
(14)
ük+1
ük
When expanding the determinant, it is obtained a
polynomial of order 2n (n: number of vibration modes),
where ω 2 is the variable. This equation is known as
«equation of frequencies». The solutions are called
eigenvalues, and their square roots correspond to the
natural frequencies ω of the system [21].
In order to determine the eigenvectors or vibration
2.7.1. Stability of the method
modes φ, the natural frequencies ω are substituted in
There are two types of methods depending on their equation (13), and such equation is solved.
stability: conditionally stable and unconditionally sta2.8.2. Orthogonality of the modes
ble [11].
Where [A], [B] are constant matrices that depend
on the frequency, damping, rigidity and time interval,
and ẍok+1 is floor acceleration at instant k + 1 [12]
and [18]

Conditionally stable procedures depend on the passage of time and unconditionally stable procedures are
independent of the passage of time [11].
Newmark´s method based on linear acceleration is
conditionally stable, and must comply with expression
(11) to make possible its application.
∆t
< 0, 551
T

The previous analysis enables demonstrating that the
vibration modes corresponding to different frequencies
fulfill the orthogonality condition, which is shown in
the following equation (15) [11].
T

{φi} × [M ] × {φj} = 0
T

(11)

{φi} × [K] × {φj} = 0

(15)

i 6= j W here i, j : vibration modes

Where φi y φj are modal shapes for the modes
i and j, [M ] the mass matrix and [K] the rigidity
matrix.
From this it is obtained that the system may be
2.8. Modal analysis
solved for each vibration mode as a separate system,
without the influence of one mode with respect to the
It enables calculating the response of the structure other, and the response of the entire system is defined
based on the vibration modes. For this purpose, it is based on expression (16).
important to define its dynamic properties: frequency,
damping and modal shapes for each mode [19].
{x} = {φ1} × q1(t) + {φ2} × q2(t) + · · · {φn} × qn(t)
This analysis is very useful because it enables de˙
˙
+ {φ2} × q2(t)
+ · · · {φn} × qn(t)
˙
composing the responses of a structure in models of {ẋ} = {φ1} × q1(t)
¨
¨
one degree of freedom, and combine them to obtain {ẍ} = {φ1} × q1(t) + {φ2} × q2(t) + · · · {φn} × qn(t)
¨
the response of the MDOF system.
(16)
Where ∆t is the time interval and T is the period
of the system.
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Where φi is modal shape, and q, q̇ and q̈ are the
modal coordinates of position, velocity and acceleration, respectively, for the i-th mode.
Replacing the response {x}, {ẋ} and ẍ based on
the sum of the modes, and pre-multiplying by the
transpose of the modal shapes matrix, it is obtained
equation (17).
T

T

[Φ] [M ] [Φ] × q̈n + [Φ] [C] × [Φ] × q̇n +

language with a friendly working environment. It enables working in console mode (it only presents results
based on expressions introduced) and in routine mode
(programs with coded commands and enables to make
and store programs) [10] and [22].
The most important Matlab feature is that it enables handling vectors and matrices directly, and besides the coding is not complex [10].

The project was made in routine mode, since a
T
T
program with coded commands was run and a GUIDE
[Φ] × [K] × [Φ] × qn = − [Φ] × [M ] × {ι} × ẍo
(17) created, which enabled improving the graphical user
interface.
Based on equation ( [?]) and the property of orthogonality, it may be defined equation (18) for each
vibration mode.
2.9.2. ATH Dynamic responses program
T

T

[φn ] [M ] [φn ] × q̈n + [φn ] [C] × [φn ] × q̇n +

The ATH Dynamic responses program is based on
T
T
[φn ] × [K] × [φn ] × q = − [φn ] × [M ] × {ι} × ẍo
Newmark´s numerical method considering linear ac(18) celeration for calculating the response of systems with
The relative dynamic responses (position, velocity 1 DOF in modal analysis.

Geometrical features, rigidity of the frame legs and
and acceleration) are obtained at each time instant for
mass
considered as concentrated in each floor should be
each modal coordinate, using equation (18) and with
entered
into the program. Based on this it is obtained
the help of Newmark´s method of linear acceleration.
relative dynamic responses (position, velocity and acceleration) and modal properties of the physical model
2.9. Design of the program
(frequencies, modes and percentage of participative
2.9.1. Matlab programming language
mass).
The ATH Dynamic responses program has been develIn order to understand the functionality of the
oped in the software Matlab, which is a programming program, Figure 7 indicates its flow diagram.
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Figure 7. Flow diagram of the ATH Dynamic responses program

2.10. Data processing
The data obtained by the accelerometers need to be
corrected by baseline and by filtering unwanted frequencies. To achieve this, it was used a low pass Butterworth filter [23], with a cut-off frequency of 16 Hz.
The AB signal program [24] was used for this purpose.

Table 1. Properties of the accelerometers

Type
Normal
accelerometer
Normal
accelerometer
Miniature
accelerometer

Frequency

Sensitivity

2 Hz – 5 kHz

100 m V/g

1 Hz – 5 kHz

100 m V/g

1 Hz – 4 kHz

100 m V/g

2.11. Instrumentation
2.12. Shake Table II
In general, the instrumentation to measure the dynamic response of a structure consists of the installa- The test in a shake table is the most direct way to
tion of sensors that record dynamic responses (velocity, simulate the dynamic behavior of structures. The modacceleration and displacement) [25].
els will be limited to be not very heavy, of scaled
dimensions and not very rigid [26].
The purpose of the instrumentation is registering
Shake Table II was originally developed by the
the response in front of displacement, internal motions,
University
Consortium on Instructional Shake Tables
earthquakes and observing the behavior of structures
(UCIST)
[6].
It is a mechanical device, which consists
or models [24].
of an upper plate of 45.7 × 45.7 cm2 where the model
The acquisition of the project data was carried is anchored, a lower plate of 60,9 × 45,7 cm2 and a DC
out by means of PCB Piezotronics accelerometers [25], motor with a power of 400 W. The table withstands a
which have the frequencies and sensitivities shown in load of 7.5 kg and an acceleration of 2.5 g and enables
Table 1.
motions with displacements up to ±7.62 cm [6].
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2.13. Materials
The equipment used for carrying out this project is
constituted by a Shake Table II [6] and accelerometers
PCB Piezotronics [25], described in sections 2.11 and
2.12.
The experimental models are constituted by acrylic
and stainless steel. The features and dimensions of the
materials are specified in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Specifications of the materials for frame legs and
floors
Material

Thickness
(m)

Width
(m)

Lengh
(m)

I
(m4 )

E
(kN/m2 )

Frame
Stainless
Steel

7E−4

0,06

0,3

1,715E−12

1,80E+11

Floor
acrylic

0,01

0,06

0,31

Figure 9. Dimensions of the model with 3 degrees of freedom and mass concentration

Table 3. Mass of frame legs and floors

Material

Mass (g)

Floors

Acrílico

232-234

Frame
model 1

Acero
inoxidable

102

Frame
model 2

Acero
inoxidable

204

Frame
model 3

Acero
inoxidable

299

Figure 8 presents drawings of the experimental
models that were built. Figure 9 indicates the dimensions of the model with 3 degrees of freedom and,
besides, how the mass concentration for the theoretical model was made, based on the experimental model,
and Figure 10 shows an image of the real model.
Figure 10. Experimental model of the model with 3 degrees of freedom

3. Results and discussion

Figure 8. Models of one, two and three floors

Results show frequencies, damping factors, absolute
accelerations of the experimental models and their
comparison with the theoretical results provided by
the ATH Dynamic responses program.
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3.1. Experiment 1. Determining the frequen- obtaining the damping factor applying equation (8).
cies and damping factors of each model
The percentage error in the analytical frequency was
obtained with respect to the experimental acceleration.
The frequencies were obtained theoretically using the
ATH Dynamic responses program and verified with
the SAP2000 software [27]. For obtaining the experimental frequency and the damping factor, a sweep of
frequencies was performed with the Shake Table II.
It was carried out a baseline and filtering correction process, as explained in section 2.10. Based on
this, the fast Fourier transform available in Matlab [23]
was used, and transmissibility vs. frequency plots were
obtained, as shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13, where
the abscissa of each peak in the plot corresponds to
the frequency of each mode and, besides, it enables
Figure 11. Frequency and bandwidth for the model

(a)

(b)
Figure 12. Frequency and bandwidth for model 2 (a) floor 1 and (b) floor 2

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 13. Frequency and bandwidth for model 3 (a) floor 1, (b) floor 2 and (c) floor 3

3.1.1. Frequencies and damping factor for
model 1
Figure 11 shows the plots that enabled obtaining the
theoretical frequency and the damping factor, and
Table 4 displays these values.
The peak of Figure 11 shows that the experimental
frequency for model 1 is 4.28 Hz.

Table 6. Frequency and damping for model 3
ATH
Dynamic
responses

Exp.

Mode

f (Hz)

f (Hz)

% error

ξ (%)

1
2
3

1,91
5,25
7,36

1,65
5,01
7,6

13,61
4,57
3,26

0,55
0,49
0,85

Damping

Table 4. Frequency and damping for model 1
ATH
Dynamic
responses

Exp.

Mode

f (Hz)

f (Hz)

% error

ξ (%)

1

4,58

4,28

6,55

1,44

Damping

3.1.2. Frequencies and damping factor for
model 2
Figures 12 (a) and (b) show the plots that enabled
obtaining the frequencies and damping factors for the
two modes, and Table 5 presents the results.
The peaks of Figures 12 (a) and (b) are the experimental frequencies, which for mode 1 is 2.61 Hz and
for mode 2 6.99 Hz.
Table 5. Frequency and damping for model 2
ATH
Dynamic
responses

Exp.

Mode

f (Hz)

f (Hz)

% error

ξ (%)

1
2

2,61
6,53

2,60
6,99

0,38
7,07

0,57
0,85

Damping

3.2. Experiment 2. Dynamical response of the
model to floor acceleration
The dynamical response was obtained when subjecting
the experimental models to a scaled seismic record.
The seismic record used was El Centro and its scaling was carried out using the software of the Shake
Table II; the record was scaled based on maximum
displacement of 4 cm.
The results presented in the following correspond
to absolute accelerations, since these are the ones provided directly by the accelerometers, and they were
compared with the absolute accelerations obtained
from the ATH Dynamic response program, based on
expression (19):
ẍ = ü + ẍo

(19)

Where ẍ is absolute acceleration, ü relative acceleration and ẍo acceleration in the base.
3.2.1. Base acceleration record for Model 1: El
Centro earthquake

3.1.3. Frequencies and damping factor for Figure 14 shows the experimental acceleration and the
theoretical acceleration for model 1, and Table 7 the
model 3
maximum theoretical and experimental accelerations.
Figures 13 (a), (b) and (c) show the plots that enabled
obtaining the frequencies and damping factors for the
Table 7. Maximum accelerations for model 1
3 modes, and Table 6 presents the results.
The peaks of Figures 13 (a), (b) and (c) are the
Acceleration (m/s2 ) Floor 1
experimental frequencies, which for mode 1 is 1.65 Hz,
Theoretical Experimental % error
for mode 2 5.01 Hz and for mode 3 7.61 Hz.
8,707
7,657
13,711
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Figure 14. Experimental and theoretical absolute acceleration for model 1, with acceleration in the base of the El
Centro earthquake

3.2.2. Base acceleration for Model 2: El Centro
earthquake
Figures 15 (a) and (b) show the experimental acceleration and the theoretical acceleration for model 2, and
Table 8 the maximum theoretical and experimental
accelerations.

Table 8. Maximum accelerations for model 2
Acceleration (m/s2 )
Piso 1
Piso 2

Theoretical

Experimental

% error

7,585
8,989

8,678
9,021

12,586
0,353

(a)

(b)
Figure 15. Experimental and theoretical absolute acceleration for model 2, with acceleration in the base of the El
Centro earthquake: (a) floor 1, (b) floor 2

3.2.3. Base acceleration for Model 3: El Centro
earthquake
Figures 16 (a), (b) and (c) show the experimental acceleration and the theoretical acceleration for model 3,
and Table 9 the maximum theoretical and experimental accelerations.

Table 9. Maximum accelerations for model 3
Acceleration (m/s2 )
Piso 1
Piso 2
Piso 3

Theoretical

Experimental

% error

5,225
5,297
5,967

5,033
5,698
5,845

3,824
7,043
2,095
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(a)

(b)

(3)
Figure 16. Experimental and theoretical absolute acceleration for model 3, with acceleration in the base of the El
Centro earthquake: (a) floor 1, (b) floor 2, (c) floor 3

When graphically comparing the models, it was
observed that the experimental acceleration has larger
amplitude in most of the cases, however, in general
the shapes of the experimental and theoretical plots
are similar.

4. Conclusions
Based on the experimental results and the theoretical results of the models, it may be argued that the
method which uses the Fourier transform to obtain
the frequencies is appropriate, because the results are
similar between experimental and theoretical frequencies.

The damping factor obtained by means of the bandwidth is consistent in terms of the values obtained per
floor, since each floor provided similar values of damping factor per mode, and such factors were useful for
theoretical modeling, and thus being able to obtain
the damping matrix and the dynamical responses.
The experimental modeling of the model helped
us to observe in a real manner how a model behaves
when a sinusoidal acceleration or an acceleration of
a scaled earthquake is applied, and enabled verifying
the values obtained analytically with respect to the
experimental ones.
As future work, it may be implemented to obtain
the dynamical properties of three-dimensional systems
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Abstract

Resumen

In this research work it has been analyzed the influ- En esta investigación se ha analizado la influencia del
ence of the Zinc chromate coating on the corrosion recubrimiento de cromato de zinc en la corrosión del
of ASTM A-500 and galvanized A-500 steels exposed acero ASTM A-500 y A-500 galvanizado expuesto en
in a salt spray corrosion chamber, according to the una cámara de niebla salina acorde a la norma ASTM
ASTM B117 Standard. Two surface cleaning methods B117. Se realizaron dos métodos de limpieza superfiwere used prior to applying the coating, considering cial antes de la aplicación del recubrimiento, según
the SSPC-SP-3 and SSP-SP-5 standards, namely a la normas SSPC-SP-3 y SSPC-SP-5, una limpieza
mechanical cleaning and a blast cleaning. The sam- mecánica y otra con chorro presurizado. Las probetas
ples were put into the chamber with exposure times of se introdujeron en la cámara con tiempos de exposi200, 250 and 350 h. Different equipment were used for ción de 200, 250 y 350 h. Se utilizaron diferentes
recording the information that was used to calculate equipos para registrar información que fue utilizada
the corrosion rate. Through visual assessments accord- en el cálculo de la velocidad de corrosión. Con evaluaing to the ASTM-D610 and ASTM D-714 standards, ciones visuales, utilizando las normas ASTM D-610 y
the corrosion degree and the blistering frequency, re- ASTM D-714, se determinó el grado de corrosión de
spectively, were determined. The materials without las probetas y la frecuencia de ampollas, respectivacoating and coated after the two surface cleaning mente. Se comparó los materiales sin recubrimiento y
methods were compared. The results obtained have los dos métodos de limpieza superficial. Los resultados
demonstrated that galvanized steel exhibited a lower obtenidos han demostrado que el acero galvanizado
corrosion rate.
presentó una menor velocidad de corrosión.
Keywords: ASTM-500, anticorrosive coatings, salt
spray corrosion chamber
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1. Introduction

recommend using Bi as additive instead of Pb which
is environmentally harmful.

The ASTM A-500 steel, as rectangular or circular tube,
is commonly used in the construction industry, as well
as in the automotive industry, due to its mechanical
properties and ease of welding [1]. This steel may be
treated with different methods according to the particular requirement, for instance, increasing its ductility
by reducing its resistance. A common application of
the steel is for manufacturing bodies of vehicles, automobiles and even trucks, both cargo and for public
transportation. The design of the body of a public
transportation vehicle should be carried out considering the worst-case scenario in a collision, where it
must be reduced the severity of the accident for the
passengers and the driver [2]. One of the main agents
that may cause deformation and rupture failures is
the corrosion, which affects the structure of the steel
and, hence, its mechanical properties. The application
of an anticorrosive coating may extend the useful life
of a structural element. However, it should be applied
correctly, or otherwise the corrosion may be accelerated by exhibiting delaminations or blisters. Corrosion
generates mass loss, mainly by reducing the area of
the cross section, and even a very small reduction may
decrease the resistance of the material and generate a
failure [3, 4].
The most commonly used anticorrosive treatment
is galvanized, because the Zn provides cathodic protection to steel thus preventing damages produced by
rust and, besides, it is a low-cost element. By means of
an electrochemical galvanized coating, a steel improves
its corrosion resistance and even its mechanical properties by slightly modifying its composition [5]. The
Zn has recyclable and non-toxic properties, and this
is why more than five million tons are used yearly in
anticorrosive applications, generating savings around
2200 million USD in repairs or replacements of rusty
elements [6].
In order to improve the corrosion resistance of a
steel immersed in Zn, different elements may be added
considering the appropriate content. Kania et al. [7]
characterized the microstructure and analyzed the
corrosion resistance of a Zn coating obtained in an
immersion of Zn-AlNiBi. The authors used steel with
low content of Si, 0.021 %, in samples of 50 × 100 ×
2 mm submerged for 180 s in the solution studied, at
450 °C. The samples were placed inside a salt spray
chamber (SSCC) with NaCl at 5 % at a temperature
of 35 ± 2 °C and pH between 6.8 and 7.2, from 24 to
1000 h. The mass of the samples was measured every
24 h and the results indicate that this new coating is
a better anticorrosive agent than pure Zn, because the
presence of corrosion was reduced 30 %, having final
masses of 140.34 and 108.24 g/m2 , respectively. When
the coating is inspected, Bi is observed on the surface,
but it is not visualized Al or Ni, and thus authors

Before considering a coating to be applied at large
scale in the industrial sector, various experimental
tests should be carried out and the most viable alternative to analyze the corrosion rate is by means of an
SSCC. Vera et al. [8] evaluated anticorrosive coatings
in steel exposed to a marine environment, comparing
field tests with an accelerated corrosion. It was used A36 steel of 100 × 100 × 3 mm subject to blast cleaning,
and a Zn-rich coating and an epoxy enamel coating
were applied. The tests in the sea were conducted in
Chile for 24 months, and SO2 was collected to dissolve it in Na2 CO3 at 5 %. The loss in thickness was
between 71.9 and 222.2 µm, depending on climatic conditions, and thus it was estimated a corrosion rate of
131.4 µm/year. Using an algorithm, authors determined that similar conditions in an SSCC should be
implemented at 37 °C, with a humidity of 100 % and
NaCl at 3.5 % during 3000 h of exposure (125 days),
reducing the time to the sixth part.
The electroplating of nanocrystalline Zn in steel
to improve its corrosion resistance was analyzed by Li
et al. [6]. The experiment used a solution of NaCl at
3.5 % and the electroplating was carried out with
a bath of ZnSO4 with a low carbon steel, then the
samples were washed and dried. By means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM), it was visualized
that the rust spot reduced from 5 µm to 40 nm, and
consequently the application of this coating increased
corrosion resistance almost 40 times.
Stojanović et al. [9] evaluated the protection to
corrosion of a system with two coatings in a simulated marine environment. Naval steel plates of
120 × 70 × 3 mm were subject to blast cleaning to apply two layers of anticorrosive coating, each of 150 µm,
and further an anti-fouling coating. The plates were
exposed for 1440 h in an SSCC at 38.08 % and a pH of
8, where two groups were selected, one for immersion
and another for agitation. Results indicate that the
plates that were agitated in the solution produce more
microorganisms and, as a result, a greater corrosion; in
addition, the second coating did not have the appropriate adherence, and thus authors recommend analyzing
the chemical composition of the anticorrosive coatings
The corrosive behavior of the ASTM-SA213-T22
steel coated with Cr2 O3 in a saline environment at
700 °C was analyzed by Goyal et al. [10]. The samples
were of 22 × 15 × 3 mm and coated with commercial Cr2 O3 with a thickness between 250 and 255 µm.
A furnace was used to generate heat corrosion with
Na2 SO4 at 60 % for 1 h, and the final mass of the
samples was considered. The base material showed a
larger corrosion rate compared with the Cr2 O3 coating
that had a perfect adherence, causing that the mass
of the material remained at 94.5 %.
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This research is aimed at determining the influence of a zinc chromate coating in the corrosion of
ASTM A-500 and galvanized A-500 steels, used for
manufacturing bodies of public transportation vehicles.
In this way, it will be established if it is required this
prior treatment. The document is distributed as follows. The Materials and methods section describes the
steps of the experimental process considering different
standards for conducting it. Results presents figures
and the comparative analysis of the samples after their
exposure to the SSCC. At last, the Conclusions explain
the results obtained and define which steel had the
lowest corrosion.

2. Materials and methods
Figure 1 summarizes the procedure considered for the
experimental development, and for obtaining the results of this research.

2.1. Preparation of the material
The material used was a tube of ASTM A-500 carbon steel obtained by means of cold seamless welding,
used for manufacturing vehicle bodies. Using a matrix of experimental design, it was established that
it is required eight samples of each material, and for
such purpose, they were cut by means of an abrasive wheel using a grinder, thus getting plates of
Figure 1. Flow diagram for the experimental development
100 × 50 × 2 mm.

2.2. Surface cleaning
The Society for Protective Coatings (SSPC) has regulated specific surface cleaning procedures required
before applying an anticorrosive coating. Two surface
cleaning methods have been chosen for this research,
the first corresponds to a mechanical cleaning, according to standard SSPC-SP-3 [11], using sandpaper to
remove rust layers. Afterwards, it is required a rotating
wire brush as electrical tool to clean the surface and
remove all debris. It is important to mention that, due
to the geometry of both the material and tools, it is
possible that there may remain debris hidden in the
irregularities of the material.
The standard SSPC-SP-5 [12] was considered for
the second surface cleaning method, which consists of
using a pressurized liquid to remove all particles on
the surface of the material. This method assures a total cleaning, free of delaminations, since a pressurized
stream enables removing even dust and grease, such
achieving a better adherence of the coating.

2.3. Coating
A zinc chromate coating was applied on the eight samples of A-500 and galvanized steel, four to be cleaned
with SSPC-SP-3 and the remaining four with SSPCSP-5. This coating consists of resins and pigments that
provide corrosion resistance in the presence of different
atmospheric agents; in addition, it is one of the most
widely used commercially.
The coating was diluted in thinner in a 4 to 1 proportion for its application using a blowtorch. According
to the manufacturer, the thickness of the coating must
be between 25 and 38 µm, and thus two layers were
applied with a drying time between them of 4 h at 20
°C. The Elecometer 456 was used for measuring the
thickness of the coating.
2.4. Test in the SSCC
The ASTM B-117 standard [13] was used for the experimentation in the SSCC, which indicates preparation,
procedures, prediction and results under a controlled
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corrosive environment. It was used a saline solution at
5 %, with 12.72 kg of NaCl in a volume of 240 liters
of distilled water.
Among the measuring instruments that were used,
it is important to mention the HANNA HI9125 waterproof pH meter, to verify that the pH is less than 6.5
at an average temperature of 23 °C. If the pH value
decreases, NaOH may be added, otherwise, when the
pH is high, HCl is added until obtaining the required
value. By means of a flow meter, 2 ml/h of NaCl were
collected from the SSCC every 24 hours. An MA887
digital salinity refractometer was used as a salinity
meter to determine the specific gravity of NaCl. The
mass of the samples, of the base material and of the
material with the coating, was measured before entering them in the SSCC, where they were placed at an
inclination of 20 to 30º.
For the zinc chromate coating, the average time
for the test was estimated in 250 h. Different exposure
times inside the SSCC were established, having 200,
250 and 350 h to determine how this exposure time
influences steel corrosion. After each period, the weight
of the samples was measured again to calculate the
mass loss between the initial and the final values.
2.5. Corrosion rate
According to the ASTM G-1 [14] standard, this parameter is defined as the thickness loss of a steel per
unit time to analyze the damage produced by corrosion
after the exposure. The corrosion rate (Ċ) is a function
of the material, as well as of the exposure time, and
may be obtained as:
Ċ = (K · W ) · (A · t · δ)−1

(1)

Where K remains constant at a value of 8.76 × 104
mm/year, W is the mass loss expressed in g, A is the
area of the sample in cm2 , t are the exposure hours
and δ if the steel density in g/cm3.
2.6. Visual evaluation
The ASTM D-610 standard [15] was considered for
evaluating the corrosion degree on a coated surface,
to determine if the coating shall be repaired or replaced. According to this standard, a scale from 1 to
10 has been established as a function of the surface
area of corrosion, where 10 is used to indicate rust
stains which are 0.01 % smaller than the total area,
while if the corroded area is larger than 33 %, it is
assigned a value of 1. This number should come along
with a letter to indicate the corrosion visual pattern,
stained (S), punctuated (P ) or general (G).
This visual evaluation is reinforced with a second
inspection, which consists of evaluating the blisters
produced by corrosion on the coating according to the
ASTM D-714 standard [16]. A number between 0 and

10 has been assigned for identifying blisters, where
10 corresponds to a surface without imperfections, 8
indicates small blisters which are difficult to detect
with the naked eye and the smaller numbers indicate
increasingly bigger blisters. In addition, this number
comes along with a letter that represents the frequency
of presence of blisters per unit area, indicating if this
frequency is few (F ), medium (M ), medium dense
(M D) or dense (D).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Corrosion rate
When considering the difference between the initial and
final mass of the samples, it was possible to calculate
the corrosion per year. In the following, values of corrosion rate obtained with Equation (1) are presented
for the base material and for the samples with the
SSPC-SP-3 and SSPC-SP-5 surface cleaning methods.
The samples of ASTM A-500 steel and of galvanized steel without the zinc chromate coating exhibited
a corrosion rate of 1.672 and 0.535 mm/year after 200
h of exposure in the SSCC, as shown in Figure 2a.
On the other hand, with the SSPC-SP-3 mechanical
cleaning, the values were 0.129 and 0.044 mm/year for
the A-500 and galvanized steel, respectively, for the
same exposure time. At last, for the A-500 and galvanized steel samples that were subject to blast cleaning
according to the SSPC-SP-5 standard, corrosion rates
of 0.051 and 0.034 mm/year were obtained. The values
of corrosion rate tend to grow as the exposure time
increases, however, the rust on the surface of the samples may create an additional coating and this value
may decrease.
After 250 h of exposure, the A-500 samples with
the surface cleaning methods and zinc chromate coating decreased the value of corrosion rate, yielding 0.083
and 0.014 mm/year for methods SP-3 and SP-5, respectively, while the base material increased its corrosion to 2.092 mm/year. With the same exposure time,
the galvanized steel showed opposite results, where the
base material decreased its corrosion to 0.436 mm/year
and the SP-3 and SP-5 methods increased in 0.058
and 0.002 mm/year, respectively, with respect to an
exposure of 200 h.
At last, with an exposure time of 350 h, the base
material samples of A-500 and galvanized steel had a
corrosion of 1.594 and 0.142 mm/year. For the SSPCSP-3 surface cleaning, these steels showed a corrosion
rate of 0.139 and 0.103 mm/year, respectively. In addition, with the SP-5 surface cleaning method, the
samples recorded values of 0.033 and 0.029 mm/year
for the A-500 and galvanized steel, respectively.
The values obtained are more closely grouped for
the SSPC-SP-5 cleaning, having a standard deviation
of 0.0185 and 0.0036 mm/year for the A-500 and the
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galvanized steel, respectively. These steels had a stan- as well as very thin sheets of lepidocrocite, with a
dard deviation for the SSPC-SP-3 method of 0.0299 contour similar to roots.
and 0.03378 mm/year, respectively, and besides, 0.2679
and 0.2044 mm/year without treatment.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. Corrosion rate for samples a) without coating,
b) SSPC-SP-3 cleaning, c) SSPC-SP-5 cleaning

3.2. Visual evaluation
By means of an SEM microscope, it was visualized
the morphology of the corrosion products in the A-500
samples. Figure 3a shows a sample without coating
exposed for 300 h, where it is observed a formation
generated by corrosion which is known as lepidocrocite.
Figure 3b presents the analysis of the morphology of
the sample with an exposure time of 350 h, where it is
identified semicrystalline goethite shaped like clouds,

(b)
Figure 3. Microstructure of the ASTM A-500 steel without coating exposed in the SSCC a) 300 h, b) 350 h.

Figure 4a indicates the results of the corrosion existing in the ASTM A-500, while Figure 4b shows the
corroded galvanized steel, after 200, 250 and 350 h
of exposure in the SSCC. The samples appear as surfaces with a lot of corrosion, visible to the naked eye,
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and even with significant accumulations, verifying the exposed for 200 h, it was assigned a corrosion of 4 G,
calculated values of corrosion rate.
while the samples with exposure time of 250 and 350
h, were evaluated as 5 G.
None of the samples evidenced the existence of blisters, indicating that the coating had a good adherence.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Samples of base material exposed to the SSCC
a) ASTM A-500, b) galvanized steel

The patterns of the ASTM D-610 standard were
used as reference to perform an evaluation of the percentage of surface corroded. In addition, this visual
evaluation was complemented indicating the frequency
and size of the blisters present in the samples according
to the D-714 standard.
Figure 5a shows the coated A-500 samples with
SSPC-SP-3 surface cleaning, where corrosion stains
in about 3 % have been indicated corresponding to
5 S after 200 h. For the sample exposed for 250 h, a
corrosion of 5 G has been considered and the sample
that was in the SSCC for 250 h was evaluated as 3 G.
The frequency of the blisters was measured for the
samples with exposure time of 200 and 350 h, indicating an evaluation of 6 M and 2 M, respectively. On
the other hand, for the sample exposed for 250 h this
frequency was larger, assigning it a value of 6 MD with
visible blisters.
The ASTM A-500 samples with SSPC-SP-5 cleaning prior to the application of the zinc chromate, are
indicated in Figure 5b, after exposure times of 200,
250 and 350 h, respectively. For the sample that was

(b)
Figure 5. ASTM A-500 samples exposed to 200, 250 and
350 h, a) SSPC-SP-3, b) SSPC-SP-5

Figure 6a presents the galvanized steel samples
cleaned with the SSPC-SP-3 method and coated with
zinc chromate. In the sample that was in the SSCC for
200 h, there was evidence of corrosion stains, yielding
5 S and there were no blisters on its surface. For the
sample exposed for 250 h, a general corrosion is visible,
yielding 6 G and small blisters were visualized, thus assigning it a 6 M. Regarding the sample with exposure
time of 350 h, a corrosion of 4 S has been assigned due
to visible stains, and it had 6 F because the frequency
of blisters is low, although such blisters are significant.
The galvanized steel samples with SSPC-SP-5 cleaning
are shown in Figure 6b.
In the galvanized steel sample with exposure time
of 250 h it was not possible to visualize signals of corrosion and there are small blisters, having a frequency
of 8 M. Regarding the samples exposed for 200 and
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350 h, they show small corrosion stains, thus they have highest corrosion rate was 0.051 and 0.036 mm/year
been assigned 5 S and none of them has shown blisters for the A-500 and the galvanized steel, respectively.
on its surface.
Then, in the steels without coating it is evident that
the galvanized is an anticorrosive protection, although
it continues exhibiting higher values than with coating. The corrosion may be considered similar for both
materials, but the SSPC-SP-5 methods yields lower
corrosion in the samples.
When considering the analysis between the two
surface cleaning methods, according to the ASTM D610 standard, it was obtained that the A-500 and the
galvanized steel cleaned with the SSPC-SP-3 method
exhibited a general surface corrosion and stained between 5 S and 5 G to 6 G. This evaluation was reduced
in the samples treated with the SSPC-SP-5 cleaning,
considering the samples with a general 4 G corrosion.
The ASTM D-714 standard was used for comple(a)
menting the visual evaluation and determining the
frequency and size of the blisters. In the A-500 and galvanized steel samples cleaned according to the SSPCSP-3 standard, maximum and minimum evaluations of
2 M, 6 MD and 6 M, 6 S, respectively, were obtained.
Therefore, it may be stated that the zinc chromate
coating adheres similarly in both materials and provides an anticorrosive protection 7.7 and 8.2 times
higher compared to the A-500 and galvanized steel
without coating, respectively.
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(b)
Figure 6. Samples of galvanized ASTM A-500 exposed
for 200, 250 and 350 h, a) SSPC-SP-3, b) SSPC-SP-5
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Abstract

Resumen

The classification of thermal images is a key aspect La clasificación de imágenes térmicas es un aspecto
in the industrial sector, since it is usually the starting clave en el sector industrial, debido a que suele ser el
point for the detection of faults in electrical equip- punto de partida en la detección de fallos en equipos
ment. In some cases, this task is automated through eléctricos. En algunos casos, esta tarea se automathe use of traditional artificial intelligence techniques, tiza mediante el uso de técnicas tradicionales de inwhile in others, it is performed manually, which can teligencia artificial, mientras que en otros, es realilead to high rates of human error. This paper presents zada de manera manual, lo cual puede traer consigo
a comparative analysis between eleven transfer learn- altas tasas de error humano. Este artículo presenta
ing architectures (AlexNet, VGG16, VGG19, ResNet, un análisis comparativo entre once arquitecturas de
DenseNet, MobileNet v2, GoogLeNet, ResNeXt, Wide transfer learning (AlexNet, VGG16, VGG19, ResNet,
ResNet, MNASNet and ShuffleNet) through the use DenseNet, MobileNet v2, GoogLeNet, ResNeXt, Wide
of fine-tuning, in order to perform a binary classifi- ResNet, MNASNet y ShuffleNet) mediante el uso de
cation of thermal images in an electrical distribution fine-tuning, con la finalidad de realizar una clasifinetwork. For this, a database with 815 images is avail- cación binaria de imágenes térmicas en una red de
able, divided using the 60-20-20 hold-out technique distribución eléctrica. Para ello, se dispone de una
and cross-validation with 5-Folds, to finally analyze base de datos con 815 imágenes, divididas mediante
their performance using Friedman test. After the ex- la técnica tipo hold-out 60-20-20 y validación cruzada
periments, satisfactory results were obtained with con 5-folds, para finalmente analizar su rendimiento
accuracies above 85 % in 10 of the previously trained mediante el test de Friedman. Luego de los experiarchitectures. However, the architecture that was not mentos, se obtuvieron resultados satisfactorios con
previously trained had low accuracy; with this, it is exactitudes superiores a 85 % en diez de las arquiconcluded that the application of transfer learning tecturas previamente entrenadas. Sin embargo, la
through the use of previously trained architectures arquitectura que no se entrenó previamente presentó
is a proper mechanism in the classification of this una exactitud baja; concluyéndose que la aplicación
type of images, and represents a reliable alternative de transfer learning mediante el uso de arquitecturas
to traditional artificial intelligence techniques.
previamente entrenadas es un mecanismo adecuado
en la clasificación de este tipo de imágenes, y representa una alternativa confiable frente a técnicas
tradicionales de inteligencia artificial.
Keywords: fine-tuning, Friedman test, pre-training,
thermal images, transfer learning
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1. Introduction
At present, artificial intelligence (AI) is a booming
discipline that has redefined many of the processes
carried out in industry, showing very diverse applications, which include object recognition through artificial vision, voice recognition and synthesis, reading
comprehension, translation systems, language comprehension, etc. [1]. AI is not a new term, since it has
existed for many years; however, what has changed in
recent times is the computational power, which can
be used to compute much more complex models in
shorter time [2]. AI is defined as a set of algorithms
whose purpose is creating machines that emulate the
capabilities of human beings. Seen in another way,
it is a software that may be trained for recognizing
patterns and performing predictions, in some cases
more accurately than human beings [3]. Terms such as
Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning are found
within AI [4].
Machine Learning (ML) or automatic learning, is
a branch of AI that seeks generalizing behaviors of
a set of input data, i.e., their objective is to predict
future behaviors based on finding patterns within big
data sets [5]. Likewise, Deep Learning (DL) is a part of
Machine Learning [6], whose objective is that systems
automatically mimic the behavior and reasoning of
people; in other words, that humans are involved as
little as possible in the process. This objective is based
on the use of artificial neural networks (ANN), which
simulate the synapsis of the human brain [7]. Figure 1
displays the traditional structure of an artificial neural
network, which includes the input layer, the hidden
layers and the output layer.
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model, as observed in Figure 2. However, this type of
technique cannot be considered enough to evaluate the
performance of the models, and consequently literature suggests to apply a k-folds cross-validation [11] by
randomly dividing the data set in k subsets, of which
k-1 are used to train the model, and one to validate
it. This mechanism must be repeated k times in each
iteration, using different validation subsets, as seen
in Figure 3. Finally, it is recommended to perform a
statistical comparison of the results of each model [12],
by means of parametric techniques such as ANOVA,
or non-parametric ones such as Friedman Test [13].

Figure 2. Holdout technique for separation

Figure 3. K-folds cross-validation

Figure 1. Structure of an artificial neural network [8]

In addition, it should be pointed out that within
ANNs there are the convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), which are an advanced and high potential
type of the classical artificial neural network model,
designed to address more complex problems, and generally used in image classification [9].
Regarding data separation, the holdout technique
[10] is one of the most commonly used, and consists of
dividing the data in three subsets: 60 % for training, 20
% for validation and the remaining 20 % for testing the

Some research works show that the application of
artificial intelligence is useful in the electricity sector through the use of thermal images to automate
their classification [14]. This type of images is captured by means of infrared cameras, thus involving
another relevant term: thermography, a technique that
enables capturing infrared radiation of the electromagnetic spectrum, whose main advantage is not requiring
physical contact with the object or piece under study,
with which machinery operation does not stop [15].
Figure 4 shows an example of the thermal image of a
high-voltage equipment captured from the ground.
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Figure 4. Thermal image of a high-voltage equipment [15]

Hereafter, the most relevant research works about
the use of traditional artificial intelligence techniques
for classification of thermal images are described. A
clear example is the proposal of an automatic recognition system for classifying thermographic images of an
electric power distribution network [16], where it was
implemented a CNN and the JSEG or J segmentation
algorithm, which consists of reducing the number of
colors and their fusion based on the similarity of the
regions of the image [17]. Similarly, a research work
carried out in the Chongqing Technology Department,
China [18], addresses computer vision using infrared
thermal images captured without disturbing the operation of electrical substations. For this purpose, they
trained a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which is a
type of artificial neural network constituted by various
layers of intermediate or hidden neurons, used for solving problems that cannot be linearly separated [19].
A semiautomatic approach is proposed in [20] to
evaluate the thermal condition of the electrical installations of a building through the analysis of infrared images, using a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
and principal components analysis (PCA); the latter
is a statistical technique whose purpose is simplifying
the complexity of the sample through the selection
or extraction of the most representative features of
the input data [21]; whereas, an intelligent diagnosis
method is described in [22], for classifying different
conditions of electrical equipment using data obtained
from infrared images using the K-means algorithm,
which is in charge of grouping the images of electrical
equipment to determine and classify clusters or groups
with similar features [23].
The aforementioned research works are focused on
training a model from scratch or in the traditional way
for a specific scenario; however, at present there are
techniques that simplify this process, such as transfer
learning (TF), which is part of deep learning and consists of using a pretrained network, i.e., reusing the
architecture and weights of a model trained with great
amounts of input data, and apply them to different
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scenarios with other data sets, seeking to carry out
classifications more rapidly and using lower computational load [24]. An example of the databases used to
train these models is ImageNet, which contains more
than fourteen millions of images [25].
One of the paradigms of transfer learning is finetuning the model, which seeks to adapt it to a new
application domain [26]; for this purpose, it is taken
the pretrained model and some parameters such as the
learning rate are varied, with the objective of achieving
significant improvements in the predictions [27].
The literature review reveals that there are different transfer learning applications in sectors such as
(i) health, through the classification of pathologies in
neurological images [28], detection of objects such as
guns or knives in X-ray images [29] or cervical [30],
among others. (ii) In the agroindustry, as observed
in [31], which presents a comparison of the ResNet,
Googlenet, VGG16, Alexnet and DenseNet transfer
learning architectures, with the purpose of classifying
a data set that contains images of flowers, demonstrating that the pretrained VGG16 architecture obtains
accuracy levels larger than the others. (iii) In the food
sector, as described in [32], where it is indicated that
CNNs are the most frequently used image classification
techniques; this research is focused in classifying food
with the purpose of obtaining a healthier lifestyle, for
which they use a database with 500 images, in addition to the pretrained architectures VGG16, VGG19,
ResNet and InceptionV3, with the latter achieving the
best results.
However, when studying applications of thermal
images and transfer learning techniques in the electric sector, it is found a scarcity of them. One of the
most representative is the case of [33], where it is proposed a mechanism for classifying thermal images of
rotor bearing systems; for this purpose, they modify a
convolutional neural network with the use of transfer
learning, nevertheless they do not specify the TF architecture used. On the other hand, in [34] it is sought to
automate the supervision of the state of industrial machinery through the use of thermal images and a CNN,
indicating that a drawback of the latter is the need for
great amounts of data for training; as a consequence,
it is proposed the use of the VGG16 architecture as a
method for reusing layers of the neural network.
Based on what has been pointed out in previous
paragraphs, there is an evidence that the advantages
of transfer learning are not being fully exploited in the
electrical sector, since there is no study that applies
different architectures with the same data set, and
thus the objective of the present study is to propose
an alternative to the traditional use of artificial intelligence techniques through the analysis of eleven transfer
learning architectures and the self-tuning paradigm,
applied to the binary classification of thermal images
in an electric power distribution network.
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2. Materials and methods
Figure 5 represents the methodology followed in this
research, which starts with the collection of field data
through the capture of thermal images; afterwards, it
is carried out the design of a base architecture which
includes different pretrained transfer learning architectures, each of which is trained and tested to finally
compare the results obtained. All this process was conducted with the help of the Google Collaboratory online service, through the use of Jupyter Notebooks [35].

the images and divide them between transmission lines
or equipment in electric substations, since they require
different types of analyses. (iv) Then the specialist
proceeds to analyze each image to determine, based
on knowledge and experience, if there is an evidence of
failures due to the detection of a hotspot. (v) Finally,
if the specialist detects a hotspot, he/she prepares
the corresponding report and takes the appropriate
corrective actions.
The present study focused in automating stage 3
of the process using transfer learning techniques.

Figure 6. Process for classifying the thermal images

Figure 5. Methodology

The images have a resolution of 384 × 288 pixels. Figure 7 shows some examples of typical images
corresponding to transmission lines equipment, and
Figure 8 shows some images corresponding to electrical substations, which represent the two classes of the
model.

2.1. Database
The database used in this work corresponds to 815
thermal images, belonging to a Peruvian electric power
distribution company, classified in two categories, electric substations and transmission lines. This data set is
larger than the ones used in [18], [20], [22], [36] and [37].
The images were captured using the TP8S infrared
Figure 7. Typical image of transmission lines equipment
camera, whose specifications are seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Technical specifications of the TP8S camera [38]
Feature

Description

Type of detector
Spectral range
Thermal sensitivity
Field of vision
Electronic focus
Zoom

FPA (384 × 288 pixels, 35 m)
8-14 m
0.08 °C a 130 °C
22° × 16° / 35 mm
Automatic or motorized
Continuous from ×1 a ×10

The procedure that the electric distribution company has been executing includes five stages which are
described in detail in the following and are shown in
Figure 6. (i) First, an external company is hired for
the capture of thermal images, specifically transmission lines and electric substations, which is carried out
weekly or monthly. (ii) The service company delivers
all images to a specialist certified in thermal image
analysis. (iii) The specialist should manually classify

Figure 8. Typical image of electrical substations equipment

2.2. Data set
A total of 815 thermal images were used for carrying out the experiments; these images were divided
in three data sets with a split of 60-20-20, known as
holdout separation (See Figure 2). The 60 % of the
images were considered as training data and 20 % as
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validation data, while the remaining 20 % includes the
data for testing the model (see Table 2), i.e., that the
model is trained and validated in parallel and finally
tested with new images that have not been previously
considered. It is indicated in [39] that the models that
generalize appropriately show similar accuracy and
loss metrics in training and validation, thus preventing
overfitting.
Table 2. Distribution of the data sets
Class

Train

Validation

Test

Line
Substation
TOTAL

206
283
489

68
95
163

68
95
163

Figure 10. VGG16 architecture [42]

2.3.3. VGG19
Convolutional neural network constituted by 16 convolutional layers [43], three fully-connected, five MaxPool
Eleven architectures of previously trained models were and one SoftMax, with an approximate of 143 million
considered in this study, through the use of the TorchVi- of parameters. The VGG19 architecture is shown in
sion package, which is part of PyTorch, an open-source Figure 11.
automatic learning library; as indicated in [40], the
PyTorch models are faster and easier to implement
and train. The architectures used were:
2.3. Architectures

2.3.1. AlexNet
Convolutional neural network constituted by eight layers [41], five of which are max-pooling, and the three
remaining are fully connected. This architecture was
trained with the ReLU (Rectified Linear Units) activation function and the ImageNet database. As it
is observed in Figure 9, the input to the network are
images of 224 × 224 pixels, which are transformed in
each of the layers up to the obtaining the output, the
classification of one thousand categories.

Figure 11. VGG19 architecture [43]

2.3.4. ResNet

Figure 9. AlexNet architecture [41]

Architecture that seeks that the increase of layers is
performed different to the traditional way [44], and
thus it adds a residual connection with an identity
layer that is directly passed to the next layer, considerably improving the training of the model. A traditional
block of the ResNet architecture is shown In Figure
12.
2.3.5. DenseNet

2.3.2. VGG16
Network constituted by 16 layers, which was also
trained with the ImageNet database [42], assuming
improvements compared to the AlexNet architecture
since it replaces the large kernels filters by a set of 3 ×
3 filters. The VGG16 architecture is shown in Figure
10.

CNN in which every layer obtains additional inputs
from all previous layers and passes its own feature
maps to all further layers [45], i.e., that all outputs
from previous layers are concatenated with further
layers, seeking to have a smaller number of parameters
and an accuracy greater than the one achieved with
networks such as ResNet. The DenseNet architecture
is shown in Figure 13.
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2.3.6. GoogLeNet

Neural network developed by Google with the purpose
of classifying images. This CNN is based on the Inception architecture [46], and thus it uses modules that
give the possibility of choosing among different sizes of
convolutional filter in each of the blocks. An example
of the Inception module is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 15. Blocks of the MobileNet v2 architecture [48]
2.3.8. ResNeXt
A variant of ResNet that seeks to increase the number of paths or routes parallel to the residual connection [49], i.e., that ResNeXt is a CNN with multiple
branches, as seen in Figure 16, with shows a block
with a cardinality of 32.
Figure 12. Block of the ResNet architecture [44]

Figure 16. Block of the ResNeXt architecture [49]

2.3.9. Wide ResNet

Figure 13. Block of the DenseNet architecture [45]

A neural network that represents a variation to the traditional ResNet architecture [50], reducing the depth
of the model and increasing the width of the residual
networks. The characteristic blocks of this CNN are:
basic, bottleneck, basic-wide and wide-dropout. Figure
17 shows the details of the latter.

Figure 14. Inception module with reduced dimension [47]

2.3.7. MobileNet v2
is based on the use of depthwise separable convolutions
and uses an inverted residual structure [48], where the
input and output of the residual block are thin bottleneck layers opposed to traditional residual models
that use expanded representations in the input, as it
is shown with detail in Figure 15.

Figure 17. Wide-dropout block [50]
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2.3.10. MNASNet
Is a convolutional neural network that, similar to the
MobileNet [51], is designed and optimized for mobile
devices and seeks that the model obtains an equilibrium between latency and accuracy. Figure 18 shows
an example of the design of a convolutional layer with
a 5 × 5 kernel.
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At last, Table 3 shows information provided in the
TorchVision [53] web site; it summarizes the features of
these architectures related with the size in megabytes
and the number of parameters used in training the
model, highlighting that ShuffleNet is the only architecture that currently does not allow the use of the
pretraining configuration parameter, i.e., its size is
zero megabytes.
Table 3. Features of the architectures used

N°

Arquitecture

Size
(mb)

Parameters
(millions)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

AlexNet
VGG16
VGG19
ResNet
DenseNet
GoogLeNet
MobileNet v2
ResNeXt
Wide ResNetx
MNASNet
ShuffleNet

233
528
548
230
77.4
49.7
13.6
340
243
16.9
0*

61.1
138.36
143.67
60.19
20.01
13
3.5
44.55
126.89
4.38
7.39

Figure 18. Convolutional layer of MNASNet [51]

2.3.11. ShuffleNet
A CNN whose main component is a new channel reorganization operation [52], seeking that the information
flows more easily in them. Figure 19 shows a ShuffleNet
unit, that is a central element within this architecture.

2.4. Model
Figure 20 shows the design of the base architecture
to be used. The first section corresponds to the input layer, in which images of 328 × 288 pixels were
included. Afterwards, the eleven architectures were
added in the «Transfer learning model architecture»
section, highlighting that the classification layer of
each of them was edited to perform a binary classification, since they were originally designed to classify an
approximate of one thousand images. At last, there is
the output layer that corresponds to the predictions
of the model.

Figure 20. Base architecture

Figure 19. ShuffleNet unit [52]

Since no research works were found that compare
this number of architectures applied to thermography,
and with the purpose of carrying out a fair comparison
between the models, the same hyperparameters were
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considered in all tests conducted. They were selected flip and random rotation transformations. Figure 22
based on empirical experiments, as proposed in [54–56], shows some results of the transformations used.
based on the values in Table 4. According to the results
of the initial experiments, there is a breaking point
at approximately epoch 20, in which the training and
validation curves show a separation trend, evidencing
problems of overfitting (see Figure 21). It is concluded
that the models obtain better results according to the
hyperparameters shown in Table 5, and these data
were used to execute the remaining tests.
Table 4. Empirical experiments with hyperparameters
Hyperparameter

Value

Learning rate
Images per Batch
Number of epochs
Cost function
Optimizer

10−2 , 10−3 , 10−4 y 10−5
16, 32, 64 y 128
5, 10, 20, 30, 50 y 100
Cross Entropy, Multi Margin Loss y MSE
Adagrad, Adam, Adamax, RMSprop y SGD

Figure 22. Images with data augmentation

3. Results and discussion
The eleven architectures were trained using the values
of Table 5, obtaining the accuracy results shown in
Table 6. On the other hand, Table 7 shows the loss
rate for each architecture. Based on the results, it is
seen that DenseNet yields a higher accuracy, while
VGG16 shows the lowest loss rate. An additional point
to be considered is that ShuffleNet yields the worst
results since it was the only architecture without pretraining, evidencing that the pretrained architectures
yield better results.
Table 6. Accuracy of the architectures

Figure 21. Experiment with 100 epochs

Table 5. Final configuration of hyperparameters

Hyperparameter

Value

Learning rate
Images per Batch
Number of epochs
Cost function
Optimizer

0.0001
32
20
Multi Margin Loss
Adam

Models improved their performance when the input
data is normalized calculating the standard deviation
and the mean of the data sets. In addition, the data
set (815 images) is larger than in research works such
as [18], [20], [22], [36] and [37], in which the maximum
number of images used is 500. The literature suggests
as a good practice the application of techniques that
contribute to improve the quality of the training, and
for this reason it was used Data Augmentation [57, 58]
through the random horizontal flip, random vertical

Arquitecture

Train

Validation

Test

DenseNet
VGG19
Wide ResNetx
MobileNet v2
VGG16
ResNeXt
ResNet
AlexNet
GoogLeNet
MNASNet
ShuffleNet

96.52
93.66
94.68
94.68
95.91
94.06
93.66
95.50
95.09
71.41
62.78

92.02
90.18
90.18
88.95
91.41
92.02
84.66
91.41
88.95
69.93
68.09

98.15
96.31
96.31
95.70
95.09
95.09
94.47
93.86
93.86
79.14
76.68

Table 7. Loss rate of the architectures
Arquitecture

Train

Validation

Test

VGG16
VGG19
MobileNet v2
DenseNet
AlexNet
GoogLeNet
ResNet
ResNeXt
Wide ResNetx
MNASNet
ShuffleNet

0.130571
0.175259
0.179914
0.134446
0.127838
0.205683
0.220600
0.215153
0.246464
0.507049
0.647315

0.195825
0.257767
0.283927
0.198757
0.226890
0.242438
0.295843
0.241967
0.271462
0.529690
0.579723

0.106733
0.124051
0.124497
0.126488
0.134585
0.164706
0.175979
0.179627
0.19046
0.395779
0.524782
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Research works such as [59], point out that the
accuracy and loss rate metrics exhibit a high degree
of subjectivity, and consequently it is proposed the
use of statistical techniques to evaluate the results of
the architectures, specifically F1-score, whose calculation mechanism is observed in (1). Precision and recall
are obtained from (2) and (3), respectively, where TP
represents true positives, FP false positives and FN
the false negatives. The results are shown in detail
in Table 8, demonstrating that the VGG16 architecture achieves the first place with the highest F1-score,
corresponding to 95.11 %.
F 1score = 2 ×

precision × recall
precision + recall
TP
TP + FP
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Table 9. Results – 5-folds cross validation
Arquitecture

Fold 1

...

Fold 5

Average

VGG16
VGG19
AlexNet
ResNeXt
DenseNet
MobileNet v2
ResNet
GoogLeNet
MNASNet
Wide ResNetx
ShuffleNet

93.87
93.87
90.18
94.48
88.34
90.18
93.87
88.96
86.51
84.66
68.09

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

98.16
98.77
99.38
98.16
98.16
96.32
95.09
93.86
98.15
94.48
72.39

96.81
95.83
95.34
94.6
94.36
93.99
93.74
93.5
92.52
89.82
70.06

(1)

Regarding the statistical tests to evaluate the performance of the architectures, first every model was
executed 30 times, as it was done in [12]. Afterwards,
TP
(3) residue and normal probability analyses were carried
P recision =
TP + FN
out; according to the former, it is evidenced that it
might be applied a parametric test since the residues
exhibit a similar dispersion (see Figure 24). However,
Table 8. Comparison between architectures: F1-score
when analyzing the normal probability plot to verify
that the residues approximately fit a normal distriArquitecture Precision Recall F1-score
bution, it is observed that there are data outside the
confidence interval, with a Shapiro-Wilk coefficient
VGG16
96.12
94.12
95.11
ResNeXt
92.86
93.79
93.32
equal to 0.932994 and a p-value equal to 0 (see Figure
MobileNet v2
93.62
92.54
93.08
25). Similarly, it was carried out a data transformation
ResNet
92.36
93.48
92.92
using the square root, but these are still outside the
VGG19
92.25
92.85
92.55
confidence interval.
P recision =

DenseNet
Wide ResNetx
AlexNet
GoogLeNet
MNASNet
ShuffleNet

93.48
93.13
93.03
92.11
85.71
29.14

91.59
91.8
89.91
89.39
86.11
50.00

(2)

92.53
92.46
91.44
90.73
85.91
36.82

Since populations do not fit a normal distribution,
it cannot be applied a parametric test; for this reason,
it is necessary to use a non-parametric test, specifically Friedman test, in which it is not required to meet
the normality or homoestacity (equality of variances)
condition. By means of this analysis shown in Table
The holdout separation mechanism may not be 10, it is obtained a p-value equal to zero, i.e., there
enough when comparing different models, and with is a difference between the populations, showing that
the purpose of eliminating this source of variability VGG16 is better than the other architectures.
other experiments were conducted by means of 5-folds
cross-validation (see Figure 23) as suggested in [60],
followed by a statistical comparison of the results of
each model, as it is performed in [12]. The results of
the cross-validation may be observed in Table 9.

Figure 23. 5-folds cross validation

Figure 24. Residues plot
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Figure 27. Plot of means – Tukey HSD

Figure 25. Normal probability plot

Table 10. Statistical results –Friedman test
Ranking

Arquitecture

Average range

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

VGG16
AlexNet
VGG19
DenseNet
MobileNet v2
ResNeXt
ResNet
GoogLeNet
MNASNet
Wide ResNetx
ShuffleNet

10.68
9.28
9.28
6.48
6.32
6.06
5.78
5.16
3.96
2.00
1.00

This same result is evidenced in the analysis of
means, in which it is seen that the confidence interval
that has been constructed both with the Fisher LSD
(Figure 26) and Tukey HSD (Figure 27) methods, is
better for the case of VGG16 since it does not intersect the corresponding to other architectures. In the
case of the analysis of medians it is observed that the
VGG16 architecture is better than most of the others,
but it shows a small intersection with the AlexNet and
VGG19 architectures (see Figure 28).

Figure 26. Plot of means – Fisher LSD

Figure 28. Plot of medians

In addition, it was performed the multiple comparison analysis by means of the multiple range test (see
Table 11), where if the “X” of homogeneous groups are
in the same column the architectures behave similarly,
observing that VGG16 is better and different than the
other architectures.
Table 11. Multiple range test
Arquitecture

Mean

Homogeneous groups

ShuffleNet
Wide ResNetx
MNASNet
GoogLeNet
ResNet
ResNeXt
MobileNet v2
DenseNet
AlexNet
VGG19
VGG16

686.560
881.820
912.540
919.068
923.080
923.704
924.816
925.336
940.500
940.652
953.756

X
X
X
XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The present paper is not intended to obtain a «better» model but presenting an alternative mechanism
in front of traditional artificial intelligence techniques.
However, the results corresponding to the model with
better performance, i.e., VGG16, are presented for academic purposes; the original architecture of this model
is seen in Figure 10, and the resulting final architecture
is shown with details in Figure 29.
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It is seen in this architecture that the input is represented by images of 328 × 288 pixels, which enter
the VGG16 pretrained convolutional neural network,
constituted by thirteen convolutional layers followed
by three fully connected layers, the first two of which
have 4096 channels and the last one 1000 channels;
therefore, this was edited to be able to perform a
binary classification (2 channels). The hidden layers
use the ReLU activation function and besides different 3 × 3 kernels. Finally, the output corresponds to
the classification between both classes, i.e., lines and
substations.

Figure 31. Confusion matrix

Figure 29. Proposed transfer learning architecture for
classifying thermal images

Precisions of 95.91 % and 91.41 % in training and
validation, respectively, were obtained with this model
(Figure 30). This architecture was tested with new
images belonging to the test data set, obtaining an
accuracy of 94.43 % for the category lines, and 92.81
% for substations. This may be seen in the confusion
Figure 32. ROC curve
matrix shown in Figure 31.
The accuracy of the model was graphically repreAt last, Figure 33 shows some examples of the
sented through the receiver operating characteristic
predictions by the model. The real classification is
(ROC) curve, whose area under the curve (AUC) shows
represented in the left side of the title of each image,
a value of 94 %, which indicates a high performance
and in the right side the one obtained by the model.
of the proposed architecture in the classification of
thermal images (see Figure 32).

Figure 33. Predictions by the model
Figure 30. Accuracy: training and validation of the model
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4. Conclusions
In this work, it is analyzed the performance of eleven
pretrained networks that use the transfer learning
paradigm based in fine-tuning the model, for binary
classification of thermal images. The final objective
is not finding a «better» model, but presenting alternatives to traditional artificial intelligence techniques,
seeking to save computational time and load.
The models yield accuracies between 79.14 % and
98.15 %, and values of F1-score between 85.91 % and
95.11 % in the pretrained architectures; these results
are an indication that the use of transfer learning techniques represents a reliable alternative as a mechanism
for classifying thermal images in the electric sector;
however, it is recommended to perform a specific analysis in each particular case of application.
The use of data augmentation, transformations and
normalization of the images, are important aspects to
improve the performance of the model; whereas the
division of the data set in the training, validation and
test subsets using the holdout technique helped to prevent overfitting, generalize the model and, therefore,
carry out more accurate predictions. However, with the
purpose of performing a fairer comparison, the study
also included applying a 5-folds cross-validation, and
moreover a statistical analysis by means of Friedman
Test.
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Abstract

Resumen

The paradigm change experienced by worldwide
power systems has led to a massive participation
of new energy agents: generation, storage, and consumption. In most cases, these agents are equipped
with power electronic converters (PEC) to incorporate
their energy to the grid. This reality has motivated
the development of highly sophisticated and detailed
PEC analytical models that accurately represent their
dynamics and enable to study their impact on the grid
in a simulation environment. However, when it comes
to studying large-scale power systems or with all their
components disaggregated, the huge computational
burden required to simulate a detailed model could
make these studies unfeasible. This paper proposes
the design of a simplified model of a grid-connection
interface based on PEC for power system analysis
using MATLAB/Simulink®. The model is designed
to represent, with reasonable numerical accuracy, the
dynamic behavior of certain electrical variables of
interest that would produce a detailed model and, at
the same time, to achieve a noticeable reduction in
the computation time. A comparative analysis of the
numerical results, the dynamics generated, and the
convergence time achieved by the two models enable
to validate the proposal. These milestones make it
possible to fulfill the objectives of this research.

El cambio de paradigma experimentado por los sistemas eléctricos a nivel mundial ha propiciado una
participación masiva de nuevos agentes energéticos:
generación, almacenamiento y consumo. En la mayoría de los casos, estos agentes están dotados de
convertidores electrónicos de potencia (CEP) para
verter su energía a la red. Esta realidad ha impulsado
el desarrollo de modelos analíticos muy sofisticados
y detallados de CEP para estudiar el impacto de su
interacción con la red en un entorno de simulación.
No obstante, cuando se trata de estudiar redes de
gran dimensión o con sus componentes desagregados, la enorme carga computacional requerida para
simular un modelo detallado podría suponer una limitante para la realización de tales estudios. En este
artículo se propone el diseño de un modelo simplificado de una interfaz de conexión a la red basada
en CEP, útil para estudios de red mediante MATLAB/Simulink®. El modelo está concebido para representar, con una precisión numérica razonable, el
comportamiento dinámico que tendrían ciertas variables eléctricas de interés de un modelo detallado y, al
mismo tiempo, para conseguir una reducción significativa del tiempo de cómputo. Un análisis comparativo
de los resultados numéricos, las dinámicas generadas
y el tiempo de convergencia de los dos modelos permite validar la propuesta. Estos hitos conseguidos
permiten cumplimentar los objetivos planteados en
esta investigación.
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1. Introduction
In recent decades, electrical power systems have experienced a paradigm change that has forced them
to go from a predominantly centralized generation
model to a more distributed generation model and
even to an intelligent electricity grid model, together
with the inclusion of new energy generation, storage
and consumption agents [1,2]. In the framework of this
transition, renewable electric generators, electric vehicles, energy storage systems, among others, are being
increasingly integrated, and their grid-connection interface is based on power electronic converters (Figure
1).
This is because the electricity generated/consumed
by these agents is incompatible with the grid in terms
of type of energy (direct current or alternating current),
amplitude and frequency of the voltage, etc. The need
to employ electronic converters to incorporate to the
grid the energy coming from renewable generators (for
instance, wind or photovoltaic), complies with criteria
of obtaining the maximum efficiency in converting the
primary energy resource into electrical energy [3, 4].
In the case of charge stations of electric vehicles, the
energy supplied to the batteries is handled by power
electronic converters with the purpose of guaranteeing the efficiency of the process and safeguarding the
useful life of such batteries [5].
A similar situation applies to battery energy storage systems, in which the energy flow may go from
the battery to the grid or vice versa according to
the need of the grid of having or storing energy [6].
The power electronic converters have a topology that
enable the bidirectional flow of active and reactive
power depending on the set points preestablished in
the control systems that govern the firing logic of the
semiconductors that constitute them. Therefore, from
the perspective of the grid, these interfaces behave as
current controlled sources [7].

Figure 1. Power electronic converter connected to the
grid

In the operation of a power electric system in dynamic regime, a reduced participation of renewable
generators with grid-connection interface based on
power electronic converters does not involve a severe
stability problem (of frequency and voltage), since this
task is successfully carried out by conventional synchronous generation. However, as this integration is
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massified (substituting synchronous generation), the
grid starts to show a decrease in its inertial characteristics and, consequently, the operating conventional
electric generation may result insufficient to guarantee
stability of the system in case that a fault or contingency occurs [8].
This situation is of great concern in weak and isolated electric systems, in which the participation quota
of renewable generation in the energy mix is comparable or exceeds conventional generation, as demonstrated by studies published in [9–11]. However, many
of the solutions proposed in the literature to mitigate
the aforementioned problems are precisely based on the
use of more electronic converters, usually associated
to energy storage systems (batteries, flywheel units,
supercapacitors, among others).
This initial presentation intends to show the relevance claimed by power electronic converters in the
operation of an electric system, which has motivated
the development of very detailed and complete models
devised to emulate its dynamic behavior and interaction with the grid, and to be used in studies based
on computer simulations [12, 13]. However, when the
object of a study is the dynamic analysis of large-scale
power systems or of electric systems with all their components disaggregated, the huge computational load
required to simulate detailed models of converters in a
time range from few seconds up to a couple of minutes
(time in which physical phenomena related with the
frequency/voltage stability in the grid show up) might
limit, to a large extent, conducting this type of studies.
This situation has motivated the search for methodological alternatives that enable modeling power electronic converters in a less complex way, without affecting its numerical accuracy with respect to results
that might be provided by a traditional detailed model.
For example, recent works published in [14–17] present
effective techniques to achieve a significant simplification of the control logic of power electronic converters,
all them based on the predictive control of finite states
based on the FCS-MPC model.
The results reported in these contributions show
that the control of converters through FCS-MPC enables reducing the execution time of control loops,
compared to that associated to the implementation of
classical linear controllers, without a degradation in its
performance. However, this benefit brings along the
need to perform a larger number of calculations to fulfill control objectives. To mitigate this situation, these
papers propose different designs of matrix converters
oriented to reduce the number of sectors necessary for
the vector decomposition of the three-phase voltage
in the point of common coupling, either by means
of a simplification of the formulation used [15–17] or
through the use of search tables that speed up the
calculation process [14].
A common feature of these scientific contributions
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is that the proposed simplifications focus on optimizing the control logic of the converter but maintaining
a detailed representation of the three-phase inverter
(bridge of 6 or 9 power transistors). In contrast, [18]
states a simplification idea focused on the three-phase
inverter, represented by means of a bridge of six controlled current sources, modulated through SPWM,
whose computational gains are latent as evidenced
by the reported results. They also envision that the
goodnesses obtained by simplifying the analytic representation of the three-phase inverter are depleted, to a
certain extent, when using a pulse-width modulation
technique for controlling the controlled current sources,
which demands an important computational effort for
its implementation. It is here where the research gap
that gave rise to the statement of the present proposal
was identified.
With the purpose of achieving a larger degree of
simplification, and at the same time maintaining a
compromise between simplicity and accuracy, it is
proposed the development of a simplified model of a
grid-connection interface based on power electronic
converters to be used for studies of grids in dynamic
regime in the MATLAB/Simulink® simulation environment. The three-phase inverter is represented by
three controlled current sources governed by a pair
of linear controllers in the d − q coordinates designed
for this research. For this purpose, it is taken as reference the theoretical basis of the operation principle
of the detailed model of a complete power electronic
converter and its implementation in the simulation
program
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to distinguish two subsystems: the three-phase inverter
and its power controller PQ. The inverter, constituted
by a bridge of power semiconductors (SCR, MOSFET,
IGBT, or others, according to the application), has
the function of converting the energy coming from a
direct current (DC) system into alternating current
(AC) energy for its further incorporation in the threephase grid, or vice versa. Based on the switches that
are closed at each time instant, the bridge will be constructing a three-phase voltage signal at its terminals
whose fundamental frequency will be inherited from
the voltage established by the grid at the point of
common coupling (PCC), and whose amplitude and
phase will be defined by the current that is required to
be injected to achieve a predetermined value of active
and reactive power at the PCC by the converter.
The firing sequence applied to each of the six semiconductors of the inverter is implemented using pulse
width modulation techniques, whose principle is described in section 2.1.1., whereas the tasks of controlling the injected active and reactive power are carried
out by means of a PQ control scheme similar to the
one shown in the lower subsystem in Figure 2, whose
criteria are explained with more detail in section 2.1.2.
In addition, it should be indicated that, with the purpose of reducing the harmonic content of the current
signal injected by the PEC at the PCC, this topology is
frequently used together with a first-order three-phase
passive filter as seen in the figure.

2. Materials and methods
The research developed in this work is experimental,
since the experiments, conducted in a computer simulation environment, are carried out under controlled
conditions [19].
In the first instance, the theoretical basis and the
implementation of a detailed model of a power electronic converter (PEC) are presented. Then, it is stated
the development of the simplified model devised to
emulate the dynamical behavior that would have the
detailed model, from the point of view of the grid,
within the time horizon of interest delimited in this
research. At the same time, it is sought to achieve a significant reduction of the computational effort required
to represent the dynamics of particular electrical va- Figure 2. Typical configuration of a three-phase PEC
riables handled by the PEC in the simulation. These connected to the grid
are the main objectives of the research.
2.1. Detailed representation of a power elec- 2.1.1. Space vectors pulse-width modulation
(SVPWM)
tronic converter
Figure 2 shows the typical configuration of a PEC
connected to the grid. In the illustration, it is possible

For generating the firing signals of the gates of the
transistors that constitute the PEC topology, there
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are currently available many techniques with great
applicability and high degree of maturity, such as:
pulse-width modulation (PWM), selective harmonic
eliminated pulse width modulation (SHE-PWM), sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) and space vectors pulse-width modulation (SVPWM) [20–22]. With
the recent advances in the industry of semiconductors,
microprocessors and in digital signal processing, the
space vectors pulse-width modulation techniques are
widely used in the PEC for applications of electric
power generation due to their greater flexibility in the
control, lower harmonic content and better dynamic
performance [22, 23].

In general, the SVPWM is a digital modulation
technique in which a sampled reference vector is synthetized through an appropriate number of state vectors switched at particular time instants. Both the
reference vector and the vector of switched states are
represented in a complex plane through a transformation from an abc three-phase reference framework to a
reference framework in α − β coordinates. In order to
provide the reader a first approximation to the method,
consider the three-phase inverter shown in Figure 2.
This topology offers eight switching states, which are
arranged according to the a, b, c sequence. Starting
from the premise that in each of the three branches of
the bridge of transistors only one of them can be active
(or in conduction), it is defined as switching state 1
the case when the upper transistor in the branch is
active, and 0 when it is active the lower transistor in
the branch.

If the voltage at the DC side of the inverter is defined as Ud, such inverter is capable of offering at its
terminals the volage values (phase voltages VA , VB
and VC , and line voltages VAB , VBC , VCA ) shown in
Table 1. Now, the SVPWM technique is defined by the
sequence in which each of the eight switching combinations is selected and the time for which each of them
should remain active. Figure 3 gives a graphical idea of
the mechanics for constructing the voltage vector Vn
at the inverter terminals, on the stationary complex
plane α − β. This vector is decomposed in eight switching states, namely V0 to V7 , of which V1 -V6 are active
vectors that constitute a regular hexagon (six sectors),
and V0 and V7 are null vectors that lie at the center of
the hexagon. A detailed description of the theoretical
framework of this modulation technique, calculation
of switching times for each of the sectors and implementation criteria may be found in [12, 13, 24].

Table 1. Switching states of the three-phase inverter
State

Voltages at the inverter terminals

a

b

c

VA

VB

VC

VAB

VBC

VCA

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
-Ud /3
-Ud /3
-2Ud /3
2Ud /3
Ud /3
Ud /3
0

0
-Ud /3
2Ud /3
Ud /3
-Ud /3
-2Ud /3
Ud /3
0

0
2Ud /3
-Ud /3
Ud /3
-Ud /3
Ud /3
-2Ud /3
0

0
0
-Ud
-Ud
Ud
Ud
0
0

0
-Ud
Ud
0
0
-Ud
Ud
0

0
Ud
0
Ud
-Ud
0
-Ud
0

Figure 3. SVPWM modulation

2.1.2. Control of PQ power
For most industrial applications of PECs, the control
of active and reactive power is carried out through the
transformation of the three-phase voltage and current
vectors expressed as components of a rotating coordinate system, where the vector of each variable is
decomposed into vectors in the direct and quadrature
(d−q) axes [25]. From the theory of electrical power systems, Park transformation is the operator that enables
transforming the abc representation of the three-phase
electrical variables to a reference framework in the
d − q coordinates, as indicated in (1). In this equation,
expressed for the current, id , iq and i0 correspond
to the components in the direct, quadrature and homopolar (dq0) axes, respectively, of the ia , ib and ic
three-phase currents; ω is the angular frequency of
the grid, which is the angular speed at which the d-q
coordinate system rotates. Figure 4 shows an example
in which the current vector I is decomposed into the
Id and Iq components. A similar reasoning may be
applied to the voltage.
 
id
iq
i0

=

2
3



cos ωt
−sen ωt
1
2

|

cos (ωt − 2π
3 )
−sen (ωt − 2π
3 )
1
2

{z

cos (ωt + 2π
3 )
−sen (ωt + 2π
3 )

 
ia
ib
ic

1
2

}

P ark transf orm
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2.2. Implementation of the detailed model of
the power electronic converter in MATLAB/Simulink®.
Based on the above, this section presents the implementation of the detailed model of a power electronic
converter in the MATLAB/Simulink® simulation environment. The grid illustrated in Figure 2 is defined
as test bench, whose implementation in the simulator
is shown in Figure 5.
Since the scientific interest of this work is focused
on studying the interaction of the power electronic
converter with the grid; an ideal voltage source will be
Figure 4. d − q coordinate system
connected at the DC side of the inverter, which may
represent the primary energy resource from different
It has been demonstrated in the literature that the agents such as: wind or photovoltaic generation, inertia
instantaneous powers in a three-phase system, may be flywheels, supercapacitors, battery banks, etc.
calculated through the computation of the instantaneous voltage and current variables expressed in d − q
coordinates, as follows [26]:
P =

Q=

3
(vd id + vq iq )
2

(2)

3
(−vd iq + vq id )
2

(3)
(a)

Where:
vd and id : instantaneous voltage and current in the
direct axis.
vq and iq : instantaneous voltage and current in the
quadrature axis
For analytical convenience, in this work it will be
forced that the direct axis of the d-q coordinate system
is aligned with the phase voltage vector, such that it is
achieved that vq = 0 and moreover, that vd = |V| = V .
With this arrangement, the instantaneous powers are
defined as follows:
P =

3
V id
2

3
Q = − V iq
2

(b)

(4)

(5)

This last pair of expressions shows the advantages
of using the d-q coordinates for controlling the power
injected to the grid by the PEC, since regulation of
active power will only depend on the manipulation of
variable id , whereas regulation of reactive power will
depend on iq . This implies that the control of power
P may be carried out decoupled from the set-points
applied to the control of power Q, thus requiring for
this purpose the design of a single controller for each
variable. The lower box in Figure 2 shows an implementation example of the PQ controller for the three-phase
inverter under study.

(c)
Figure 5. Implementation of the PEC in MATLAB/Simulink® (detailed model): a) test electric system; b)
inverter configuration and; c) PQ controller and SVPWM
modulator

The values assigned to the parameters of the different elements that constitute the test system are
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provided in the Appendix. For more details about the
implementation of the converter in the simulator, it is
recommended to check [13].
In order to evaluate the performance of the detailed model of the power electronic converter in time
domain in the simulation environment, a set-point is
established for the active power that starts at a constant value of 10 kW, and changes to 20 kW after 0.4 s
of simulation. In addition, a zero set-point has been set
for the reactive power during the time horizon of the
simulation, with the purpose of verifying the decoupled
PQ control offered by the control philosophy through
d-q coordinates. The following figures show the results
obtained in the simulation.
Figure 6 illustrates the phase-neutral voltage signal
constructed by the three-phase inverter through the
application of SVPWM modulation and measured at
the inverter terminals (before the filtering stage). As
it is seen in these plots, this voltage oscillates at the
grid fundamental frequency (60 Hz) and presents a
high-frequency component (20 KHz) inherited from
the carrier employed for the pulse-width modulation,
which will be attenuated by the series R-L filter.

harmonic distortion (THD) are shown in the same figure). Based on the voltage and current measurements
at the terminals of the PEC, the active and reactive
powers injected at the PCC have been also plotted (Figures 7b and 7c, respectively). Note in Figure 7b that
the PEC correctly tracks the active power set-point
established in the PQ control system. Similarly, Figure
7c enables assessing the effectiveness of reactive power
control, since this variable is maintained virtually at
zero for the entire interval simulated. Moreover, this
evidences one of the advantages offered by the PEC
in its integration to the grid: the decoupled control of
the P and Q powers.

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Electric variables measured at the output of the
PEC: a) current; b) active power and; c) reactive powera

For the scientific interest of this study, focused in
those phenomena that occur in the time horizon from
milliseconds to few seconds in the operating dynamics
of an electric power system (as it was justified in the
(c)
introduction of this work), the set-points of both active
and reactive powers are achieved by the PEC virtuFigure 6. Three-phase generated at the inverter terminals
ally instantaneously. This feature will be the premise
for the simplified modeling addressed in the following
Figure 7(a) shows the wave shape of the current subsection.
injected by the PEC at the PCC, which has been
constructed by the PQ controller of the inverter to
2.3. Design of the simplified model
achieve the set-points established for active and reactive powers. The time domain dynamics shows the In studies of electric power systems in dynamic regime,
correct performance of the inverter and, moreover, the whose objective is evaluating the impact of energy
effectiveness of the filtering task (the values of total agents based on the grid-connection interface through
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power electronic converters, the use of a detailed model
focused in the inner architecture of the PEC, such as
the one presented in the previous section, may demand
a high computational effort for representing its internal and external variables, which would make inviable
many studies in simulation environments in the case
of multimachine or large-scale grids. The objective of
this work is to develop a simplified model that correctly emulates the dynamic behavior of a PEC seen
from the grid at the point of common coupling (PCC),
measured in terms of its electric variables. For this
purpose, the operating principle, control criteria and
simulation results described in section 2.1, will serve
as starting point for the statement of the proposal.
2.3.1. Design criteria
First, consider the diagram shown in Figure 8a. This illustration is a synthetized representation of the electric
system shown in Figure 2. According to the operating
mode of the PEC, it will inject at the PCC some values
of active and reactive power, Pinv and Qinv , respectively, according to the preestablished set-points. Since
the three-phase voltage at the PCC is imposed by the
grid (in amplitude and frequency), the PEC will have
to inject the three currents that will enable achieving
∗
the reference powers Pinv
and Q∗inv , as it is seen in
the results illustrated in Figure 7. Therefore, from the
point of view of the grid at the PCC, the PEC behaves
as a controlled source of three-phase current (Figure
7a) whose amplitude and phase will depend, as it has
been mentioned already, on the set-points of power.

Based on the theory of the d − q components (section 2.1.2), the injected three-phase currents are directly related with variables Pinv and Qinv, given its
dependence on current components id and iq , respectively (equations 4 and 5). Figure 8b illustrates the
simplification criterion of the PEC model, representing
it as a controlled current source, whose control scheme
is developed hereafter.
Figure 9 shows the three-phase representation of
the diagram of Figure 8b, in which the PEC is modeled
by means of a controlled current source. This source
will have to inject three-phase currents iinv,A , iinv,B
and iinv,C whose amplitude and phase will be defined
according to the control criterion implemented and the
applications assigned to the converter.
For generating the set-point signals of current, in
this work it is proposed using the control scheme shown
in Figure 10. According to this scheme, the three-phase
signals applied to the controlled current source are
generated based on the theory of the d − q coordinate
system, as explained in the following:
∗
• For controlling the active power Pinv
, a closedloop PI controller is employed which generates at
its output the signal i∗d that will be in charge of
regulating such power (equation 4). This signal is
applied to a first-order delay function, introduced
to represent the time it takes for the converter to
reach the value of the control variable, id , from
the time it is specified at its input, i∗d .

• A similar control scheme is proposed for regulating the reactive power Q∗inv , whose regulation is
carried out analogously to the scheme described
previously, but in this case manipulating variable
iq (equation 5).

(a)

Figure 9. Proposed simplification of the PEC

Once signals id and iq have been generated, they
have to be transformed to an abc three-phase refer(b)
ence framework before being applied to the controlled
Figure 8. Simplification criterion of the PEC model: a) source that represents the dynamics of the PEC. In
order to carry out this transformation, the phase of the
general diagram; b) simplified representation
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voltage at the PCC is measured in real time through a
phase lock loop (PLL), to further evaluate Park transformation by means of (1). At last, to feedback the PI
controllers in each of the control loops, it is measured
the instantaneous values of the active and reactive
power injected by the controlled current sources at the
PCC.

In order to facilitate replicating the results of the
simulation presented here, the reader is asked to review
the values assigned to the different model parameters
in the Appendix.
Hereafter, the proposed model is subject to the
same operating conditions defined to simulate the detailed model: set-point signals for active and reactive
power, time horizon for the simulation, main electric grid, load supplied, etc. The results illustrated in
Figure 12a demonstrate that the three-phase current
injected by the PEC is correctly generated, and that
its amplitude and shape are very close to the ones
obtained when simulating the detailed model (Figure
7a).

Figures 12b and 12c show the instantaneous active and reactive powers measured at the converter
terminals. It is observed in these figures that the setFigure 10. Proposed simplification for the PQ controller point values are successfully reached and faster than
in the detailed model. Since the proposed simplified
model is closer to the ideal operating conditions of a
2.3.2. Implementation of the proposal in MAT- power electronic converter, the three-phase currents
LAB/Simulink®
virtually lack of harmonic content, and moreover the
instantaneous powers reach their target values almost
Figure 11 shows the implementation of the PEC simimmediately.
plified model in the simulator on the same test bench
used in section 2.1.3. It is noted the notorious simplification regarding complexity and number of elements
necessary to represent the integration of the PEC to
the grid, compared to the model of Figure 5.

(a)

(b)
(a)

(c)

(b)
Figure 11. Implementation scheme of the simplified model:
a) test electric system; b) PQ controller

Figure 12. Electric variables measured at the output of
the simplified model of the converter: a) current; b) active
power and; c) reactive power
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3. Results and discussion
This section presents a comparative analysis of the performance of the proposed simplified model (Figure 11),
with respect to the detailed model taken as reference
(Figure 5). For this purpose, the power set-point signals
shown in Figure 13 were applied to both models, and
they were subjected to the same operating conditions
in the test bench designed in MATLAB/Simulink®.

Figure 13. Power set-point signals applied to the converter

bles result from quantifying the three-phase voltage
and current at the PEC terminals, and are most interesting ones in the dynamic study of electric power
systems. The three-phase current achieved by the proposed model has virtually the same envelope of the
corresponding current generated by the detailed model.
The similarity between the dynamics of the variables
of interest for both models in the short time horizon
used in the plots, enables verifying the versatility of
the proposed model and that the simplification in the
representation of the main components of a PEC does
not penalize significantly the numerical precision. Note
that the resulting dynamics corresponds to the ideal
behavior of a converter: much more immediate power
transitions, absence of ripple in the injected powers and
lack of harmonic content in the current signal. As the
time horizon considered in the grid study of the proposed model enlarges, the impact of these limitations
on the generated numerical results is smaller.

Figure 14 shows the results obtained in the simulation. It is observed in this figure the correct performance of both models in tracking the power set-points.
This is an important conclusion, because these varia-

At last, regarding the computational benefits obtained with the implementation of the proposal, the
simulation of the simplified model gives results in 4
% percent of the total computation time that it takes
the detailed model to converge.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Simulation results: a) detailed model; b) simplified model

4. Conclusions
A simplified model of a grid-connection interface based
on a power electronic converter for studies of grids in
dynamic regime has been developed in this work. For
this purpose, in the first instance an exhaustive review
of the operating principle of a power electronic converter and its implementation in MATLAB/Simulink®
was carried out.

Then, according to the theoretical basis described
and analyzing the preliminary results of the simulation,
a simplified model of the converter was developed such
that it enables emulating a dynamic behavior similar
to the one that would be obtained when simulating a
detailed model.
The effort invested in the simplification and design tasks are justified after performing a comparative
analysis of the dynamics generated by the two models,
when being subject to the same operating conditions
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in the simulation environment. The numerical results
and the dynamics exhibited by particular variables of
interest are very close to each other, also achieving a
reduction in the order of 96 % in the numerical computation time. These milestones enabled accomplishing
the main objectives of this research work.
It is important to indicate that the proposed model
gives numerical results that are closer to the ideal
behavior of a power electronic converter, and hence
there is an open possibility of incorporating certain
improvements in future research works, such as:
• Add some harmonic content to the three-phase
current signal injected, as a function of its amplitude.
• Perform a more exhaustive tuning process of
the proportional and integral gains of the PQ
controller.
• Apply modeling techniques, such as «hardwarein-the-loop», to achieve a more realistic characterization of the delay function assigned to the
control loops of active and reactive power, among
others.

Appendix
A. Electric grid parameters:
Three-phase source: Vab(rms) = 480 V, f = 60 Hz
Three-phase load: PLA = PLB = PLC = 1,00 kW.
B. Detailed model parameters:
SVPWM modulation: fcarrier = 20 kHz
PI controller: KP = 50 y KI = 2500
Series R-L filter: Rf = 0.1 Ω y Lf = 12,7 mH
DC voltage: Ud = 800 V
C. Simplified model parameters:
P controller: Kp = 5 y Ki = 50
Q controller: Kp = -5 y Ki = –50
Delay function time constant: τC = 0,02 s
D. Simulator parameters
Detailed
model

Simplified
model

Solver

ode3
(BogackiShampine)

ode23tb
(stiff/TRBDF2)

Step size for
numeric
calculation

5×10-6 s (fixed)

0,5×10-3 s
(variable max. )
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Abstract

Resumen

The aluminum alloy AA3003 produced by a direct La aleación de aluminio AA3003 proveniente de cochill continuous casting process has a microstructure lada continua posee una microestructura que afecta
that significantly affects its potential use in engi- significativamente su uso potencial en aplicaciones de
neering applications. This work studies the effects of ingeniería. Este trabajo estudia los efectos de la hothe homogenizing heat treatment on the microstruc- mogeneización sobre la microestructura del AA3003
ture of AA3003 with cold working. Six conditions con trabajo en frío. Se estudiaron seis condiciones
were studied, combining the variables initial condi- combinando las variables: condición inicial (con y sin
tion (with and without homogenizing) and amount homogeneizado) y cantidad de trabajo en frío. Se
of cold working. All conditions were evaluated by evaluaron todas las condiciones mediante microscopía
means of optical and scanning electron microscopy, in óptica y electrónica de barrido, combinadas con téccombination with backscattered electrons and energy nicas de electrones retrodispersados y espectroscopía
dispersive X ray spectroscopy techniques. Results sug- de dispersión de rayos X. Los resultados sugieren que,
gest that for both initial conditions, the secondary para ambas condiciones iniciales, las fases secundarias
phases present are Al6 (Mn,Fe) and α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si, presentes son Al6 (Mn,Fe) y α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si. La howhich vary in number, size, and shape. The homog- mogeneización causó la disolución y precipitación de
enization caused the dissolution and precipitation los dispersoides, la esferoidización de las partículas
of dispersoids, in addition to the spheroidization of primarias y permitió que la variación del tamaño de
primary particles, and minor variation of the size of las partículas secundarias fuese mínima durante el
secondary particles during cold working. Secondary trabajo en frío. Además, se obtuvo que las fases secunphases are composed of primary and secondary parti- darias están compuestas de partículas primarias y secles, which differ in their Fe and Mn content, resulting cundarias, que difieren en su contenido de Fe y Mn, lo
in a lower Mn/Fe ratio for the primary particles (0,57 que resulta en una relación Mn/Fe más baja para las
for the as-received condition and 0,80 for the homog- partículas primarias (0,57 para la condición recibida y
enized condition), whereas the dispersoids have a 0,80 para la condición homogeneizada), mientras que
higher Mn/Fe ratio (1,56 after the homogenization). los dispersoides tienen una mayor relación Mn/Fe
Homogenization increased ductility and reduced the (1,56 después de la homogeneización). La homogelikelihood of cracking during cold working. This was nización aumentó la ductilidad y redujo la probabilievidenced by the results obtained for strength, hard- dad de agrietamiento del material durante el trabajo
ness, and ductility.
en frío, lo cual se evidenció en los resultados obtenidos
de resistencia, dureza y ductilidad.
Keywords: Microstructure, AA-3003, homogenized,
cold work, continuous casting
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1. Introduction
The AA-3003 aluminum alloy is widely used in the
industries of transportation vehicles body manufacturing, and food and beverage packaging, among other
applications, and is commonly produced by continuous
or semi continuous casting processes.
In the direct chill (DC) continuous casting process,
a feed channel brings the molten metal to a rolling
mill by a feed channel, at the end of which is a nozzle
that distributes the metal throughout the width of the
rollers. A water-cooling system maintain the rollers at
a lower temperature than the molten metal, causing
the solidification of the material in contact with the
roller, with high cooling rates.
Therefore, the aluminum matrix becomes highly
saturated with manganese and shows a variation of
the microstructure with respect to the thickness, since
the temperature gradients produce a faster cooling on
the surfaces of the sheet than in the middle of the
thickness [1].
After solidification, the microstructure is characterized by a heterogeneous solution with primary particles
of Al6 (Mn,Fe) and smaller amounts of α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si
formed at the edges of the solidification cell or in the
interdendritic areas. This microstructure significantly
affects the mechanical properties of the alloy and its
potential use in engineering applications [2].
To reduce this effect, a homogenization heat treatment is applied at temperatures between 500 °C and
650 °C, for a minimum of 8 h [3, 4]. This process reduces the concentration of manganese and controls
the size, density, and distribution of the primary and
dispersoid particles, which are some of the factors that
affect the phenomenon of recrystallization, the texture, and mechanical properties of the alloy in forming
stages [5, 6].
This work presents a comparative study of the microstructure of the AA-3003 aluminum alloy from continuous casting with and without homogenization, and
with subsequent application of cold working (CW) by
rolling, using optical and scanning electron microscopy
in combination with back scattered electron and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy techniques, and the
evaluation of its mechanical properties (microhardness
and strength).
The results obtained will allow the comparison of
the shape and distribution of the primary and secondary (dispersoids) particles present in the alloy in
both initial conditions and after the application of cold
work, to evaluate the relevance, from the microstructural point of view, of the homogenization for the
subsequent forming of the alloy.
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2. Materials y methods
2.1. Experimentation
A sheet of AA 3003 alloy, 1350 mm wide, 250 mm
long (rolling direction) and an average thickness of 6.2
mm, coming from the double roller continuous casting
process of CVG ALUCASA (Venezuela) was used. The
chemical composition, obtained by optical emission
spectroscopy, was (Wt. %): Mn 1.170, Fe 0.666, Si
0.357, Cu 0.133, Zn 0.012, Al 97.600.
Six samples were cut from the sheet. Three cuts,
labeled as H samples, were subjected to a homogenization heat treatment in an electrical resistance oven, at
600 °C for 8 h as suggested by [7]., and then cooled
slowly, while the other three, called DC samples, were
left in its as-received condition. One of each H and
DC samples were reserved for reference and labeled as
initial condition (IC) samples (0 % cold work). One H
sample and one DC sample were cold rolled with 30
% reduction in thickness, and the remaining samples
were subjected to a 60 % reduction. The cold working process was carried out in an experimental rolling
mill at a speed of 1.5 m/min, maintaining the original rolling direction of the sheet and making several
passes. Afterwards, samples were cut for tensile testing
specimen preparation and other cuts were made for
microstructural evaluation.
The specimens for tensile tests were prepared as
specified by the ASTM E8 [8]. standard with a rectangular cross section, 25 mm calibrated length and
100 mm total length. They were cut using the waterjet
process to avoid microstructural changes in the cutting
zone.
The samples for microstructural evaluation were
finally embedded in polymethylmethacrylate to facilitate their handling and preparation, as well as to
avoid possible contamination of the surface. Were prepared in accordance with the ASTM E3 [9]. and ASTM
E407 [10]. standards, roughed down in water with sandpaper No. 240, 320, 400, 600 and 800. Afterwards, they
were polished in two stages; first, with 1 µm alumina,
and then in a Buehler Electromet 4 electrolytic polishing machine with an electrolyte composed of 800 cm3
of ethanol, 140 cm3 of distilled water and 60 cm3 of
60 % perchloric acid, applying a tension of 17 V for 25
seconds. Finally, samples were etched by immersion in
a solution composed of 50 cm3 of distilled water and 5
g of NaOH at 70 °C for 10 seconds.
2.1.1. Optical microscopy (OM)
A preliminary exploration by optical microscopy is
necessary in every microstructural characterization
of materials, since it provides a general idea of the
microstructure, distribution and morphology of the
phases, and other features of interest in which to focus
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with the electron microscopy techniques.
Samples were analyzed with an Olympus PMG3
microscope with magnifications from 100X to 1000X,
and images were taken with an Olympus DP12 camera.
In this study, the expected variation of the microstructure due to deformation gradients was evaluated in three points cross section of the samples. These
positions were termed «outer», «middle» and «center»,
as shown in Figura 1.

2.1.4. Evaluation of the phases in the AA 3003
alloy
A tentative evaluation of the phases was performed
with the results obtained from the SEM studies using
a BSE detector, and the EDX analyzes, in conjunction
with the investigations of [6, 7], [11, 12]. These authors
have been able to identify, using TEM, two types of
phases, both in the as-received and in the homogenized
conditions:
• The primary phase, formed by the dendritic matrix of aluminum.

Figure 1. Positions to evaluate the variation of the microstructure cross section of the sample

2.1.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
This visualization technique was used to locate phases
and precipitates in the microstructure to be identified
later. This technique was selected because it is capable of greater image magnification (more than 1000X)
compared with optical microscopy.
The sample surface was covered with gold dust,
since this is a highly conductive material, enabling the
electron scanning on the whole surface of the sample
and obtaining images with improved resolution.
A JEOL JSM-6390 scanning electron microscope
was used in the backscattered electron (BSE) configuration, a technique that highlights the contrast between
phases, making them lighter or darker depending on
the atomic weight of its components. In this method,
the specific energy of the beam depends on the atomic
number of the material, that is, the higher the average
atomic number, the higher the intensity. The visualization was performed according to the pattern shown
in Figure 1.
2.1.3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) analysis
With this technique, it is possible to perform a semi
quantitative chemical analysis of specific points or lines
in the selected area of the sample. It gives values of the
relative amount of the constituent elements expressed
as weight percentage and as atomic weight, hence allowing the provisional identification of the observed
phase. This analysis was performed with an Oxford
Instruments 7582 EDX device.

• The secondary phases Al6 (Mn,Fe) and αAl(Mn,Fe)Si, which may be part of the primary
particles coming from the solidification of liquid
with high content of alloying elements, and of
the secondary particles (dispersoids, with size
less than 1 µm), originating from the decomposition and precipitation of the alloying elements
in supersaturated solid solution in the dendritic
matrix.

2.1.5. Mechanical properties evaluation
Tensile tests were performed at a displacement rate
of 5 mm/min using a 25-ton capacity MTS universal
materials tester and a 1 in Instron extensometer. Five
replications were carried out for each test condition,
considering the longitudinal, transverse, and diagonal directions with respect to the rolling direction,
evaluating a total of 90 specimens.
Vickers microhardness tests were performed on the
samples used in optical microscopy, applying three
penetrations for each study condition, according to the
ASTM E384 [13]. standard. with a load of 50 g and
15 seconds of application. A Buehler Identamet 1104
Vickers - Knoop microhardness tester was used.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Optical microscopy
This technique was used to identify points of interest,
as well as the arrangement and preliminary morphology of the precipitates. For this reason, only results
for the IC samples are presented. Figure 2 shows a
scanning of the microstructure of the AA-3003 in the
outer, middle, and center positions of the thickness, in
the DC initial condition.
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the absence of the CSL. However, although Figure 3
shows that the concentration of the precipitates in
the CSL has been reduced, the distribution of the precipitates across the thickness is similar to that of the
DC initial condition, see Figure 2. These facts lead
to the conclusion that it is necessary to optimize the
(a)
homogenization heat treatment parameters.
An additional effect of the homogenization is a
change in the morphology of the precipitates. The
micrograph of the as-received IC specimen in Figure
4 (a) shows the precipitates stretched in the direction of rolling, whereas Figure 4 (b) clearly shows the
(b)
spheroidization of the precipitates in the homogenized
Figure 2. OM micrographs showing the microstructure of IC specimen.
DC IC samples of AA 3003 alloy: (a) rolling direction, (b)
transverse direction

It can be observed in Figure 2 (a) that the precipitates in the outer area are stretched in the direction
of rolling. In contrast, in Figure 2(b) they show as
dots, which is consistent with the stretching of the
precipitates in the direction normal to the plane of the
micrograph.
A characteristic of the DC continuous casting process is the temperature gradient across the thickness of
the sheet, causing different cooling and solidification
rates and producing a change of the microstructure,
see Figures 2 (a) and (b). It can be observed that
the precipitates are finer and are present in greater
quantity at the outer areas of the samples, while in
the middle zone the precipitates are larger and with
lower density. A central segregation line (CSL) was
observed towards the center area of the samples, which
consists of a high concentration of precipitates aligned
in the rolling direction. This defect, characteristic of
aluminum alloys obtained by DC continuous casting,
has been observed by other researchers [14, 15].

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. OM micrographs showing the effect of the homogenization in the morphology of the precipitates in the
IC samples of AA 3003 alloy: (a) Stretched precipitates in
the DC specimen, (b) spheroidized precipitates in the H
specimen

3.2. Evaluation of phases by SEM
(a)

(b)
Figure 3. OM micrographs showing the microstructure of
H IC samples of AA 3003 alloy: (a) rolling direction, (b)
transverse direction

An expected result of the homogenization is the
uniform distribution of the second phase particles, and

The evaluation of the phases of the IC specimens was
performed using SEM with the BSE technique. The
lighter regions in the images indicate the possible presence of the α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si phase due to its high average atomic number (rich in Mn, Fe and Si), while the
Al6 (Mn,Fe) phase has a smaller amount of Mn and Fe,
thus a lower average atomic number and lower brightness than the α phase. The matrix is the opaquest
phase, as it has the lowest concentration of the alloying elements.
Figure 5 and Table 1 show the microstructure of the
alloy in the as received condition. According to [16], the
constituent particles Al6 (Mn,Fe) and α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si
are formed mainly as interdendritic eutectic networks.
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Figure 6. SEM micrograph showing the tentative identifiFigure 5. SEM micrograph showing the tentative identifi- cation of the phases of the AA-3003 alloy in the homogecation of the phases of the AA-3003 alloy in the as received nized, 0 % cold work condition.
condition

Table 1. BSE chemical microanalysis of the AA-3003 alloy
in the as-received condition

Table 2. BSE chemical microanalysis of the AA-3003 alloy
in the homogenized, 0 % cold work condition
Phases

Phases
Matrix
α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si
Al6 (Mn,Fe)

Weight percentage
Al Mn Fe
Si

Atomic percentage
Al Mn Fe
Si

97
87
89

99
88
90

1,9
2,7
3,1

0,8
4,1
5,3

–
2
–

0,9
1,3
1,5

0,4
2
2,6

–
2
–

It can be seen in Figure 5 that two phases coexist
in eutectic networks, which are presumed to be those
suggested by [16]. The semi quantitative chemical analysis and the analysis of EDX spectra performed at the
points indicated in Figure 5 provide the following results:
• The evaluation in the area pointed as the matrix
presents lower amounts of alloying elements compared to the other two, and absence of silicon.
• The phase marked as Al6 (Mn,Fe) has the highest
iron content of the three zones evaluated, and
there is no presence of silicon.
• The phase marked as α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si is the only
zone that has silicon.
These results show that the material in the DC
condition has a microstructure that could be composed
of Al6 (Mn,Fe) and α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si.
Figure 6 and Table 2 show the microstructure of
the homogenized material. The secondary phases appear as individual particles, in contrast to the eutectic
networks shown in the material in the as-received condition. These particles, around 1 µm in size, are classified
as dispersoids.

Matrix
α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si
Al6 (Mn,Fe)

Weight percentage
Al
Mn
Fe
Si

Atomic percentage
Al
Mn
Fe
Si

100
79,9
86,3

100
76,5
84,2

–
4,72
3,47

–
3,20
3,94

–
2,34
–

–
2,18
1,66

–
1,48
1,88

–
2,15
–

Throughout the SEM evaluation of the homogenized material, it was difficult to locate particles whose
chemical composition corresponded to the Al6 (Mn,Fe)
phase. Therefore, it can be inferred that most of this
phase transformed into the α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si phase as
a result of the heat treatment, as suggested by [6]
and [11]. This effect increases the ductility of the
alloy, improving its performance in plastic forming
processes [6] [11].
The results obtained from the chemical analysis
and the EDX spectra, presented in Figure 6, show
that, as was the case with the as-received material,
the dark phase contains the highest quantity of iron,
and only the bright phase contains silicon. However,
it can be noticed that the matrix is composed of 100
% aluminum, which evidences a decrease of the alloying elements in the supersaturated solid solution as
a consequence of the applied heat treatment. Hence,
the alloy reaches an equilibrium state through the
precipitation of manganese and iron.
3.3. Structure and composition of the phases
During the heating to the homogenization temperature, the dispersoids precipitate in the matrix; afterwards, most of the primary particles composed
of the Al6 (Mn,Fe) phase are transformed to the αAl(Mn,Fe)Si phase due to the high diffusion of the
silicon contained in the solid and eutectics solutions
[17–19]. Since transference of the silicon atoms does not
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occur from one constituent to another (from primary of 0.57 in the DC condition, and 0.79 for the homogeparticles to dispersoids or vice versa), neither intersti- nized material; in the case of the dispersoids, a value
tially nor by substitution, these researchers have pro- of 1.70 was found.
posed to study the evolution of primary and dispersoid
particles through the ratio of the atomic percentages
of Mn and Fe, obtained by the EDX spectra.
Li and Arnberg [16]. found that this ratio varies
according to the temperature and time of homogenization, since the iron and manganese atoms mutually substitute in the primary and dispersoid particles.
Based on this methodology, EDX and semiquantitative chemical analyzes were performed to primary and
dispersoids particles located in the center and middle
positions (see Figure 1) of both initial condition samples. Figures 7 and 8 show examples of the obtained
EDX spectra, and Table 3 presents the elemental chemical composition and average Mn/Fe ratio.

Figure 8. SEM micrograph and EDX spectrum of a dispersoid particle in the homogenized condition

Based on the similarity between our results and
those found in the literature, it is presumed that there
exist two types of α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si phases in the homogenized condition:
• The primary α phase, coming from the transformation of Al6 (Mn,Fe) and from the rupture of
eutectic networks during heating, which, similarly to the primary particles in the DC condition,
have a high iron content.
Figure 7. SEM micrograph and EDX spectrum of a primary particle in the as-received condition

Table 3. Elemental chemical composition obtained by
EDX of the primary and dispersoid particles of the AA
3003 alloy in the DC and H initial conditions (Two samples
per condition)

• The secondary α phase, coming from the precipitation and subsequent thickening of the dispersoids, differentiated from the primary α phase
due to its lower iron content, higher Mn/Fe ratio
and smaller size. In this work, the few dispersoids
that could be observed had a size that was always
slightly larger than 1 µm due to the thickening
process during homogenization.

Since iron has very little solubility in solid aluminum, the decrease of the iron content in the primary
particles for the homogenized material might indicate
80
4,6 8,1 3,2
DC
0,57
that not all the dispersoids in contact with the primary
82
4,9 8,6 4,5
Primary
77
5,2 6,6 4,1
particles are dissolved and absorbed, but some of them
H
0,8
84
5,1 6,3 4,1
may be exchanging manganese atoms for iron atoms
77
6
4
3,1
Dispersoids
H
1,56
with the primary particles. This could be the reason
79
5,7 3,6 3,8
by which some dispersoids grew larger than 1 µm in
Note: Two samples per condition
size and even became primary particles.
These results are similar to those found by [15],
The compound tentatively identified as αwho obtained Mn/Fe ratios, for the primary particles, Al(Mn,Fe)Si was the highest weight fraction phase
Particles

Initial
condition

Weight percentage
Al Mn Fe
Si

Average
Mn/Fe ratio
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found in the alloy in the H condition, as was verified
through the SEM evaluation as well as in the DC
condition. This might be due to the high amount of
silicon (0.357 % by weight) contained in the alloy employed in this work compared to those used by other
authors (0.1 % to 0.2 % by weight), since a silicon
content exceeding a weight percentage of 0.07 favors
the precipitation of the α phase; in contrast, a lower
silicon content will promote the precipitation of the
Al6 (Mn,Fe) phase [17].
Another finding in some areas of the samples in the
DC condition was the presence of rectangular shaped
precipitates identified, with the help of EDX analyses, as Al6−7 Mn, see Figure 9. Similar precipitates, in
shape and composition, were observed by [15] and [19].
in samples of sheets of AA 3003 obtained by continuous casting. Therefore, this might be a characteristic
precipitate morphology of this material.
Moreover, note in Figure 9 that the length of these
precipitates is less than 1 µm; therefore, they can be
classified as dispersoids. These particles precipitate in
the dendritic zones during the continuous casting process at approximately 350 °C, temperature at which
the precipitation of dispersoids initiates.
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3.4. Variation of the microstructure with cold
working

The sheets of aluminum alloys obtained by continuous casting exhibit a higher concentration of alloying elements in supersaturated solid solution, and
smaller intermetallic (eutectic) particles, as compared
to other types of casting. These characteristics affect
the thermo-mechanical behavior of the alloy during the
forming processes. SEM micrographs of the DC and
H samples, subjected to cold working as described in
the Experimental section, were acquired to investigate
this phenomenon and to determine the influence of
both the cold working and the homogenization heat
treatment on the distribution of the phases. Figure
10 shows the SEM micrographs for the DC material,
with and without cold working, of the outer and center
positions of the samples.
It can be observed in Figure 10 (a) the formation
of eutectic networks in its initial stage, and columnar
dendritic structures, both elongated in the direction
of lamination, in the outer zone of the sample. This is
caused by the direct contact of the surface of the sheet
with the roller during the casting process; therefore, it
is the zone subjected to the highest cooling rate and
pressure.
The variation of the microstructure distribution
with the amount of cold work applied is shown in
Figure 10 (b) and (c). As the cold deformation increases, so does the separation of the primary and
secondary particles contained in the interdendritic and
dendritic regions, respectively. Furthermore, the number of primary particles is also increased, but their size
is reduced.
Figure 11 shows an image of the central zone in a
DC sample, where a CSL can be noticed. This line was
observed in all samples of the DC material, which confirms an appropriate control of the process and a good
efficiency in the extraction of the heat by both rollers.
It was found in an EDX line profile analysis performed
Figure 9. SEM micrograph showing Al6-7Mn precipitates to the CSL that as the central zone is approached,
there is a reduction of the aluminum concentration
in DC samples
and an increase of the alloying elements, mainly iron,
due to its low solubility in solid aluminum.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10. SEM micrographs showing the variation of the microstructure of the AA-3003 as-received sample with cold
working, at the outer and center positions: (a) 0 % CW, (b) 30 % CW, and (c) 60 % CW

Figure 12 shows the CSL after homogenization,
confirming the decrease in the number of segregates,
as compared to Figure 11.
Figure 13 shows the SEM micrographs for the homogenized material, with and without cold working,
of the outer and center zones of the samples. In this
case, particles with an average size of 2 to 3 µm were
observed at the outer position of the sample, while
in the center they have a larger size, from 3 to 5 µm.
This occurs because the formers originate from the
rupture of eutectic networks which are much smaller
than those observed in the middle and center positions.
In Figure 13 (a), the particles are grouped in the
form of what previously were the eutectic networks
located in the interdendritic regions. As the level of
cold working increases, these particles are displaced
by the effect of the movement of the sliding planes,
leading to the loss of these clusters and showing further alignment of the precipitates with the direction
of lamination (See Figures 12, 13 (a) and 13 (b)).

Note in Figure 13 that, in contrast to the variation
of the microstructure for the DC condition, no substantial change in the size of the secondary phase particles
was observed with the increase of the cold working in
the homogenized samples. This condition contributes
to the homogeneity of the mechanical properties, which
is an evidence of the effectiveness of the application
of the homogenization heat treatment prior to a cold
forming process.

Torres et al. [20]. determined that a higher diffusion
rate, which increases with the time of homogenization,
induces a greater localized dissolution of the CSL and,
at the same time, a redistribution of the segregates
in the aluminum matrix, producing a more uniform
microstructure.
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Figure 11. SEM micrographs showing the CSL for the
as-received material

Figure 12. SEM micrographs showing the CSL for the
homogenized material

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 13. SEM micrographs showing the variation of the microstructure of the AA-3003 homogenized sample with
cold working, at the outer and center positions: (a) 0 % CW, (b) 30 % CW, and (c) 60 % CW
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much lower than that obtained without prior homogenization. On the other hand, although the homogenized
Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of material does not reach the strength and hardness of
the mechanical properties obtained from the tensile the direct cast alloy, by making a comparison for the
and microhardness tests. Yield strength (S0.2 ), tensile same deformation percentages, the increases in these
strength (Su ), ductility as a function of percent reduc- properties are more significant, which indicates that
tion in area (RA) and Vickers microhardness (HV) are by continuing the cold plastic deformation process, a
reported.
material with higher strength and hardness would be
obtained, in addition to the higher cold deformation
Table 4. Mechanical properties of AA3003 in the DC and capacity.
H conditions as a function of cold work
These results correlate with those obtained in section 3.4, showing that the homogenization process of
Initial
Cold Work (%), mean (SD)
Properties
the AA3003 alloy from continuous casting improves its
Cond.
0
30
60
plastic deformation capacity and decreases the probaS0,2 (MPa) 102 (1,99)
200 (3,10)
243 (4,30)
bility of cracking during subsequent cold working.
S (MPa) 161 (0,054)
209 (0,920
251 (1,50)
3.5. Mechanical properties

DC

H

u

RA (%)
HV

53,9 (1,64)
52,8 (4,65)

43,1 (2,56)
70,8 (4,30)

28,6 (4,32)
78,4 (3,92)

S0,2 (MPa)
Su (MPa)
RA (%)
HV

44,5 (2,17)
112 (0,360)
64,1 (2,59)
38,3 (2,03)

148 (1,01)
155 (1,14)
59,9 (0,480)
51,7 (4,96)

187 (2,40)
195 (1,74)
46,3 (5,63)
62,1 (2,75)

Table 4 shows the increase in strength and hardness, and the decrease in ductility, as the cold work
is increased regardless of the initial condition of the
material, which is due to the strain hardening mechanism of this alloy and is related to the generation,
movement and stacking of dislocations at the grain
boundaries or different obstacles that the crystal may
present.
The differences in strength and hardness between
the as-received and homogenized materials are mainly
due to two mechanisms: the first and dominant one is
the constraining of the movement of dislocations by
the presence of more alloying element atoms in supersaturated solid solution in the DC condition, which
was confirmed by the EDS spectrum shown in Figure 7; the second mechanism is the hardening by the
dispersion of small particles in the matrix, such as
the Al6-7Mn precipitates found in the DC condition
and shown in Figure 9 which, according to some researchers, are incoherent with the matrix and promote
the formation of dislocation rings around them, thus
further hardening the aluminum matrix [19], [21].
Table 5 shows the percentage difference of the mechanical properties relative to the maximum amount
of cold work, which was 60%. Comparing these results,
for the homogenized material prior to cold working
(H) a much higher increase in strength (320 % compared to 138 % for the DC material) and hardness
(62.1 % compared to 48.5 % for the DC material), and
a smaller decrease in ductility (-27.8 % compared to
-46.9 % for the DC material) were obtained.
These results indicate that homogenization prior
to cold working considerably improves the cold plastic
deformation capacity of the alloy, since the decrease in
ductility measured as a function of area reduction is

Table 5. Percentage differences of the mechanical properties of AA3003 for the DC and H conditions with respect
to the maximum amount of cold work (60 % CW).

Properties

Percentage difference
DC
H

S0,2 (MPa)
Su (MPa)
RA (%)
HV

138
55,9
–46,9
48,5

320
74,1
–27,8
62,1

4. Conclusions
Based on the results obtained for the different evaluated conditions, the secondary phases where tentatively identified as Al6 (Mn,Fe) and α-Al(Mn,Fe)Si,
which varied in quantity, size, and shape. A conclusive
identification requires a TEM analysis, which was not
possible at the time of this investigation.
Secondary phases are composed of primary and
secondary particles, which differ in their Fe and Mn
content, resulting in a lower Mn/Fe ratio for the primary particles (0.57 for the as received condition and
0.80 for the homogenized condition), whereas the dispersoids have a higher Mn/Fe ratio (1.56 after the
homogenization).
The homogenization should be adjusted to a longer
exposure time, since the secondary phase particles,
aligned with the lamination direction, could still be
observed in the microstructure.
The homogenization produces the decomposition
of the supersaturated solid matrix through the dissolution and precipitation of dispersoids, in addition
to spheroidizing the primary particles contained in
the interdendritic zones. Because of these effects, the
ductility of the material is expected to increase, thus
producing favorable conditions for the application of
cold forming processes. The application of the cold
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working to the unhomogenized material caused the division and separation of the particles of the secondary
phases. In contrast to this behavior, the particles of
the previously homogenized material showed minor
variation of their size. This is a desirable condition for
subsequent metal forming applications because of the
lower probability of cracking of the material during
cold working.
The above was confirmed by the results obtained
for strength, hardness, and ductility, which showed
an increase of 320 % in yield strength and a decrease
in ductility of 27.8 % for the homogenized material,
compared to 138 % and 46.9 %, respectively, for the
untreated material, thus demonstrating that the homogenized material has a greater capacity for cold
plastic deformation.
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Abstract

Resumen

This research work presents a detailed description En la presente investigación se detallan los mapas
of the flow patterns maps generated in a horizontal de patrones de flujo que se generan en una tubería
pipe of the collector/evaporator of a direct-expansion horizontal de un colector/evaporador componente de
solar-assisted heat pump, using R600a refrigerant as una bomba de calor de expansión directa asistida por
working fluid. The study was performed in a pipe energía solar, utilizando el refrigerante R600a como
with an internal diameter of 3.8 mm and a length fluido de trabajo. El estudio se realizó en una tubería
of 1000 mm, mass velocities varying between 197.59 de 3,8 mm de diámetro interno y 1000 mm de lonand 267.26 kg·m−2 ·s−1 and heat flux between 72.83 gitud, las velocidades de masa variaron entre 197,59
and 488.27 W·m−2 ; during the experimental tests, an y 267,26 kg·m−2 ·s−1 , el flujo de calor entre 72,83 y
incident solar radiation between 0 and 652.9 W·m−2 488,27 W·m−2 , durante las pruebas experimentales
was present. The Wojtan, Ursenbacher and Thome se presentó una radiación solar incidente entre 0 y
correlation was considered for the analysis and the 652,9 W·m−2 . Se consideró para el análisis la corremodel used does not require iterative calculations; lación de Wojtan, Ursenbacher y Thome, el modelo
moreover, it carries out a detailed analysis of the utilizado no requiere de cálculos iterativos, además,
different zones present along the pipe. The predom- plantea un análisis detallado de las diferentes zonas
inant zones in this study are intermittent, annular presentes a lo largo de la tubería, evidenciando una
and dryout, found in the five tests, however, due to mayor precisión en los resultados. Las zonas predothe working conditions in all tests with the exception minantes en los resultados de este estudio son: interof test A, mist and stratified-wavy flow were found. mitente, anular y secado, encontrados en las cinco
pruebas, sin embargo, por las condiciones de trabajo
en todas las pruebas a excepción de la prueba A, se
encontró el flujo niebla y estratificado-ondulado.
Keywords: Flow patterns, two-phase flow, heat transfer, R600a

Palabras clave: patrones de flujo, flujo bifásico,
transferencia de calor, R600a
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1. Introduction
From past decades until now different protocols have
been implemented to help mitigate environmental problems [1, 2]. Abas et al. [3] indicate that refrigeration
systems are under a prescribed permission period of
the Kyoto Protocol which, together with the European
Union and the Paris Agreement, emphasize on the
elimination of refrigerants that harm the ozone layer
and proposes to replace them by natural refrigerants.
For this purpose, research studies are conducted across
the globe using hydrocarbon refrigerants, such as R290
and R600a, which show an ozone depletion potential
(ODP) of 0 and a global warming potential (GWP) of
3 [4].
Yu et al. [5] use the R290 and R600a refrigerants
as an alternative to R134a. Results indicate that refrigeration systems consume less electricity and the
refrigerant load is 30 to 60 % smaller compared to
the load of the R134a, concluding that it improves
the energy factor of refrigeration systems reducing the
refrigerant load with the R600a and decreasing even
more the direct emissions to the environment produced
by refrigerants [6].
The flow patterns predict the hydrodynamics of the
flow and the heat transfer between a pipe and the fluid
that it transports; due to its larger heat transfer rate,
the refrigerant will rapidly change phase and enter the
compressor in pure vapor phase [7]. The flow regime
that predicts an almost total phase change is the mist
flow pattern visualized at the outlet of the collector/evaporator, which is present in research works such as
the one conducted by Wojtan et al. [8].
The Wojtan et al. correlation [8] is analyzed to
determine the flow patterns that may appear in horizontal pipes, since they propose various modifications
to the map proposed by Kattan et al. [9]. The correlation by Wojtan et al. [8] does not involve iterative
calculations and indicates that the stratified-wavy zone
is further subdivided in three zones, namely slug, slug
+ stratified-wavy and stratified-wavy; in addition, it
is mentioned an extra analysis in the transition of the
zones from annular to dryout and from dryout to mist,
and likewise it is known the beginning and the end of
the dryout zone that may appear in this type of pipes.
Mashouf et al. [10] conducted a research working with horizontal tubes and R600a refrigerant; they
showed different flow patterns at mass velocities between 114 and 368 kg·m−2 ·s−1 , with saturation temperature between 38 and 42 °C and quality of 0.8
for the boiling process of the refrigerant. The results
obtained were an intermittent and annular flow in a
dimpled tube, whereas for a smooth tube it was observed an intermittent, annular and stratified-wavy
flow. Similarly, Vahabi et al. [11] conducted a study
of the flow patterns in a copper tube with an internal
diameter of 8.7 mm and a length of 1200 mm, using
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R600a refrigerant. The test was carried out with mass
velocities (GA) between 155 and 470 kg·m−2 ·s−1 and
quality between 0.05 and 0.78, finding the flows intermittent, annular and stratified-wavy for the smooth
tube.
De Oliveira et al. [12] determined the pressure
drop and the flow patterns when using R600a refrigerant, in a horizontal tube with an internal diameter of
1 mm. The heat flux conditions fluctuated between
5 and 60 kW·m−2 , mass velocities between 240 and
480 kg·m−2 ·s−1 and a saturation temperature of 25 °C
during the boiling process; they were able to determine
that the predominant flows are plug, slug and annular.
Yang et al. [13] studied the two-phase flow patterns
that may appear in a horizontal pipe with an internal
diameter of 6 mm, using the R600a refrigerant. The
values obtained experimentally were: heat fluxes (q) between 10.6 and 75 kW·m−2 , mass velocities between 67
and 194 kg·m−2 ·s−1 and saturation pressures between
0.215 and 0.415 MPa. Using a high-speed camera, they
observed plug, stratified-wavy, slug and annular flows.
Zhu et al. [14] investigated the flow patterns during the boiling process of R32 refrigerant in horizontal
mini channels, working with internal diameters of 1
and 2 mm, saturation temperatures between 10 and 20
°C, mass velocities between 500 and 600 kg·m−2 ·s−1 ,
heat fluxes between 10 and 30 ·m−2 and vapor qualities between 0 and 1. The flows observed were slug,
annular, dryout, mist and stratified. They determined
that the slug flow region is small when the mass velocity increases and is larger when the tube diameter,
the saturation temperature or the heat flux increase.
For the annular region, it is smaller when the tube
diameter, the saturation temperature, the heat flux or
the mass velocity increase. The mist flow region has
a larger presence when the saturation temperature,
the mass velocity or the heat flux increase, and it is
reduced when the tube diameter increases.
Zhuang et al. [15] observed the flows: plug, slug,
intermittent and annular, where they concluded that
vapor qualities decrease as the mass velocity increase,
whereas the variation of the saturation pressure does
not have larger influence in the zones that may be
present in the analyses. In their research work about
flow patterns, Liu et al. [16] identified six zones where
the stratified flow only exists when the mass velocity
is low, whereas, for the transition from intermittent to
annular flow, it will depend on the mass velocity and
on the heat flux, i.e., if they increase the transition
line will change to a lower quality.
De Oliveira et al. [17] studied the boiling heat
transfer using R600a refrigerant as working fluid in
a horizontal pipe with an internal diameter of 1 mm.
The tests were conducted using ranges of heat flux
and mass velocity from 5 to 60 kW·m−2 and from
240 to 480 kg·m−2 ·s−1 , respectively, and also a saturation temperature of 25 ºC. The flow patterns observed
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in the tests conducted were annular-wavy, annular
smooth, slug and plug, with the annular flows being
the predominant ones in all experimental tests.
Nasr et al. [18] investigated the heat transfer during the boiling of R600a in a horizontal tube with
an internal diameter of 8.7 mm. The tests were conducted varying the ranges of mass velocity and heat
flux from 130 to 380 kg·m−2 ·s−1 and from 10 to 27
kW·m−2 , respectively. For quality values up to 0.7 the
predominant flow patterns in all experimental tests
were intermittent and annular.
The present study was conducted to investigate
the flow pattern maps in a collector/evaporator on
which there is incident solar radiation, using R600a
refrigerant as working fluid during the boiling process.
For this purpose, five experimental tests were carried
out at different times, where the flow transition will
be determined based on the correlation proposed by
Wojtan et al. [8].

from the condenser, and finally the refrigerant enters
the collector/evaporator and the process is repeated.
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the DX-SAHP system
constructed [23].

Figure 1. Proposed DX-SAHP system

2. Materials and methods
The combination of a heat pump and solar energy is
known as solar-assisted heat pump (SAHP) system.
When collector and evaporator are merged in a single
component, the system becomes a direct expansion
solar-assisted heat pump (DX-SAHP) [19]. The coefficient of operation (COP) of DX-SAHP systems
is above the one corresponding to conventional heat
pump systems, due to the high temperatures generated
by its solar energy source [20]. The DX-SAHP systems
have a great potential in different applications, such
as heating rooms and water, and are constituted by a
collector/evaporator, a compressor, a condenser and
an expansion valve [21].
The working cycle starts when the refrigerant at low
temperature and pressure enters the collector/evaporator from the expansion valve, and then vaporizes when
receiving the incident solar radiation. Upon arrival
to the compressor the fluid is compressed increasing
its temperature and pressure, and subsequently the
vapor flows to the condenser and releases heat to its
container [22]. Afterwards, the expansion valve reduces
the temperature and pressure of the refrigerant coming

2.1. Collector/evaporator
Figure 2 shows a scheme of the collector/evaporator
used for analyzing the flow pattern maps, from which
the experimental data for the analysis were obtained.
The dimensions of the horizontal pipe used inside the
collector/evaporator are: inner diameter 3.8 mm, pipe
length 1000 m, collector width 223.4 mm and collector
cross- sectional area 223400 mm2 .

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the collector/evaporator [2]

Operating tests were conducted at different times;
Table 1 presents the most relevant experimental data.

Table 1. Experimental data for 5 different tests

Variables

Test A

Test B

Test C

Test D

Test E

Time
Ambiente temperature [°C]
Average incident
solar radiation [W·m−2 ]
Mass Flow [kg·s−1 ]
Vapor quality[-]
Superface temperature [°C]

12:15
17,6

12:40
18,3

12:30
17,9

16:45
15,4

20:40
12

464,1

652,9

582,6

123,22

0

0,00268
0,176
14,5

0,00303
0,256
14,5

0,00295
0,215
14,5

0,0026
0,2305
12,6

0,00224
0,2325
9,5
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2.2. Correlation by Wojtan, Ursenbacher and
Thome

Slug/stratified-wavy zone:
Gstrat < GA < Gwavy (xIA and x < xIA
Stratified-wavy zone: x ≥ xIA

The equations for determining each of the zones that
may be present in the collector/evaporator, are iden
0.5
tified from the study conducted by Wojtan et al. [8],
16A3vd gDρL ρv


.
.
.
which is an update of the Kattan et al. [9] correlation.
x2 πh2 [1−(2hLd −1)2 ]0.5
i
G
=
+ 50 (6)

wavy
2
−1
The advantage of using this correlation is that it in. . . π 2 W e
+1 
25hLd F r L
volves no iterative calculation, being its study reliable
and one of the most up-to-date and implemented in
several research works, such as the ones conducted by 2.2.4. Transition from intermittent to annular
Singh et al. [24] and Yang and Hrnjak [25].
Wojtan et al. [8], Yang et al. [27], indicate that equation (7) is necessary to determine the transition from
2.2.1. Void fraction and stratified flow
intermittent to annular flow.
Wojtan et al. [8] propose equation (1) as the way to
obtain the void fraction, whereas the stratified angle is
("
)−1
1
  17 #
 − 1.75
obtained from equation (2), moreover, it is necessary
1
µv
ρv
to know the height of liquid and the nondimensional
xIA =
0.34 0.875
+1
ρL
µL
perimeter of the interface, shown in equations (3) and
(7)
(4), respectively [26].


 −1
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1−x
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−
x)]
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. . .
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ρL
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2.2.5. Annular to dryout
(1)

GA ρL
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hLd

Equation (8) shows the analysis that should be considered when determining the dryout zone, proposed
by Wojtan et al. [8] and used by Yang et al. [27].

Gdryout =

...





(2)




2π − θstrat
= 0.5 1 − cos
2


2π − θstrat
Pid = sin
2





1

ln 0.58
+ 0.52

 0.235
h x
i
...

−0.17
D
ρv σ
−0.37

1



gDρv(ρ −ρv )
L
q̇
ρv −0.25
ρL
q̇crit



...

−0.70

0.926

. . .






(8)

(3)
2.2.6. Dryout to mist
(4) The calculation for the change from dryout to mist
flow is determined from the equation (9) proposed by
Wojtan et al. [8].

2.2.2. Stratified to stratified-wavy flow
Wojtan et al. [8] propose equation (5) as the calculation required to obtain the stratified flow, where
Gstrat = Gstrat (xIA ) a (x < xIA ) and indicates that
the flow is stratified when GA < Gstrat .

Gstrat =

(226.3)

2

ALd A2vd ρv (ρL
x2 (1 − x)π 3

− ρv )gµL

 13
(5)

2.2.3. Limit between stratified-wavy to intermittent annular flow

Gmist =





1

ln 0.61
+ 0.57

x
 0.0058
h
i
...





...

1

−0.38
D
ρv σ
−0.15

gDρv(ρ −ρv )
L
ρv 0.09
q̇
ρL
q̇crit





...

−0.27

0.926

. . .






(9)

In order to define the transitions in the quality
range it is necessary to know the following conditions [8]:
If: Gstrat ≥ Gdryout ⇒ Gdryout = Gstrat
If: Gwavy ≥ Gdryout ⇒ Gdryout = Gwavy

Equation 6 indicates the analysis necessary for the
calculation in the wavy zone, indicating that three
However, for the dryout and mist equations, the
different zones may be found, namely:
maximum value of quality is 0.99 specified by Wojtan
Slug zone: G > Gwavy (xIA )
et al. [8]- [28] and De Oliveira et al. [12]- [29].
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3. Results and discussion
The flow pattern maps corresponding to each of the
tests conducted at different times are obtained from
experimental data and the correlation proposed by
Wojtan et al. [8].
Each of the zones present in the flow pattern maps
are identified according to the following nomenclature:
Intermittent (I), Annular (A), Stratified (S), Stratifiedwavy (SW), Dryout (D) and Mist (M). As the refrigerant circulates along the pipe of the collector/evaporator
its quality increases, giving rise to the presence of the
Figure 4. Flow pattern map for test B for the R600a
different flow patterns.
3.1. Flow pattern maps in different experimental tests

refrigerant with Tsat = 11,63 °C, D = 3,8 mm, q = 488,27
W·m−2 and GA = 267,26 kg·m−2 ·s−1

3.1.1. Flow pattern map for test A

3.1.3. Flow pattern map for test C

Figure 3 shows the flow pattern map obtained at 12:15.
The mass velocity of 236.5 kg·m−2 ·s−1 indicates
that the zones present in this pipe of the collector/evaporator are intermittent, annular and dryout, with
quality ranges 0.176-0.2686, 0.2686-0.9484 and 0.94840.99, respectively. It is shown the largest visualization
range in the annular zone, whereas the dryout zone is
the one with the smallest visualization.

Figure 5 shows the flow patterns for test C from the
data obtained at 12:30, with a mass velocity of 260.115
kg·m−2 ·s−1 . Four zones are present, namely: intermittent, annular, dryout and mist, located at the quality
ranges 0.215-0.275, 0.275-0.943, 0.943-0.982 and 0.9820.99, respectively.
In both tests A and B, the zone with largest visualization is the annular, and a small range is shown by
the intermittent flow and the dryout zone.

Figure 3. Flow pattern map for test A for the R600a
refrigerant with Tsat = 6,756 °C, D = 3,8 mm, q = 391,44
W·m−2 and GA = 236,5 kg·m−2 ·s−1

Figure 5. Flow pattern map for test B for the R600a
refrigerant with Tsat = 9,751 °C, D = 3,8 mm, q = 453,28
W·m−2 and GA = 260,115 kg·m−2 ·s−1

3.1.2. Flow pattern map for test B

3.1.4. Flow pattern map for test D

Test B was conducted at 12:40, obtaining intermittent,
annular, dryout and mist flow patterns, which are visualized in Figure 4. Compared to test A, a new zone
appears with a mass velocity of 267.26 kg·m−2 ·s−1 and
quality ranges 0.256-0.283, 0.283-0.941, 0.98-0.979 and
0.979-0.99, respectively, for the four zones present.
The zone with largest visualization is the annular, due to the extended quality range, whereas the
intermittent zone is the one that shows the smallest
visualization due to its reduced quality range.

The flow pattern map obtained from the experimental
data taken at 16:45 with a mass velocity of 229.43
kg·m−2 ·s−1 , shows the zones: intermittent, annular,
stratified-wavy and dryout, as indicated in Figure 6.
The quality ranges present according to the flows
are 0.231-0.267, 0.267-0.952, 0.952-0.961 and 0.9610.99, respectively. The zone with the largest visualization is the annular, due to its quality range, whereas
the remaining zones are present in smaller quality
ranges. The operating conditions are different, and
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both the mass velocity and the time for taking the
data have influence, which results in the presence of a
new zone, the stratified-wavy.
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predominant one in this study, as well as the intermittent and dryout zones, but with a smaller quality
range.
3.2. Comparison of the flow patterns at different times
Hereafter, an analysis is conducted based on times and
on the results obtained regarding the flow patterns, as
well as the difference in their operating conditions.
3.2.1. Comparison between test A and test B

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the results between test
A carried out at 12:15 and test B at 12:40. The incident
−2
Figure 6. Flow pattern map for test B for the R600a solar radiations were 464.1 and 652.9 W·m , respecrefrigerant with Tsat = 5,71 °C, D = 3,8 mm, q = 155,73 tively, and the mass velocities were 236.5 and 267.26
kg·m−2 ·s−1 , respectively. It may be observed that the
W·m−2 and GA = 229,43 kg·m−2 ·s−1
limits between the annular flow and the stratified-wavy
and mist flows do not vary, whereas there is a small
mismatch in the limit of the dryout zone, as well as the
3.1.5. Flow pattern map for test E
intermittent-annular limit, in which the initial qualities
Figure 7 indicates the flow pattern map for test E, vary from 0.176 to 0.256.
obtained from the experimental data taken at 20:40
with a mass velocity of 197.59 kg·m−2 ·s−1 , where the
flow patterns that appear in this test are intermittent,
annular, stratified wavy and dryout.
The range with the largest visualization is the one
corresponding to the annular zone, whereas the intermittent and dryout zones are smaller. As it was
the case for test D, the stratified-wavy zone appears
because the mass velocity is smaller than in previous
cases.

Figure 8. Comparison of the maps corresponding to tests
A and B at 12:15 and 12:40, respectively

3.2.2. Comparison between test A and test D

Figure 7. Flow pattern map for test B for the R600a
refrigerant with Tsat = 2,374 °C, D = 3,8 mm, q = 72,83
W·m−2 and GA = 197,59 kg·m−2 ·s−1

All tests indicate that flow patterns vary depending
on the operating conditions, and thus it is determined
that for a larger mass velocity the mist flow tends to
be present, while if it decreases the stratified-wavy
zone may appear. In addition, of the zones present in
the five tests, the one with the best visualization and
a larger quality range is the annular flow, which is the

Figure 9 shows a comparison between tests A and D,
with data taken at 12:15 and 16:45, with incident solar
radiations of 391.44 and 155.73 W·m−2 , respectively,
and mass velocities of 236.5 and 229.43 kg·m−2 ·s−1 ,
respectively. The limits between stratified and wavy
do not vary, which is not the case for the remaining
limits.
In case of test B, the mass velocity does not indicate that the stratified-wavy flow appears in this test,
however, in test D the mass velocity is smaller and the
stratified-wavy zone is present. On the other hand, the
limits of the dryout and mist zones move to the right
due to the increment of the incident solar radiation.
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aforementioned velocities indicate that the stratifiedwavy flow appears only in test E, not in test A.
3.2.5. Comparison of tests A, D and E
Figure 12 shows a comparison between tests A, D and
E with working hours 12:15, 16:45 and 20:40, and incident solar radiations of 464.1, 123.22 and 0 W·m−2 ,
respectively. It is analyzed that the mass velocity in
the plot is directly proportional to the solar radiation.

Figure 9. Comparison of the maps corresponding to tests
A and D at 12:15 and 16:45, respectively

3.2.3. Comparison between test D and test E
Figure 10 shows a comparison between tests D and
E, with experimental data taken at 16:45 and 20:40,
incident solar radiations of 123.22 and 0 W·m−2 and
mass velocities of 229.43 and 197.59 kg·m−2 ·s−1 , respectively. The limits of the stratified-wavy line show
no variation, whereas the limits of the dryout and mist
zones show a trend to the right when the incident solar
radiation decreases at high quality values. Both tests
indicate the presence of the stratified-wavy zone with
the aforementioned values of mass velocity, however,
for test D there is a better visualization of the flow
because the mass velocity decreases due to the incident
solar radiation of 0 W·m−2 .

Figure 11. Comparison of the maps corresponding to tests
A and E

When reducing both variables, the dryout and mist
zones extend to the right with high quality values,
whereas the stratified-wavy limits show no variation.
It is indicated how the xIA limit varies at the initial
qualities. Zones that are present in the pipe according
to each condition may be identified based on the mass
velocity, if it is higher it will correspond to test A and
if it is lower it corresponds to tests D and E. The
zones present in test A are intermittent, annular and
dryout, whereas for tests D and E the zones present
are intermittent, annular, stratified-wavy and dryout.

Figure 10. Comparison of the maps corresponding to tests
D and E at 16:45 and 20:40, respectively

3.2.4. Comparison between test A and test E
Figure 11 displays a comparison of the flow pattern
maps between tests A and E, with working hours
of 12:15 and 20:40, incident solar radiations of 464.1
and 0 W·m−2 and mass velocities of 236.5 and 197.59
kg·m−2 ·s−1 , respectively. The stratified-wavy limit
shows no variation, whereas the dryout and mist limits
move to the right compared to the resulting limits at
noon. The difference between tests A and E for the

Figure 12. Comparison of the flow pattern maps with
incident solar radiation at different times

In the different maps obtained, test A shows the
best results due to its lower initial quality, the limits within the plot observed in Figure 3 are similar
to the model by Wojtan et al. [8] considered for the
analysis of the boiling fluid. In addition, one of the
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predominant conditions in a DX-SAHP system is to
have a working fluid in vapor phase at the outlet of the
collector/evaporator; the flow patterns that meet this
condition are dryout and mist, which are present in
the larger quality range 0.941-0.99 for test B observed
in Figure 4.
It is evidenced in Figure 13 the relationship between
flow patterns and heat transfer coefficient (HTC); the
flow patterns base their importance indicating the
phase change of a refrigerant that flows within a pipe.
This figure shows the intermittent, annular, dryout
and mist zones. For flow patterns such as intermittent
and annular the behavior of the heat transfer coefficient shows an increasing trend; at the beginning of
the dryout zone the HTC tends to decrease for increasing vapor quality [8]. The working fluid reaches
a quasi-total caloric balance with the pipe, and when
reaching the mist zone, it completely changes its phase
from liquid to vapor, and thus the HTC in the dryout
and mist zones tends to decrease to minimum values
of 516.37 W·m−2 ·K−1 for the example shown.
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limits of the different flow regimes showed a variation
based on the different operating parameters, namely:
mass velocity, incident solar radiation, heat flux, mass
flow [23] and initial quality of the working fluid. Similarly, the flow pattern maps enable studying the different configurations of the distribution of two phases
in a fluid, and indicate which zone predicts its almost
total phase change; for that purpose, the following
conclusions were obtained:
The predominant zones in this study are intermittent, annular and dryout, since these are the flows
present in all tests, and the dryout and mist zones
present in different opportunities. This is the case of
the mist zone, which will be present when the heat flux
and the mass velocity are 488.27 W·m−2 and 267.26
kg·m−2 ·s−1 , respectively, whereas for the stratifiedwavy zone the heat flux and the mass velocity will be
72.83 W·m−2 and 197.59 kg·m−2 ·s−1 , respectively.
The stratified-wavy zone was present in tests D
and E, at quality ranges 0.952-0.961 and 0.939-0.968,
respectively. Whereas, the mist zone is present in test
B with quality range 0.979-0.99 and in test C with
quality range 0.982-0.99. In addition, tests D and E
were obtained with incident solar radiation values of
123.22 and 0 W·m−2 , respectively.
Since test A has an initial quality of 0.176, it is
more similar to the model of flow pattern map considered as base for this study. However, in tests B and C
it is visualized the largest dryout and mist zones, thus
fulfilling the condition that the fluid must enter the
compressor in vapor phase.
The present research work was conducted using an
environmentally friendly refrigerant, such as R600a
isobutane, which has an ODP of 0 and a GWP of 3;
moreover, its use presents larger thermal conductivities
compared to conventional refrigerants such as R22 and
R134a.
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Figure 13. Contrasting of flow pattern maps vs. heat
transfer coefficient for the Wojtan et al. [8], [28] mathematical model

4. Conclusions
The flow pattern maps obtained in the experimental
tests conducted represent the behavior of the phase
change of the R600a refrigerant, in response to the
solar energy gained by the system. The plots and the
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